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Early in 1975, 'the- Ontatid-Knistry 6f EdiCation contracted with The

Ont.ario-Jntti-eute.idr- Studies in. Education to: Undertake a reseatdh pro--

ject cto examine the 'viability of operating an on-1111e' bibliographic, sareh

,service for the educators -of the .province. The- prOject(was to $t

among. oiherS','. the nature and levels Oi, demand ih,Ontario for. such a sery-

ice; to develop and refing'Methods of placing search orders,: order deli-
.

Very, and 'advertising; to- determine manpower. tedhnical requirements And
.

fiscal viability; and to assess. the 'effectiveness of an intermediary in.

,interacting with users in a.remote geographic setting in Northern Ontario.

,The earliest phaseS; of"the project involved impleMentation of the

. search' service. Access to the data bases maintained by System Develop-

,.

ment Coiporation and :Lockheed, both in California, was provIded by a

ABSTRACT
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terminal located in ::the- OISE ,Library. Copies of documents cited in

computer,- generated '6ibliographies were made aV4ilable for reciiiestors in

microficheor hard copy

iz

formats_ Educatisonal informatioen Consultants were

trained to help clarify and negotiate requestS from users in the North

Bay .area; of /Ontario. 'These efforts were the subject of. the first ,Interim

Report_coveriithe period MarCh 1978' Februaryt 1976. That repOrt con-

centratea caw early phases of the 15roject:-: Itgie relevant literature
.

was reViewed;the- conceptual framework used to collect and analyze the

was described, the early phases 'of -the implementation of the '-search

service were detailed, and preliminary -findings were presented_

l While developmental: and theoretical aspects- received most emphasi

in the first annual, -report, this Secqpd Inter-Sul' ,Report concentrates on
' A

the research findings collected after the search service had been in

operation 16 months. 'The organization, role, and level of satisfaction

of EISO users are treated;* the impact of EISO on a. school board in the

r

owe



ntrtheastern Region of Ontario is outlined; tne economics or operating

an on-line bibliOgraphic retrieval and dupiication service-is_assesed. .

A state-of=the-art review of. ERIC data. base search servides-in Canada

constitutes Chapter 6'while the final chapter considers*alternative
-

organi-
_

zational structures for ETS0.- Appendices reproduce samples of the evalua-
. . .

-tion questionnaire'used to collect data on users, the pamphlet and=bro-

ehure publicizing the EISO service, and ()vier -Ec ms for cogies.of original

materials.
.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

.01%

C
o

In.1975, againSt a background OfAapid development in the field of infor-

mation science, the Ontario Min' .of Education. funded, a contract titled

'the Educational Information System for Ontario (EISO) to develop, evaluate,

and anaiyid, an information disseminatiqn'syStem based upon computerized
retrielial of bibliographies. EISO has now been in operation fOr-d year

and a half, providing-both- a search service that locates references to
literature on a multitjade; of educational topicss, and a duplication service

that .provides copies of original materials located by the service."

EISOI s first Interim Report, submitted in March 1976, recounted

the creation of EISO, its basis in theory and practice, and an initial

assessment of its effectiVeness. This report, building onthe previous

one, Undeitikes a detailed analysis of-the types c71 inavidUals who hake.

used EISO, their levels of satisfaction with the service, the service's

-impact on their organizations, and the economics of "operation.' After a
survey of the development of on-line info/nation services in Canada, the

report concludes with an outline of, organizational structures that might
be used if EISO 'is to become a permanent .ervice.

.Prior to the creation of the Educational Information. System for

-Ontario, no conputer-based, an-line bibliographic search service aimed

primarily at educators existed in this province. Nor did there at that

time exist a data base consisting of entirely Canadian educational
-4

materials or documents; Obviously, then, if serious' study was to be

undertaken preliminary to the possiblf creation of any such provincial

or national system, at least two .6;rtas. would have to be explored and data

-collected and analyzed before any further progress could be made. -.. One of

these areas was the technical requirements and feasibility of creating an

Ontario data base-, of educational information. To examine this highly

1

I



---cmmpi'4izx--aspect-'-of information storage .'and retrieval the Ontario --t4imistiir
of Education contracted with the gle.,tropolitan School Board ok Toronto to .,

unaertake 4 project entitled OntarioEducational-Research 'Information'

To look into the questions of diseminati8n "and utili--'

tion.,' the Ministry funded SQ.

System C

- zation

EISO set up a fully operational in

inte titre bibliogichic 'Search
. ,

offering-an.

rvice t the edueators of

the province.- first .by providing --them:-ac. Ss to the -e)dsting-Educational
',Resolirces Information Centre ct-RIC) dat base, and

-

later to other data

baseA. such as Psychological AbsractS, cez5tional Child Ecivattion
Abst-2.7eicto-,_ Social- Sciences Citation IVdex, Sociological Abstracts-, and

.

other, data bases ,relevant -educat From the very/first, then,_ Big()to

differed from the usual research- ontract- in_ that was not only o pro-
. --

vide a rigorous research study rmly grounde'd in theoretical concepts,

but it was also to have a large evelopmental. component in the implementa-
:

tion of a search service avail le tO',.:educators,_on a.Jee-paying Sasis.
Thus, not only were normal asp is of contract research such as research

design, data tcolleCti_on and lysis required, btEt also some more unusual,

activities. Among these were creation of a buSiness system,aset-

publicity materials, and a program fOr training Educational ,InfOrMation

Consultants who were .to act as infoilrationintermediaries in. geographically

remote areas. Prbfestional development activities, seminars, workshops

acid demonstrations added still other aspects to the study.

To use the search service El-SOprovides, 'the educator submits his

information request to the search analyst, a specially trained reference-

librarian, who rewords the content to conform to a list_of subject headings.

/4 designed for computer scanning of the appropriate data base. The search

analyst queries the bibliographiGNdata base using either of two search

systems, Lockheed Information System, (LIS)'s DIALOG or System.Develorbent.

Corporation (SDC)'s ORBIT. When combinations of subject headings are

entered, the number of relevant citations and sample citations .are printed

on-line. If the_ citations are appropriate, the complete bibliography is

printed off-line and mailed to the requestor.

Should. the client wish to obtain copies -erf .the original documents

cited in the- bibliography-he may order ERIC docUments a \ble on micro-

fiches and paper copies of Journal articles from EISO. r prints from

ERIC fiche are available froim the-ERIC Document Reproduction. Service in -
the United States. _



To evaluate EISO, an Infi5rmation System Model was designed chid
focused on the systeit's inputs, processes and 'outputs. The p-r-ary an:
tuts were -islentified, as the user; who is characterized by _social traits
such as his position, age,. educa.ti_on.-; the search analyst; and the computer
systerd. The pi-'ocess phase incrudedstuestion negotiation, -reference
retrieval, documenNretrieval and_ knowledge -of acquisition: The major.
output variable of concern was the user's satisfaction with the service.
By analyzing vard'ous combinations of inputs and processes, it- was hoped

' that-factors- affecting satisfaction could be identified, so that improve--,

_meats could be mate- in the system.
\ Since. EISO was--a new service, the; evaluation.took on an added

complexity. It is widely recognized that individuals who try iiknOvaticsns
...- tend to be a separate breed. Normally, innovators are Male, rwell educated,

and ambitious. Thus; in assessing the --rate' of adoPtioli of EISO by edima-
moors, we focused on the demographic profilese of 'users- to see *if they fit
".°the expected pattern. An adoption/ of an innovations model was'-used -;o`.
plan, the schedule of publicity anci\demonStraHons. That is, it wa.-5-.ic(3g-

! na_zect potential. masers had to go. through five stages'of adoption: awareness,
search- for more information, trial use-, evaluation and a decision to adopt.
Therefore,. EISO committed great ofoi-ts dui-ing its first year atbuilding-
awareness and providing free trial searche as normally expected,"
.adoption followed an S. curve, then relatively' L people wyuld become
regular users of EISO in its first year or two, but the number of -users_
would climb rapidly :thereafter. `.

- Attraction of users would be relatively easy If EISO--provided
free service; but it does not_ A major foe-us, ithen, was the assessment-
of the relationship between price and demAild. EISO also sought to ...\
establish its own true cost, so that realitic data would -be available
for setting prices and rates ..of subsidization in the future.

The work in EISOTs first year formed the foundation ft:lir its 'accomp-
lishmerYt. during the second. year. The same basic model for assessing the
service still applies, as do-e- s the focus on user satisfaction and-the
economics of operation: However, it is now possible to analyse the
system in far greater detail than was the case one -year ago-
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CFIAPTER 2
_

Crrganizalion. and Role of the EISO -User

EISO usersecome from all parts of the province, hold. many different roles

in many, different organizations; and have different purposes in mind when
requesting a bibliography.from the Educational Information System for
Ontario. This chapter describes various aspects of EISO's clientele, and
compares their-demographic Profiles dOring the first andsecond year of

lc the service. As in. the first Interim Rport, we use the "distinctiOn

between the)instifutional or nomothetit dimension and the individual' or
idiographic dimension in order to group they ariables that define the

profiles,. -and assume that the -two nction together to help explain users'

behaviour and-their decision to us' e system. Most data-_-'were collected

via the EISO User, ,Evaluation-Questio re, which has been used throughout

the study.

User Survey
1

Every user is sent an EISO User Evaluation Questionnaire,about, six weeks

after a search has been ,-completed and a bibliography el((t. This questibii.-.

naire, the Original version (or Velion A) of which app ars in Appendix C
of the first Interim Report, was revised in the second year in order to

refine its forth, content and reliability.... The new,verVin (Appendix A),
is about -one-third shorter than the first version, "and..iS typeset. in the.

eight by eight. inch format' used for EISO printed materials.Version A
was used from July 1, 1975 to March 31, 1976 and Version BhaS been used

rsince t4e\p...- In addition to both primary versions of the user evaluation

questionnaires are two briefer questionnaires that have been prepared for
sendin to those users whO do not return the longer: versions

there' are -two EISO Service Evaluatipn Data Sheets (Appendix.D-of the first

In Report, and Appendix B in this report") which are completed in-houte

4



by the EISO seaYch analyst and library assistant; As 'much daikt-as possible,
are recorded on these data sheets in order to lessen the user's rden in

-supplying data needed for EISO's reSearcb.:and evaluation activities.,
i-*Rate's .or retuln questionnaires haVe.:45een quite "satisfactory

_overall, though there is little da-tai, -some-_itemS, as the, Trequena-les
-recorded in tables later reveal. In all.; data for--:5-87 of4:1-i--4-70. searchesit
EISO conducted during- itS: first_year were assemble& That is, data are ..

available 9n., 83 of searches comp1:et64. fiLtual- dates of "ff-rst-.57e-arli-
searche, -allowing for .EISO' s,-t-M--ree month start-up ''pe-iiod, span the period

afrom July. 1, 1975 to March. 31, 1976. Data forOecond -year searches are
less complete. At the' time of analysis,. 119 evaluatibn questionnaires
had been returned
period lout April
rate will improve

from among 283 tha-t_Iad been s:ent. 'These cover the
1, .1976 to October 31, 1976. We expect this 42% return
as. follow-up questionnaires are returned. -

In making comparisons between datarrepor:ted here for EI-SO's first .

year and those reported in the first year's Interim Report, -the reader
should note that 'more complete data are used in this version- than were
.available previouslyThat- report used a sample of 122 (similar to the
data set being used in this report for second year data.5, wikle this
report uses a sample of 387. Hence, discrepancies will occur between the
two reports, discrepancie's which should be decided in favour "crr the .

statistics-given herein_
The description of the findingS- for the first two years o operations

that follows' begins by considering tile organizational setting, 'fo lowed
--the_ organization itself and, finally, theAn.dividual role the user plays,
and several personal characteristics that may relate_ to the way that role,
is played-.

'...-Geographical Location of Users
In a province the si'ze- of Ontario, geography is often a major ;barrier to
the provision of equitable services." Individuals akd organizations in
the larger urban areas haVe easy access to all types', of commodities and
services, including, information. the same cannot be said for those
lbcated far from urban areas and from the population centres along Lake
Ontario. One gcial EISO has is to overcome theS'e barriers with respect to
the proVision of inforniation on educational topics. It took as its test'
area the.Ministry of Education's Northeastern- R9gion (Figure-1) which
stretches front- tine TrentLSevern waterway to James Bay. I. this regiOn,
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t/GOR 1 -- Northeastern Ontario Region (Distf-ict4 of Cochrme, Nipissing,
'Tarry SoZ,mds Timiskaming; NUskoka)?-

/ / -

lOntario-VffniStty of Education. Directory
44.

1 s

f Education, 2975-76, p. 116.
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Educational Information Consultants were trained, numerous demonstrations
# -..were held, and. EISO searches were provided at a 'reduced.rate. In fatt,

_ Aeach 'school board was-pratirided one free search for every 1,000_ students
enrolled in theboai:d. searches, cost only. $20', rathei r

1

----,;.$30 as .elsewhere...in-the praviAlce. ...,?- -1 EISO by no Triea.-- limited its- activity to to -ehe Northeastein Region. '
_ 4 .:Demcinstrations were con?ted elsewhere, brochures e sent to all

-- ;-- l4 s
r

s; and advertisements and article, appear d in pro essicm.al jonmals.
Yet, ince greater efforts.were made in the NortheSstern Region, one Would

- -expect that' if these ellorts -were effective, a disproportionately large. ..
4.. number- of search requests would, haVe c from ,this region.

....."', Table 1 reports the percentage of users from the Northeastern Region
4 ... )

.iii EISO's first two years of: operation. In both years, the re was

TABLE 1 LOCATED IN NORTHEASTERN REGIO/gp (REGION 3)

Percent
Response--

Year
-(n = 380)

Year 2
(n. = 119)

Yes

No

13.9

86.1

9:2

90.8

ovriepresented, __as_ had been expected. While it has only about ,4% tie
- province's enrolment in elementary and secondary schools, over e this
percentage used the service in each of the two years. , The cleclin in the
second year, from 14% to 9% is in part due to the- exhaustion of free.
searches. As will be noted in Table 2, several of the larger boards
used all of the free searches that have been allocated, and must now pay
$20 for each_one requested.

A broader look at the location of u ers and their organifzations is
taken in-Table 3, where the province is broken. down according to distr
counties- or regions, and cities. `,1t is particularly notable that Me
politan Toronto,to, with about 23% of the school, enrolment in the provin
supplied over 50% of the users. This fact is of course ex-nlained by
Toronto's preeminence in graduate education and educational research.



TABLE 2 ALLOCATION AND USE OF FREE SEARCHES -IN

NORTHEASTERN REGION

Organization
Fre6 Searches

IL 'Paid Searches,
-- Allocated Used-

Airy Township
Becknell -Township

2-
-

`CFB No Bay 2
CF MooSiOnee' 2

ield ,Township 2

Canadore CART
Cochrane-Ixoctuois Falls .

Cochrane-I..roquOis Falls DRCSS
Fist Parry Sound -

Hearst

Hearst DRCSS
1Ca'Puskasing
Icapuskasing DRCSS
Kirkland Lake
Kirkland Lee DRCSS

Ministry of-Education
Moose Fdctory Island
Moose No. _1 RCSS
Moosonee DSAB
Murchisbri and Lyell Township

°

0
o
o
0
0

5 2 0
5 1 0
5 0 0-- -
s 4 o
5 4 0

5
5

5
5

o 0
3 .0
1 -0

0
- -0.

5 4 0
2 1 0 ..7.-- .U.

2 0 - 0
2 _ 0 0
'2 . 0 0

Musioka 8 3 0
Northern CART S -5 / 3OISE Field Ceritre .

5 5 0
Nipissing P 13 10 - 0
-,Zlipissing Faculty of- Ediication 5 2 0

. .

3 0
0 0

(T 3 - 0
0 , 0
2 0

pissing, DRCSS
Pinard Towrishi:)-

il0
4

-2
Timmin_s 7
Tirrnill DRCSS 5
Timiskaming 7 6

West Parry Sound 5 3 0

8



TABLE 3 LOCATION OF' USER' S ORGANIZATION

_ Location
Yeai- 1 -

(n = 386)

Percent

Year 2
(n =. 119)

District 14.8
.

County, or Regiondl
Goirernmnti

Ttropolitan Toronto

Crttaitia

London

44

23.3

49:5

1:0
7.

9

Hamilton 0.5

Windsor

7.6

24.4

53:8

2.5

4.2

0

2.6 0

Sudbury 1.3

Canada (not Ontario) -1.0

Not Canada 1.0

5.0

0.8

9



But more important, Table 3 reveals how the Toronto market is the mainsta?

of an educational information,service. Alone, it probably can supply

enough users to justify' the' capital ancy personnel expense of maintaining

the service.' 'This pointis of import k ce later when we discuss,the-
.

cergence-of other -educational informati n.services in' Ontario.

Another notable ture in Table 3 is le_relaive decrease In

users in northern districts, which is probably explained -by the-decrease

in usage in-the Northeastern Region 'and the increase in usage in Ottdwa

and, particularly, -Sudbury. Wheihei these changes will result in a
lodger term increase in these cities, we cannot' say; the-decline in use

shows that' small' verceAages Worthdftires7-
.

tigating, in the latter ra se, ig.the possibility that users lave been

lured away to- another search service, either in Windsor or in nearby.

Detroit:

Iii summary; EISO users come fr all parts of the province, with

about half from Metropolitan Toronto lone. Efforts to stimulate usage

by giving free searches, training preSenting workshops, etc. were

.effective in the Northeastern Region and will probably have a moderate

continuing effect after free searches are exhausted-and knowledge of the

service has become commonplace.

a
-.EISO Users' OrgapizationS

Organizational factors are probably more Imortant'than the geographical

ones in explainingyhy,a person requests a search, and paramount among

these is the type of organization to which the user belongs and the

purposes it has. Table 4 groups utters according to twelve kinds of

organizations: In its firSt year, school boards were EISO's top users,

but their leadership in this has yielded to OISE in the second year.

Overall, it is fair to say that on the average each of the two represen-N

about 40% of the service's clientele. Usage by faculties of education

has increased from 2.1% to 7.6%, while use elsewhere had tended to hold

steady.. The fact that faculties of education plus OISE now. account for

half of all'users points to their fundamental position in justifying an

educational information service. That is; they would appear to provide

a sufficiently large clientele to justify the service's existence-. Yet

it is also clear that continuing efforts are needed to enlist users from

boards. Unlike professors and graduate students, their day-to-day lives

do not include use of a library. It is necessary for the library to go

to them:

10



TABLE 4 --'ORGANIZATIM OF PRIMARY ASSOCIATION

Organization

-"Percent

Yeat 1
_(nf 380)

Year 2
r = 119)

Publid Board

Separate Board

sPri/pte School

34.2

0.8

4.7

Faculty of Education. 2.1

OISE

University

J'

Ministry of Education

Professional Associations

Goyernment

Business:

Other

4.4.7

3.4

7.6

30.8 41.2

6.1 8.4

3.7 2.5

0.8 0.8 -.

1.8

1.8

2.6

0

0.8

0.8

34.4

11 ..



EISD users maybe founetpla?ing numerous roles within their O4kani-'
=Lions., as can be seen in Table 5. Administ3 ati6H and teaching lead the

TABLE 5 PRIMARY'PROESSIONAL ROLE

Role
Percent 4

XE11' 1
(n = 245)

Year 2
(n = 119)-

. Administration or',
Supervision

Teaching

1
27:8

17.1

-

34-5

16.8

Pupil Personnel 0.8 16.8

Research 10.6 13.4

Field Development - 5.7 6.7

Ministry RegiOnai Office 3.3 0

Library 6.9 7.6

Private Consultant 2.4 2.5

Undergraduate 0 0.8
.;

M. Ed. Student 3.31 0.8

Ed.D. Stude:nt 4.9 3.4
21-7 13.5

M.A. Student 3.7 .

1.7

Ph.D. Student 9.8 7.6

Other 3.7 3.4

list, followed by graduate work, field development, and librarianship.

Most categories are Very similar in their representation during the first
4d second years, except for a marked decrease in usage by graduate

students. This declingis probably explained by the discontinuac-°
special programs to interest students: e.g., a reduced rate of $15

during the 1975.Graduate Summer Session at OISE, and the allocation of.

free searches toF.anumber of classes. Overall,' though, we: feel the pra6file

of user roles'is relatively stable, angthat administrators will remain-its

12



primary users. Then-use of EISO clearly opens the way for the service to

have real impact an education: Indeed, that over one-thirdof EISO's_users

are ad ministratorS is probably one of.its major accomplishments.

The d±stribUidn of users by their _roles in various organizations

provides some insight into the way their organilations are using EISO.

These-distributions for the project's two years are reported separately

in:Tables 6 and 7. A. notable contrast can be,made betw9en users in schOol

.boards and those in postSecondary institutions.includin-OISE.. In the

former,_users are-oVerwhelmingIy in administratqn: on'-the average

during,E1SO's firstgear, and 77% in its se-cond. In the latter, users

are distributed across all areas teaching,,administration, research,

library, and, of course, graduate work. Clearly, EISO is being,used in

school boards to help.administratorS to make decisions, whereas at OISE,

and other postsecondary institutions it is used as a resource in learning

and research- Determining the impact fromits use in these ways will

obviously be a long term proposition:.

Recognition _of EISO's usefulness by bovaTd administrators may, in

the end,'have. one unanticipated consequence: the adoption of the-

automated information centre idea,for use in their an boards. This

possibility and its implications are discussed-further in the last, s

chapter of this report.

To clarify the uses.to which EISO was put-by users playing different
, -

roles in different organizations, second year users were asked to indicate

the role for whiCh the search was requested. ,Table 8 cleaily shows that

EISO is used for purpo-ses consistent with the users' organizational roles.

In school boards; searches generally were conductedior administrative.

purposes, research or field development, the-latter-inclu g preparation

for professional development days, program planning, ptc. Only a rela-

tively sall proportion of the usage was for graduate studies being
undertaken simultaneously with the users' regular employment. Usage at

OISE was concentrated. on research and graduate work,: little use being

made for the purposes of administration and field development. Library

usa e appeared at an appreciable, though low, level in both school boards_

andpostsecondary institiitions: The use of EISO to aid w-ith,:teadhing.,was

surprisingly limited. Though substantial numbers of individuals reported

their maj(7 role-Was-teaching, they apparently called on EISO primarily

when they were involved in research.-

13
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LE 6 ROPESSICIR-ROLE BY ORGANIZATION FOR YEAR-1 ,US -243)

a.

Role

zation

Mimistryhd,
Public Board 'Separate Board Postsecondary' OISE eT

(n.= '78) . (n = 22) (n = 24)
90),, Education

(n-= 18) ,

. .(n:= '11)

Administration or

,Supervision S3:8% 63.6% 25.0%

(14

, 9:1A 16.7

Teaching or it

Personnel' 25'.7 9.0 25:0 14.4 0 5.5

4.4,, 18.2 O. 13.3 9.1 22.2Research

Meld Development
.

. $

or Regional 0,0

Office 0 0 0 14,4 72.7 ', 5.5

Library 10.3 "4.5 8.3 6.7 , 0 0

Master's Student 0 4.5 2 -0.8 11.1 0 5.5

.

Doctoral Student 1.3 0 12.5 35.6 0 0

Otep 2.6 0 , 8.3 2.2 9.1 44:4
..

29



TABLE 7 --' PROFESSIONAL, ROIL BY ORGANIZATION FOR YEAR 2 USERS (N =119)

Role

Organization

Public 13.oard 4Separate Board Postsecondary OISE.. Ministry
of

Other'

(n = 33) (n = 8) (n = 23)
Education

= 49) (11 = 3)
(n =3)

Administration or '

,Supervision. '66.7%

Teaching oPuijiL

Personnel .
6.1.

Research

Field Development

or. Regional

Office 3.0 0 ' 4.3 1242' 0 0

Library, 12.1 0, '0 10.2
.

0 0

Master's Student 3.0 '.0 8.7 2.0 % 0 0

Doctoral Student 0 t, 0 r 4.3 24.5 0 .o

,..,

Other 3.20)ry ,0 8.7 , . 6.1 o 33.3

87.5% 17.4% 10.2% 66.7% s 33:3%

12.5 47.8 14.3 0 0

6.1 0 . 8.7 20.4 33.3

29
4



TABLE ROLE-TORNI1E -BIBLIOGRAPHY WAS-REQQESTED BY ORGANIZATION FOR-YEAR 2 USERS

Role for Which

"Pst
Made

Public Board ,Separate Board Postseconda7 OISE

(n =.32) ,(n = 8) (n = 23) (n = 49)

Organization

Ministry of

Education

(n = 3)

Other

(n = 3)

fainistration or

Supervision 443.81 12.5 r 8, 7 0 2.01 33.31

Teaching or Pupil . l . ! .

Personnel ,12.5 0 0 , ''.6:1 0 0

1-L

c e,

hResearc lc 8 12.5. 30.4 34,7 66.7 33.3

Field Development 0 50.0 4.3 2:0 0 0'"

Library ,
,6.3 0

,

0 ,10.2 0 0

4

Master's Student 6.3 0 26.1 6.1 0 0

1

Doctoral Student. 9.4 12..5, 17.4 30,6 r 0 33.3

Other 3.1 12.5 13.0 8.2 0 33;0



Personal CharacteriStics

Personal traits as well as organizational types and roles may be important

factors in determining whether or not ari individual uses theEducatiOnal

Information System. for Ontario. In .the first Interim Report Tire discussed

Some of the traits of innovators, and suggested that early users and

adopters of .EISO might tend to fit a mold, being more highly educated,
more ambitious, and-mOre open to change than those who would not try the

service, or who would try it later.- Among the characteristics considered

here are the user's sex, age, education, pro^ fesional activities, and pre-

v-ious use of EISO. By comparink_first and second year data, it was

expected that trends might energe, suggesting that. EISO was bi-oadening

its clientele.

The percentage of females using EISO has shaWn a slight increase

to 35% frarn 30%, but the increase is too slight to place confidence. in.

If it doeS represent a real increase, it could be explainecl--by the rise

in usage by library 'personnel, most of whom are women (Table 9).
T.7

TABLE g SEX OF EISO USERS

Percent

Year 1
(n = 376)

Year 2
(n = 119)

Male. 69.7 64.7

Female 30_3 35.3

The change in age distribution also reflects some change away from

the younger category (26 to 36 years of age) toward older categories (36

to 45 and 46 to 65 years of age),-. though anOma-lies occur at either end .

(Table 10). The change is probably due to the relativeinc-reased-use of

the service by those in esti-blished. careers in administration and research,

as compared to grad.uate stutents. This view receives some confirmation by

the _increased .perce age.of users who have -been in their posts an a.ppre-

Ciable length. of time (Table 11).7 In t its case; as the previous two,

differences. are slight,_ bud nevertheless. represent a penetratioriof:tke

. 17



EISO service into categories ef. users .who -would be expected to bev,omewhat

slower to adopt the service.

- al/.
TABLE 10 -- AGES pF EISO USERS

Age Range
in Year

Percent

Year 1
(n = 183).

Year 2
(n-,7-- 113)

25 or under- 2.2 3.

26 to 35 49.7 363
36 to 45 36.1 42.5

46 to 55 r. 9.3 15.9

56 to 65 2.7 (3;9

over 65 0 0.9

TABLE 11 NUMBER OF YEARS IN- CURRENT POSITION

Interval in Years

Pefcent

Year 1
(n 184)-

Year 2
(n =. 116)

Less :than 1. 21.2 Y 12.9

1. 10.9. 12.1

.2 9.8 16.4

11.4. -12.9

4 to 6 24.5 20.7

7. to 6 14.1 13.8

10 or.mare 8.2 11.2

18



Professional activitiescof users reported in the two, years show

virtually no ch.ang6 (Tables 12, 13, ands14)-. In both years, 62% had been

TABLE 12 OFFICER g- A, PR

7
Response

- .

O,RGANTZATION

Cent:

Year 1 ;

In.= 183)-
Year 2

= '115)

Yes

No

'61.7

38.3

61.7

38.3

:

TABLE 1:5 PARTICIPATED IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECT

IN 'THE PAST FIVE YEARS.

Response
Percent

YearI
(IT =,185)

Year 2
(TA = 115)

Yes

No

75.7

24.3

76.5

23.5

. -
TABU- 14, -- PRESENTED A PROFE'SIONAl...PAPER IN

THE PAST FIVE YEARS

Response

Percent

Year 1
-(n = 18-5)

Year .2
(n =.115)

No

55:1 54.8

47.0 45.2
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-officeis of professional organizations, about three quarters had partici-

pated in an educational researchproject, and slightly over half had

presented a professional paper in the past five years. Though we have no

comparati.* data for educators as a whole, we do not consider it too

unreasonable to suggest that the professional activities of EISO users

are well above normal.
-

The education of EISO users is also no doubt exceptional, with

.approximately 14% holding doctorates. and 57% a master's degree, for a
total of 71% with graduate degrees (Table 151. And EISO users seem to be

-deciding in favour of continuing their education. The percentage presently

TABLE 15 HIGHEST DEGREE DARNED

Degree

Percent

Year 1
(n-= 175)

Year 2
(n = 1114

Bachelor's 30.3 27.0

Master's 54.3_ 57.7

Doctorate 14.9 14.4

Other 0.6 0.9

in or plahning to apply for academic programs leading to a Meier degree

increased .C.rolit 37% to 460 (Table 16). If. individuals with doctorates were

removed from the total, these'figure wouid be still higher. Clearly,

EISO users are professionals who place an exceedingly high value On educa-

tlan:

TABLE 16 -r PRESENT OR PLANNED STUDIES FOR HIGHER DEGREE

Percent

-Response
Year 2
(n = 112)

Year 1
(n = 382)

Yes 37:2 46.4

Not Sure 20.7 15.2

No 42.1 38.4 00)06

re'



While a comparison of personal profiles .of the typical EISO user for

each of the project's two years suggests that some change has occurred,

these differences- are -relatively minor. The -description-of the -average

EISO user as made in the first Interim Report stands. He is either a
male administrator from a school board or researcher from OISE who is in

\ -
his mid-thirties and is quite active professi nally, is involved in

research, and is planning to, undertake further ducation; He_ is,-in

short, the archetypical innovator or early adopter.

Adoption of EISO as an Innovation

What makes an adopter an adopter? Trying something once? Twice? As we

hairk indicated previously (Chapter VII, first Interim Repo to adoption
cycle begins with awareness and a perceived need, followed by trial adoption,

evaluation, and if the evaluation is positive, adoption. If a single trial

is not suffici t to 'judge the merits- of an innovation or if the dedisibn is

=certain, there may of course be several trial uses before adoption or

rejection occurs. In any case, we know that if people are adopting EISO-

as part of their personal system of information resources, then the

rrumbers of repeat users should be increasing. f

Awareness- of EISO among educators has been fostered. in numerous ways,

including mailing of-many brochures, presentations at meetings and,con-

ventions, class instruction, .etc.. How users became aware of EISO is

another matter. As Table 17 indicates, some techni.que worked (e.g.,

direct mail brochures) and others did not (e.g., articles and advertise-

ments). One of the most effective disseminators of*information. about _

EISO has/been :the reference -librarians in the OISE Library, who, on their..

own initiative, effectively made i't a policy to refer people to EISOwh

ever they thought it might be of assistance in meeting the individual's

information' needs. Similarly,' 'colleagues! recommendations have been a

major factor in creating awareness about EISO. While this type of dis-

semination is beyond direct control, an attempt 'to maximize its effec-

tiveness was made bY 'selecting-key groups for EISO demonstrations.

Awareness of a service is not sufficient to motivate -the use of a

new service, however. Something more is a purpose- at. hand.)

The purposes that helped to motivate EISO users, reported in Table 18

grow out .of the organizational roles. and personal allibi.tions that users

hold. The graduate student needs information for tern papers; the active

supeFintendent for program- development; and the OISE Professor for research.

21
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TABLE 17 -- METHOD OF LEARNING ABOUT, EISO

Percent

Method
Year 1
(n = 384)

Year 2'
(n = 118)

Brochure 35.7 30.5

Article or AdvertiseMent 1.3 3.4

Professional Development Day 0.3 0

-Class Instruction 6.5 4.2

Colleagues 33.9 23.7

tic 5:2 2.5

Library 2.8 16.9

EISO,piaff n /a1 8.5

Other 13:9 9.3

1Not a response on Version A of User Evaluation Questionnaire.

.

TABLE 18 PURPOSE OF SEARCH-

PurpoSe

Percent

Year 1
(n = 386)

Year 2
(n = 119)

Term Paper

Bibliography

31.3

3-6

24.4

3.4

Curriculum Development 7.5 12.6

Program Improvement 12.7 , 16.0

Speech or Article 2.8 4.2 -

Research and Development Report 28.8 24.4

Browsing

egQnel or Recruitment

2.1
,

2.1

0.8

1.7

-Policy Development 6.7 10.1

Other 2.4 2.5

22



A comparison of the purposes motivating searches in the two years shows

_a_decrease _in its _use_ for student term papers, and an increase- in---its--use

for professional matters like curriculum development (up to,13% from 8%),

program improvement (up to 16% from 13%) and policy development (up to

10% frrOm -7%), -.These changes are of substantial practical importance since-

they-reflect an increasing use of the-information obtained for making

decisions about the educational system:.

Being aware .of EISO and having a purpose at hand, the- user next

cbntacts, someone with access to .the syztem. Most users contact the -search

analyst directl as Table 19 suggests. In fact, among those returning

TABLE 1 - WHO ASSIS-thi.) IN FORMULATING SEARCH REQUEST

Role of. Assistant

-
ercent

c
e Year 1

(n = 382)-
Year 2

'(n_= 119)

Search Analyst 85.9

Field Centre -ETC

Faculty of Education EIC 0.5

.Ministry of Education ETC 1.6

CART EIC 0.3

Not Sure 1.3

-Other 3.1

98:3
/

0

1.7

Crex

0

O.

0

a
questionnaires, there. has been a significant decline in the:use of EICs'

in the Northeastern Region. Whether this decline, reflects the exhaustion

of free searches in the area, a changing of the EIC role into more ,of a

referral service, or simply a poor return of qurtionriaires, we cannot yet

say. However,. discussion with the search analyst and -EICs suggest that

both the Eia and search analyst may be involved formulating _a search

request, albeit at different stages. Contact with the sear6h analyst is

male by phone, mail, or'in person (Table 20).

Having conducted a search and acquired material, the -user'will need

access to a microfiche reader if some of the 'Materials are ERIC documents'

on mic_rofiche. About three-quarters of the .respondents had these
(Li
4



.TABLE 20 -- MODE OF INITIAL CONTACT

Mode of Contact

- Percent

Year 1 . Year 2
(ri = 385) (n = 119)-

an Person 52.7 52.9

Telephone 32.5 29:4

Mail 14 .. 8- 17.6

but only one-third had access to a portable fiche readez .(Tables 21 and
22). so, the latter figure is a marked increase from the 116s
reported in the first year. We suspect that the availability ofmicro-
fiche- readers,"particularly portable readers, represents an organizational
- commitment to the use of microfiche and may be a good ind6x of an agency's
innovativeness with regards. to new forms of inforrnation. In an assessment
of the correlates of repeat users of EISO, the availability of a portable
fiche Alter proved to be 'one' 6f the few statistically significant pre-
ciictors of who would become a regular client.

TABLE 21 AVAILABILITY OF MICROFICHE READER
.

Response-
Percent

Year I
(n = 382)

Year 2
-(n = 118)

Yes s 85.6 73.7

Not Sure 3. 5.9

; 11.0 20.3

'24.



TABLE 22 -- AVAILABILITY OP PORTABLE FICHE READER.

Percent-
--Response

Year 1 Year 2
(n. = 382) L(n --4 113)

Yes Aw11.0

Not Sure
89.0

No

35.-4

24.8

39.8

-1Question.phrased in -different way on Versions A and- B of User Evaluation
Questionnaire.

The overall likelihood of repeat use is suggested in Table 23, which

reports the percentages -of searches completed for, individpaJ s who had

''''' ..........

TABLE 23 -- NUMBER OP-PREVIOUS EISO SEARCHES

Number of
Previous Searches

Percent

Year 1 Year 2
, (n = 386) (n = 119)

None

1

"2

3 to 5

6 or more

69.2

15.8

4.7

6.-0

4.4

60.5

15.1

9.2

10.1

5.1

Previously-conducted EISO,searches. Overall; there is, as one would

expect, an increase,,in those reporting a number of previous searches.

These figures are in fact conservative since EISO decided to stop sending

evaluation questionnaires to users who had completed five searches in

order to avoid placing too great an imposition upon them. At a later date,
=data on numbers of searches will be recovered from search request forms to

provide a more accurate count_
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If one assumes the cautious view that not until the third search
hias a user become an adopter, then it can be fairly stated that a quarter

Of_EISO searches were conducted by adopters during its second year. Case
studies have- been made of two EISO adopters, one in a school boa.±-d and one
in a government agency. The first, Mr. Bob O'Neill, is a superintendent
with the London.-Micialesex Separate School Board. His experiences were
recounted in an article that appeared as an "Adminnovationu in OCLEA
(Appendix C). Mr. O'Neill exhibits many of the traits detailed above as

being typical. of innovators and early adopters, e.g., a male school

administrator-with a master's degree. In addition, Mr. O'Neill was already

a regular user-of ERIE materials and had his own: portable fiche reader

before EISO begary-providing computer' access to ERIC. As a result, he was
- 4 7

-table to makeirsinunediate use of the service, and was one of its earliest

adopters.

Another adopter is Dr. Jane Smith (a fictitious name) who is employed
in a government agency. Her experience with her'first search is described

in "One User's Experience," Chapter VI of the first Interim Report. Dr..,

Smith gave the first search. a 'satisfactory review, was impressed with the

service, and has returned since to do two additional searches. She is

highly educated and involved in research and policy studies, characteris-
tics that help to make her an early adqpter.

The_honie organizations of repeat users can be inferred from Table 24,-

which presents the average search number for members in different organiza-
tions., The higher the number, the more times individuals from the type of
institution named 1ve conducted repeat searches. Evidently, the most

regular EISO_ users are from school boaids; where the mean search number

for public and: separate board; combined was 2.51: This conclusion is
promising, since it suggests that a regular clientele from school boards-

_

Is being created,. a clientele that 'could become an important factor
EISOls wider use.;
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TABLE 24 AVERAGE NUMBER OF PREVIOUS SEARCHES. BROKEN

DOWN BY ORGANIZATION FOR SECOND-YEAR USERS

Organization.

Public Board 1.03

Separate Board 8.63

Postsecondary 0.09

Ministry of Education. 1.00

OISE

2.14 33

8.28 8

0.29 23

1.00 3

e..

Academic 0.82 1.10 33-

Research and Field Development 1.73' I. 74 11

Library 1-60 1.82 5

Other 0.67 0

Test of Significance: =,111 10.56 01 Level

Conclusion

EISO users represent a cross-section of. Ontario educators. They come runt
all parts of the prbvince, are members of diverse educational organiz.ation.S.,

and have many different roles. If a 'goal of EISO was to make educati.Onal

information widely available, it has certainly succeeded.

Relative-"to population, the areas most heavily represented among

"s-c-IEISO's users are the Northeastern Region of the province and Metropolitan
Toronto. The Pre-eminence-Of the first area is explained by the extensive

publicity; provision of trained Educational Information Consultants and

allocation of free searches in the region. The large number of uss from

Toronto; on the other hand, is probably due to the proximity of the users

to EISO and the concentration of educational researchers in the city.
School boards and OISE each provide about 40% of EISO's users, with

the remainder" coming from the_ Ministry_of Education,' CAATg, faculties of

ecipcatibn, etc. In comparing the distributions of clients' organizations

reported during EISOts first year with that of the second, a trend toward



a greater percantage of users from universities and faculties of ecilicntion
was- noted.

roximately one-third of EISO's clients we adnUnistrators;
teachers, researchers and graduate students each represented one-siith

of the total. The m3ority of users in school boards- were administrators,

followed by teachers and librarians.- Those from OISE tended to be either

graduate students, who formed about_ one-third- of the OISE-users, or indi-
vicii7Pls involved in research, 'field development, or the library.

Most users _conducted searches which were related to their-primary

professional role. Few users from 'school boards, for example, requested

EISO searches for completing term papers or : dissertations required as

part of graduate studies in which they_.were involved. Overall, about

25% of the searches were conducted for term papers, 25% for-research and

development, and 15% each for curriculum development, program improvement,

and policy .:development Over the two years, the .use .of EISO for profes-

sicxnal purposesincreased a trend largely due, to the decrease in its use NI.-

by graduate students.

The typical EISO user was a man, between the ages of 3 and 45_who

held _a masters degree-and had been in his present position four to six_

years. In all.probability had been an officer of a profeSsional ,organi-

zation and had been involved in doing research. Chances were about even

that,he had prepared a profeSsional paper in'the past five years.; This

profile is.what-_W-ould be expected, for an, early adopter of of educationhl

iisnovation.

The average user first became aware of EIS0 either frcqn a colleague .-

or froman EISO brochure. Increasingly,_users have been referred to EISO

by libraries, especially the OISE Library. About half of the clients

contacted the search analyst directly when requesting a search, onehird.

phoned in their request, and the remainder used the mails. _About 40% of

all searches were- conducted for individuals who had usea the service at

least once before.

Finally, three-quarters of the users reported that they had access_

to a microfic_her_reader; onb-half had access to a Poi-table microfiche

reader in -the second year. The latter figure represented a considerable

increase over the preceding year, suggesting that microfiche equi.pMent

is becoming more readily available.

. The major conclusion that can be drawn from this overview of the

users of 'EIS° was made -in: the: opening paragraph:EISO.has succeeded in
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reaching a "Bib- ad cross-section of educators in Ontario. These users appear_

'to be making-ue of the service in ways that had een anticipated for'

program "development,- curricu_l_uM planning, resear and term papers.

Clients from board. it is important to note, are ;using the service to

help theni solve board problems,. not to assist them in outside professional
course work.

At the same time;- it must be a_cknolwedged that renewed efforts must

be undertaken to 'users from schdol boards. While adverti;ements,
-

articles, a#4:::Aemonstrations have not, been. particularly effective in
attracting users,_ mailed brochures and word-of-mouth among colleagues

have been.. The latter two modes of informing users about the service
EISO provides should be emphasized in the future.

,Much of the effectiveness of dissemination of information about EISO

has been done by satisfied users. An assessmenttof the level of satisfac-

tion expressed by' the 'average user is thb topic of the next chapter_.
ess.
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:cAPTER 3

Levels Of Satisfaction AMong EISO Users _

Every user conducts-soil:Le sort of personal assessment of EISO and its. com-
ponents. This evaluation is one the stages of the adoption model but

it also occurs every time a sear conducted. EISO continuously moni-

tors its clients' reactions by requeZing them to complete a number of

items on the EISO User EvalUation (ruestionnaire.

Results concerning the levels of satisfaction for users during

EISO' s first and econd. years are provided in this chapter. Data are

presented both annually and broken down by month in order to assess any

trends. Analyses for both scales and ite' provide a good insight into

the strengths and weaknesses of EISO's sere ce.. Before proceeding with.

these analyses, though,' we shall deal WI a technical Matter, the.reiia-.

bility of the satisfaction scales..

ti

_Reliability: Mme Comments

Measurements of all kinds must be reasonably precise if they are to be

useful. This Statement holds fkor the measurement of psychologirnl/vari-

abies_ Like satisfaction as 'meth as it does for physical measures like

length, though the determination of reliability is more difficult for

the former than the latter. For example, the 1 gth of a'rooM can be

measured several times and the results might be e ressed as .3 metres

±2 centimetres, where.2 centimetres represents the error in measurement.,

Eltrt how does one assess the reliability of an attitudinal measure?

Repeating a measurement, as in the preceding example; is one method

of determining reliability that is used, for-psychological as well as

physical measurements. However, for scales such_as the six satisfaction

subscales used in this study that relate to the user's level of satiSfaction,

3o 0.11046



reliability is more -often determined by assessing a scale's internal con-
_

sistency. That is, one asks the question, Does tile "reading" liom item 1

agree with the "reading" from item 2? If so,' then the scale is considered
to be internally consistent, and hence-=reliable. In- a sense, each item of

A scale serves as a measure of the same characteristic, such as a person's
satisfaction, and in using a scale of several items, several simultaneous
measurements are 'obtained, 'i.e., several repeated measures.

Reliability is normally expressed_in terms of either a reliability

doefficient or the standard error of measurement. The nearer the relia-

bility coefficient is to its maximum value of- 1, the greater the relia

.": bili-ty- of the scale. Expressed as a percentage, it represents .the amount

of variation in the measure which is "true" as opposed to "error" varia-

tion. Subtracting the coefficint from 1 provides an estimate of the

proportion of variation due to error (i.e., 1 rtt where rtt is the

reliability coefficient). If the- total scale variation is Vt, then the

error variance is given by Ve = Vt (1 rt't), and the standard error of

measurement is the square root of Vqf That is, S.E.mea_s_x =-.7--V; where

X is the variable whose reliability s being assessed.

The particular method of Computing an estimate of the reliability

of satisfaction scales used here is that of Hoyt (Kerlin.ger, 1973, p. 452),

which uses analysis of variance to testa scale's reliability. However,'

one. problem arises with this rand other measures of reliability: they

depend on the existence of true variation in the measure in question.

If, in fact, no variation is present =or: it is extremely small, then the

reliability will be 0 or near as can be seen from the formulas above.

This problem is quite serious, but can usually be overcome in psycholo-
.

gical testing by including increasingly difficult items in order to

spread scores over a greater range. That this solution sometimes results

in /
the inclusion of trivial or esoteric items is not importrt in terms

of the test's reliability, though it may create grounds for questioning

its validity. The problem of small or 0 variation is not so easily solved,

however, wheri the actual distribution of scores is relatiely compact, ,and

the scale cannot be stretched by adding more difficult items.. In those

cases, the reliability coefficient may be low not ,because the scale is

inherently unreliable, but because the population being measured lacks

appreciable variation among its -members.- An alternative assessment of

a measurement's reliability useful in these situations can be made by

comparing its standard error .of measurement with the range of potential
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- variation the sc,l exhibits. For example, assume that-a scale's range

is three points, where 1 = dissatisfied, 2 --satisfied, and 3 = very
satisfied, and that- .its_ standard error is only .15.- Even if the scale

has law reliability, the ratio of the standard error to the scale's range

is so great (namely; 20 to 1) that we can have confidence in the scale's

precision. And such a .situation is not far fetched; but would 'occur

whenever a very large-propo-rtion of the population madethe same response,
e.g., very satisfied.

The problem created by low population variance described above was
observed repeatedly foinecasures of EISO users' satisfaction. In many

cases, virtually all respondents reported a very high degree of satisfad-

-tio-n, and hence little, variation was obServed. -.For example;-when asked

about their satisfaction with the helpfulness of the search analyst or
the Educational Information Consultant, those using EISO -during the period

_from July 1975 through April 1976 were overwhelmingly positive: 915-4",

reported a.high level of satisfaction; 14% a Medium level; and 2%,a low

level. This. item plus two others formed. the subscale measuring user
satisfaction, with the "Quality of Service," and all three items' exhibited

,_.

low variation. As a result, this scale's coefficient of reliability can-
,/

not be taken as an ,adequate estimate of the precision of the measurement.

Till's *must be determined by contrasting the scale's standard error with

the scale's full range.

High reliability for measurement scales, while always of value, is

not as necessary when one is concerned with groups-rather than individuals.

The average satisfaction of EISO users is a group c.har-acteristic, rather

than an trait. It is based on measurerarts taken on a large

number of individuals, and as a result it can be estimated more precisely

than-the satisfaction of an individual person. In psychological testing

indiVidual assessments: are being made, a test must be so reliable

that just one measurement is sufficiently accurate. Fortunately this is

not the case for this: study-

The best measure of reliability for the group average is the stan-

dard error of meas04"ement for the mean. This standard error, which differs

front the standard' error of X, is given by S.E.me.as X = S.E.meas`1-.x I.1/7-1, whey
.

n_ is the sample size. Clearly, the sample size is an -important factor in

ensuring a precise estimate: the larger the n, the smaller the standard

error of measurement for the mean. Thus, 'even when a scale is not par-

ticularlY reliable in and of itself, a reliable estimate can be obtained



for a population mean by ensuring .largearge sample is obtained.- Of course,
a large- sample size also reduces the uncertainty or error due to sampling

variation. -

In the presentation of reliabilitYes for the satisfaction scalds

that follow, the various points made in this discussion are of considerable

importance. Though some scales' revealed little variation and hence had-low

reliabilities, this limitation/ is offset' by the small size" of the error

when judged against the magnitude of the scale, and when the group mean

is the measurement whose precision is of interest. , _

Reliability of Satisfaction Scales

2

In all, five subscales were used, to measure user Satisfaction with different

facets of the Educational Information System for Ontario: Publicity

Materials and Directions, Quality of Service, Timeliness .of Service,-

Quality of Technology, and Value of Bibliographic Materials (see Table 25).

In. addition, a composite scale was used to assess the Overall Satisfaction.

The latter; cale is the'sum of six items tapping six aspects of the serv-

ice to which all users ,were.exposed and could therefore validly assess.

Response rate for these six items was very high, .thereby providing a ".

.

large samplefor computing a reliability estimate. The sum of all the
15 individual items. used on the five subscales was not used for this

overall -scale since in some cases only a small number of Users had

utilized a specific aspect- of-the service, e:g., ordering microfiche

coPies. Had all items been included in the overall scale, the overall .

assessment could only have been based on the small number of users who

had exploited all_features of the service.

The:reli5bility-and -standard errors of measurement for the six

Scales are reported in Table 26, together with descriptive statistics

r(mean, standard deviation, and_ number in sample)._ All estimates of

reliability-are based, on EISO users wha requested, searches between July

1975 and Ppril 1976, and who responded to all items on each of the scales
,

m question.

Table 26 indicates_ that all but one of the six scales are sufficientlY
A

reliable for one to be-confident of the results. Reliabilities in descend:- -

ing order are as follows: Publicity Materials and Directions, .,80; Value

Of Bibliography,, .79; Timeliness of Service, . /8 ; Quality: of Service, '.62;/Overall Satisfaction, .58;-and QualitY. of.Technology, .27. Even fOr Quality

33_
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TABLE. 25 --. SATISFACTION SCALES AND ITEMS BY YEAR

Aspects of EISO

Year 1 Year-2

Publicity Materials and"Directions
Accuracy Of publicity materials-, Accuracy` and comprehensiveness of.

EISO presentations, etc. publicity materials

Comprehensiveness of publicity
materials, EISO presentations,
-etc.

,Adequacy of directions for. -sub--
mitting search requests to
EISO

Adequacy of directions for
ordering copies of materials

Convenience of arrangements and
and adequacy of directions- to
ob-5ain EISO searches

Adequacy of directions for order-
ing copies of materials listed
in bibliography

Quality of Service

Convenience of arrangements to
obtain EISO searches

Helpfulness of search analyst .

or Educational Infornmtion
Consultant

Time ,devoted to search inter-
, v-16.7 with search analyst or

Educational Information Con-,
sultant

Convenience of arrangements and
adequacy of directions to obtain
EISO search

Helpfulness o(f search'
Educational Informat
tant

Timeliness of Service

Tillie taken to deliver the EISO
bibliography

-Time talcen to deliver micro-
fiche or paper copies ordered
from EDRS U.S., if
applicable-

Time taken to deliver microfiche.
"or paper copies ordered from
EISO

Time taken

t or
Consul-

to deliver the EISO
bibliogra

Time taken,
or paper
EDRS

Time taken
or. paper
EISO .

ply

to deliver _microfiche
copies ordered Croat

to-deliver microfiche
copies ordei-ed from



TABLE 25 (Cont'd.)

Aspects of EISO-

Year I -
4

Year. .2

3-.

Quality o

Length of bibliography

Readability Of microfiche copies
if applicable

vailability of microfiche
readers

f TechnOlogy
Length af bibliography: -

Readability of microfiche. copiep

Availability of microfiche readers

Value of Bibliography._ and. Materials
Value of ibliography itself Value of bibliography itself
Value of materials located via

EISO bib(liography
Vetue of.materials located via
EISO bibliography

Overall Satisfaction

Convenience) of arrangements to
obtain E SO search

Time devoted to search interview
with search analy-St or Educa-

.. tional Information Consultant

Helpfulness of search analyst or
Educational Information Consul-
tant

Length of bibliography
..Value of bibliography itself.

Value of materials located via
EISO bibliography

Convenience of arrangements and
adequacy of directions to obtain
EISO seardhes

Helpfulness of search'. analyst or
Educational Infoi-mation Consul-

/

Length of 4Dibliography

Value of bibilograPhy itself
-Value of materials. locat;d via

EISO bibliography

-e

.-35
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TABLE - RELIABILITY 0? SATISFACTION SCALES

S.D.X
S.E. S.E.

meas.X meas.X

1

Publicity Materials and Directions 88 2.57 1.00 , 0.$0. 0.39 0.04'

Quality of Service

Timeliness of Service

200 231 0.60 0.62 0,30 0.02

25 / '.2 31 1 09 0.78 0.42 0.08

56 2.42 0.76 0.27 034 0.07

Value of Bibliography and Materials 133

Overall Satisfaction,

2 24 0.87 0.79 . 0.28

180 \ 2.61 0.79 0.58 0.47

0.02

0.04

.4}ioyt estimates of reliability based on users reqUesting searches between July.1975 and korij. 1976.

ISample size for, subsample fir which conplete responses were available. Total population was n,= 387.

tcale totals have been adjusted for number of items to provide meanS, standard deviations and standard errors

on origina1 threre-point scale: 1 = low satisfaction, 2 = medium satisfaction, and 3 = highisatisfaction.



of Ted.hni3logy, however,- the measurement -error for the mean is ,

_07: This valUe provides a sufficiently precise estimate of the mean for"
to infer w-th: con_fijience that there is7. moderate level of satisfaction

. with the te5mological aspects -.of the service; with the readability
of microfiches,' length of the 'bibliography, and the availability of micro;

fiche readers.. An item - analysis of this scale carried ,out to uncover .she
,). -

cause *of the scale's low reliability 'liowed that the three-items cor-.
relations of only 720, .15, 'and .09 with the subtotals based on the
opposing two items. All correlations are small, -thereby' indicating that
each item has. little le in common.with the other two_ It would appear that

the items measure-, in essence, individual characteristic's of the EISO.
service. thit are relatively unrelated to one, another_other.

The reliability of the Overall Satisfaction scale though adequate,
is somewhat lower than might be preferred. -The compact, positively-
skewed distribution of scores account for this situation (see Figure' 2).
Item analises indiCated each of the six items on the scale had a positive
correlation of between and .46 (VpieS- significant' at- the :01 level)
with the-subtotal based on remaining scale items.-. That is, all were _

good-items, and-contributed to tie scale. Also, the large sample size
makeS the estimate of the's-average Overall 'Satisfaction very :accurate.

Trends. in LeVels of -User Saiisfa tion
,

Data showing the client's satisfaction with the Educdtional Information
System for Ontario and the materials itl provides have-been collected for
a period of sixteen x;tp- sPanning two yearS' of operation. This section
analyses 'these. data in order to discern if any changes have occurred; and
to establish reas-onable standards_ for performance. First, data arelbroken
down by year and-then by month, with satisfaction scale means 'being treated
first, followed by 'the analysis of item means. Subsequently, graphs por-
traying trends on a monthly basis are presented, again with scale means
analysed first and item means. second.

Comparistn of Yearly Averages

First and second year users'-average -level of satisfaction with: EISO's
five dimen.siOns are, reported iri Table 17, .which indicates that there is
no appreciable difference in the se-rviee's effectiveness over the twol

4.,years. Changes in average:,- levels of satisfaction ranged from an increase
.
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TABLE 27 SATISFACTION SW MEANS, STANDARD MINIONS, AND FREQUENCIES

N
J

'Scal

Satisfaction

Year 1. Year 2

....m...111mlNOMII

Si ce

Publici Materials and Dir ons 2,57 1.00 88 2,53 0.44 101 -0.481

Quality of Service'

nisi

2.81 0,60 200 2.73 0.38 108 -1,205 n,s,

Timeliness of Service 2,31 1.09 25 2.37 0.47 17 0,234 Is,

Quality of Service 2.42 0.76 56 2.46 0.39 43. 0.317

Value of Bibliography and Materials 2.24 0.87 133 2.21 0.72 88 -0.241

Overall Satisfaction
2)61 0.77 180 2.55 0.35 95 -0.754 nes.

'Scale means relate :9 a three point scale: = high satisfaction,.

,don.

a

medium satisfaction, and ,1 =. low satisfac-

5 4



of..06 for Timeliness of Service to a decrease of -0.08 for Quality of.

Service, neither of which is statistically significant. Overall Satisfac-

tion, too, did .not exhibit a statistically signficiant difference from the

previous year's level. Thus,'the averageuser'perceived EIS° as

a consistent levelof'seinrice over the two years.- Further, users expressed

a high level of Overall Satisfaction in the two years. That is, in)?Oth

years the average was in the 2.5 to 3.0 range-on the three-point scale

being used. High levels of satisfaction were also expressed for-Publicity

Materialsand Directions, and Quality -of- Service. Medium-high levels of
satisfactianjin the 2.0 to 2.5 range) were expressed for Timeliness of

Service, Quality of Technology, and the Value of Bibliography and Materials.

-'.The last of these is, in the long run, probably the most important dimen-

sion since it refers to the system's output. Mbre detailed presentatian

of responses' to this item is given in Table 28, which reports the percen-

tages who.expressed high, medium, or low satisfaction with the Value of

Bibliography andiMitefials. Approximately half of all users inlioth years

TABLE 28 ---. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION FOR SATISFACTION WITH

QUALITY -OF BIBLIOGRAPHY AND MATERIALS BY YEAR

Level Of-
Satisfaction'

Percent

Year 1
(n = 133)

s:- Year 2
(n = 95)

High * 45.1 47.8

Medium
0

45.1 , 35:C
Low 9.8 7.0

1Classifications -are- as f011ows : High, 2.50 or 3.0 ; Medium, 1.5 or' 2.0;
and Low, 1.00.

- -

were highly satisfied, an addi onal indicated a minimum level of

satisfaction, and the remaind= a low level. Put another way, 85% oir all

clients were satisfied, with the quality of EISO's output:
-01

Even though the analysis of responses to the five rating scales incli7

cates that service haS been establihed and maintained at a high-level over

-twa?years, more detailed analYsis of -responses on individual scale items
is warranted in order to focus on specifics (Table 29).- Only one item



TABLE 29 -- SATISPACITON TrEM MEANS, MD DEVIATIONS AND FREQUENCIES

Scale Item

Satisfaction

Year 1 Year 2

s

Significance

Publicity Materials and Directions

Accuracy and canprehensiveness

of publicity materials 2.45 0.66 112 2.37 0.62 105 -1.03 T. ,n.s.

Adequacy of directions.for, ,?

submitting SearCh'requests . 2.68 0.55' 143

e

Convenience of arrangements and

adequacy of directionst 2.70. 0,47 .114.

Adequacy of directions for order-
ing-copies of materials 2'31 0.6.9! 182 2:51 0 66% 108

Quality of Service

Convenience of arrangements to..

obtain ESO searches'

venience of:arrangements .and.'

adequacy'. of directionsl 7

Helpfulness of Search Analyst or

EIC 2 88 0.37 *225 2.77 0.50 112 -12.34'

2.84 0,41 237.
Ma MO*

, 2.70 0.47 114

Time devoted to search interview2 2.71 0.58 208

00059

.01

.
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TABLE 29 (Cont,d)

Scale Item

Satisfaction

Year 1 Year 2

EEO

$

i.gnificance

Timeliness of Service

Time taken to deliver biblio-

graphy

Time taken to deliver, materials

from,EDRS

Time taken to deliver materials

from EISO

4

2.64 0,63 224 2;55 0.62 116 -1.26

2.24. 0.83 .33 ;,2,15 0.66. 27, -0.46

2.42 0,72 53 2.48 33 e 0.39

n.s.

Quality of Technology

Length of, b,ibliOgraphy 2.41 0 66 227 .2.43 0,63 ' 110 0.26. n.s.

Readability of microfiche copies 2.33 0.70 93 2.29 0.61 '62 -0.37 ,n.s.

Availability of microfiche readers 2.58 0.67 121 2.56 0.60 57 -0.I9 n.s.

Valls ofBibliography and Materials

Bibliography itself 2,19 0.69 221 221 l .72' 110

Materials located via bibliography 2.25 0,68 134 2.18 ,0.79 90 4./1

0.35 n.s.'

n.s,

'Separate, questions concerning convenience, of arrangements and adequacy of directions for submitting search requests

were asked in Year 1, but the two items were combined in. Year 2.,

2Itei on time devoted to search interview did not appear. on Year 2 questionnaire;



exhibited a statistically significant difference. 'The change observed or

that item, which concerns the helpfulness of the search analyst, is not of

concern Since, even taking the decline of .11 units into account, the

average response indicates an exceedingly high level of satisfaction.

Indeed, in both yearsthe helpfulness of the search analyst was the most

highly rated characteristic of the service, a fact which speaks well of
the professionals employed-in this pbsition..

Monthlr-. Trends

In addition to the annual breakdown of data, further analysis' of data by

months is needed to discover any effects due to the month to month varia-

tion in the volume of EISO's business or to significant changes which
have taken place in the system. Two changes warrant special mention, one
of a technological nature and ,the other concerned- with changes in person-

nel.

The major technological: change that_

years is the development of more powerful
bibliographic data bases. Most important

has, occurred during EISO's two
computer programs for searching. =

of these' improirements is the

ability of the computer to search the text of abstract tand titles in order
to locate strings of words.- For exaMple, a. phrase like. School

Leaving" might be used tolocate articles on that tOpic.' In this.WaY,
articles and docuMents can be located before the appropriate term enters

the indexer's vocabulary. This- type of string search. capability is avail,

able now on .Lockheed Information System's DIALOG retrieval system but not
on System DevelopMentICorporation's ORBIT. The fact that DIALOG offers

the ability to search -strings of words, combined with the large- nr_r.n.ber of

social science data bases which are avaiiable'from but not fr6m SDC,

has influenced EISO's_ search analyst:to do an increasing number of searches

on Lockheed's DIALOG. This trend began slowly in late 1976, but acceler-

ated in 1977 after Lockheed reduced its prices. Now, most of EISO's
searches are carried out_on Lockheed's system whereas at the starti-of the

project SDC was used almost exclusively. The impact ca- this change on
user satisfaction is. a question that we shall address later, butt is a

factor that could be reflected in month to month changes in levels of

user satisfaction

The major perscnnel change affecting EISO's operations was the re-

placement of its first' search 'analyst, who 'resigned at the end of April,

1976. Unlike the first search analyst, the new analyst came to EISO with



no experience in using Computerized bibliographic searchservices,-though

she did have an excellent:baCkgroundin the humahities, social sciences,
and educatiOn librarianship. As a result, she was trained in computerized

,.searching- an-the-job under the tutelage of the firsts search analyst, and
attraining sessions offered by LIS and SDC: In spiteof theseltraining

opportunities, it was expected that there would be a period. during;which

user satis-faction might suffer because of the7,1neXperience.of. the:new".

search analystj'arid:that the:monthly trend in levels of satisfaction would
reflect this impact.

Figure:3displays.the month to month. average level of satisfaction.

reported by users for four of:the six scales used to assess EISO's--
--:effectiveness. .Included are Quality of Service, Quality.of Technology,
Value of Bibliography, and Overall Satisfaction. The remaining

two scales, measuring satisfaction with Publicity, Materials and Direction
and Timeliness of Service are-oMitted'because the first wasJiot-affected
by any systemChanges; and the second had too few responses to. provide

sufficiently precise: estimates 6f-monthly averages.

Overall Satisfaction has been remarkably steady for theentire period
of the service, always from between 2.4 and 2.7 on the three-point
scale being employed. During. the tenure of the first search- analyst, the ,

.monthly averageremained-within units of 2.6, contrast; during
the period from May 1976 to September 1976, while-;the''new search analyst

was..gaining experience, Overall-Satisfaction changed considerably, rising

.-from.;a'.1ow of_2.4:to.a.highof"2:1. -This-iS the type.afArpnd line that
-had been expected. However, there was a significant decline in average
satisfaction in October, a month in which use of the service peaked with
55,search requests. Apparently, it was not possible for EISCto maintain

-a consistently high level of performance when demand escalated beyond a
certain point.

The three components of Overall Satisfaction exhibited some-
what diffe rends: Quality of Service remained at 2.8 ± 0.1 during
the fi year, and 2.7 ± 0.1 during the second year, except for -May, the'

new earch analyst's first month_ However, in interpreting this tiend,

the size-of samples'on which the'estimates of averages are based shodld
be borne in mind. Only four EISO-User Evaluation Questionnaires-Were

returned for searches completed in May. Such a low number provides a

very- imprecise estimate Of the mean. "In fact, estimates of all gbgand

year means:are based on fewer responses than are monthly estimates for

00064
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FIGURE 3 :- AVERAGE USER SATISFACTION BY MONTH
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the first year., thereby making the second year estimates Of meads intrin7,

sically less precise and more variable than those fot the first year: As

a result, second year "trends'(;6ire.,more jagged.

Quality of Technology, anOthet component of oyerall satisfaction, is

,eXtTemely variable-thtoughout the two yeaxs.-: Its'range is extremely

4.2.4 On the Whole, itmustTbe concluded that no diicernible-trend

has occurred, and that neither the:searth analyst nor search system his

influencedthISTfactor.

The Value -of -Biblioraphy arid_Materials-also "fails to exhibit any

trend. Its range 'is 2.2 ± 0.4, though the very"low level in May can be

7discounted both dueto'the small sample size and the.fact that it.was the

search analyst's first-month.

. The ranges indicated for the scales above 'provide baseline data fOr

setting standards for perfonnance (Table 30). 'A periodic assessment of a

search service could be carried out using the'six scales employed in this

study as standards to judge. the acceptability of. the service's performance.

TABLE 30°77 INITIAL ESTIMATE OF ACCEPTABLE LIMITS OF PERFORMNICE

AS MEASURED BY. USER SATISFACTION.
0

(

7.

Variable
Annual
Average

Monthly
Minimum

Muathly
Maximum Ranges

Secaes
.

c'.

Overall Satisfaction 2.55 2.4.
.

2..7 0.3,

Quality __,- Service .
,

2.75 - .2.6 2.9 0.3

Quality 7echnology 2.40 2.0 2.8 0.8

Value of Bibliography and Materials. 2.20 1.8 2.6 0.8

Items

Helpfulness of search analyst 2.75 2.6 2.9 0.3

Convenience of obtaining search 2.75 2.6 - 2.9 0.3

Time taken to deliver bibliography 2.60 2_4 2.8 0.4

Length of bibliography. 2.40 2.2 2.,6 0.4

Value of bibliography itself 2.20 1.9 2.5 G.6

Materials located via bibliography 2.20 1.9 2.3 0.6

k
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.Corrective action could then be taken if the.bounds are exceeded. There

-is ore. scale for which standards set in this way May be too low;' namely

measuring "the quality 'of bibliographies and materials. An .undstanding )

40f .the factors affecting this variable must,be aChieVed in ordertodeter-

mine ifit.is possible to raise its..level- .A 4rSt step in this is analy-

-ting:thetrendsof individual scale items.
. .,

Figure 4 displays trends in :monthly average;for'six items that re-

. late directly to the user's satisfaction with performance pf the EISO .-'.,

search service: -.helpfulness of-search afialyst,'convenience of obtaining
.

search, time.taken.to.deliver.bibliograPhy,1 length of bibliograp y, value

of bibliography itself,- anci-Naterials lecated'yia bibliograPhy.: The trends

.reveal thatsatisfactionyith EISO's:seardhanalyst is very stabie, except

for a drop. in May 1976, as issatisfaction withthe convenience .1f requests

ing an EISO literature search. :Satisfaction with the'amount of ime taken

to deliver the bibliography','however,-has not fully recovered from a drop
. .

in Max, _This drOp may in part beaccounted for_by thedelays impose0 by
,,.

the'use of the Lockheed system, WhIC7hdoes'notallowthesearch analySt.to ,..,
i,.

request that bibliographiese sent directly to the clients. Also EISO

Alasexperienced:batkibg§- during btisy periods like. October. It WoUld-

appear from first-year data that average satisfaction levels fOr.deliveWY

times can and should be maintained inthe-2.6 ± -0.2 range,.and that this

has not been consistently ;achieved in he latter half of 1976. If follow-

up questionnaires now being returned from non-respondents.confirm this.

fact, then this area will warrant further investigation and action.

Satisfaction.with the length of bibliographies has been consistently

in the 2.4 ± 0.2 range, except for October when theservice experienced

exceedingly high'ilemand. At that, tirrie,. a decision was taken to counter

the reducecl.time available for planning search strategies by providingY,

longer bibliographies. That is, rather than placing additional conditions

on the search strategy irloi'd-trto increase precision and decrease the

numberof citationssearthes were conducted at.a more general level.. As

.a result,'the average number of citations climbed from 82 in August and-

SepteMber to 134 iniOttober. Clients-had to cull through more citations

inbrder to locate relevant documents,and'it appears that this task was

sufficiently difficult and time consuming to reduce their satisfaction

with the length of bibliographies. Assuming this analysis-is correct,.

then it would appear,that the client's satisfaction with thelefigth of a

bibliographyis factor that is. sensitive to changes in:EISO's practices,
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and that the average leng=th of bibliographies should be opi. the order of

75 nations with, a maximum of 100 items,- unless otherwise requested by

the client.

_Satisfaction with the value of the bibliography .itself -varied con-

siderably from month to month; rising as high as 2.6 and falling as low--

as 1.4. In general, it fell within the range of 2.20-2.' 0.3, and it

appears that this is a range-that could' be considered as being acceptable,

if it is considered as 'an initial standard- for performance. 4 i 'notable
f

that even in October, during the period when bibliographies ten to`_12e

too long, satisfaction with the bibliography itself .remained within

range. At the same time, the high satisfaction level achieved two

months, Septembet 1975 and August 1976, show that high.leveis satinfacof iat

tion can be achieved. With .further investigation, it may be possible to

locate factors which provide us the leverage needed to obtain consistently

high results. In the meantime, the aforementioned s-tandard will have to

suffice.
_1

Assessment of satisfaction with the materials Iodated via-the biblio-

graphy suggest that it, too, varies considerably from month to- month,

and tends to vary with the perceived value of the bibliography. The range

observed is 2.2 ± 0.3, excluding May, and this range can be -Used as an

initial standard.

A summary of initial standards for the- six satisfaction items is

given in Table 30. It should be emphasized that the standards are

*derived(from actual results to date. Hence, they are \ealistic standa"rds; it

should be possible to maintain them. However, they do not necessarily_..

represent the highest standards `that it is possible to achieve. Addi---

tional research is necessary to determine -what those may .11e..

The monthly data trends, analyzed on a point by point- basis in-the--
-preceding section, can. also be analyzed in terms. of annual cycles. In:.

all; data from two years/are available for four months July, Augu:st,

September,. and October. Ignoring effects that are due to sy-St-ein. and --.

personnel chies, we can ask whether or not there axe cryc6i7C.hanges.

Taking this perspective, one feature is notable. In both years, Septem-

ber was a month during which clients were highly satisfied with the value

of the bibliography and materials, Vhile October'S clients were relatively

7

less satisfied.. As usage statistics 'indicate (Table 47), in both years

September was a:relatively light month, while October was very bUsy.,

Hence,'the volume of requests may in fact explain wha.-8 is apparently a

cyclic phenomena.:"
etn49



.
Summary

Analysis of user- satisEacti data cove twq/yeai-s/ reVeals that con-

sistently high level of se cd.is, being provided bx Satisfaction

is particularly high with the human elements of the system -- the help-

-fulness of the search analyst, -convenience of the service,. and quid?

delivery, of matikrialT. "Clients express 2positiVe, though rnodetTe; levels

of satisfaction about the bibliographies and materials themselves. Analysis

of trend data suggests that high levels of demand-in-peak months iesults in

a moderate decline in .the quality of the service. Two changes in the EISO

service -- dependen.ce on a different retrieval system And -=Jimiciy-ment of a

new-search analyit may also account for changes in satisfaction levels.

Preliminary analysis sUggests that the effects due,i-oiuse of Lockheed - rather

than SDC are negligible and that .:effects attributable to differences in

sea.i.ch _analysts are small. Though both search analysts provided a level

of service -that ,satisfied clients, the learning curve of the new search

analyst was revealed in a steady increase in perceird quality of biblio

gra retrieved during her first five months in e positian., t

Social Correlates of User. Satisfaction-

of

atisfaction

Several factOrs'h&ve been mentioned which might explain in -the

levels of satisfaction -expressed by different who have:used-

-For-,example, changes in the service-t,s personnel and level of deMandEISO _-

----at_the.-:time-az search is requested may be rele
-to

\ant factors. This sectisection

analyzes the 'relationship of a number of other 'factors with client satis-
._

factn, including the User's location, organization and role, and the

type of system used As well; two important intervening variablei Ake

identified: the percentage Of citations in the bilbliography that are new
_

-to the user, and the =ter of articles or documents f4-om the biblio

that the user actually reads.

nra.

It was to be expected that the' geographical location of clients would be

a factor explaining their degree of satisfaction with those aspects of

the EISOservice that were related to their distance from Toronto, such

as the time taken'to deliver bibliographies and materials. Logically,

onewould- think that those in Metro Toronto would be most satisfied,



others in Ontario' almost as satisfied thOse in Notthern
Ontario3,0St saisfied. The ;System used was also felt to be influential
since Vsystem used (SDC) allows bibliographies to be sent directly to
the user,. while the other. (LIS)- does not .- -4'.

..- '4

Table
. n, displaying the users'. average levre.r of satfsfaction with \-

-.time tOen to -live-r--.,-133.io-graiph.i.es brOken down by location, sYstem,.
and ear, indicates that location is an important factor as far as Northern ,/

- - .
Onta.riouse ,.a...2.--re concerned. They are less satisfied, on the' wliole, -_-_:-...;.n

x...L.

+

T.ABE 31 7 SAT FACTIOWITH TIME TO DELVER BIBLIOGRAPHYHY BY

LOCATION, SYSTEM,. AND YEAR

",

System

-Location
SDC. Lockheed

-
? detropo Zitan To onto

Yeat rl 2.65 0.67 83 2.67 0.53 39.

Year .2, 2:8Z 0:39 17 :2:40 0.72 -43

Southern Ontario

Year 2

Ndrt7tier-n. Ontario

Z 0.60 ; 60 2.73

_39 12 2:59'

.Year 1 2.50

Year 2

0.72 27 0.58 3

3:00 .0 1. -2.40 0.63 14

those in eithdr Metro Toronto or the rest of Southern Onta.rio. The latter
two grOups are e4ually satisfied,-and highly satisfied. The retrieval
system used does not appear to 8e an -important factOr in the first 'year,
though some differences, are, ..svggested in second-year data.. However, in
the latter cases, the'sys\eM variable nay be masking the effects =of dif-
ferent search analysts, since most SDC -searches were conducted earlier
in the -second year before the fir' t search analyst _resitned.

/0(.1073



The srtisfAction of clients with the time t.alcen to deliver materials

lout EISO. fn TorOnto and ERIC Document ReProcluction -Seryices- (ERRS) in the

United States are contrasted in Table 32.

.g

TABLE- 32 -.- SATISFACTION WITH TIME TO DELIVER EISO AND EDRS.:-

-MATERIAL BY :LOCATION AND YEAR

Location

DUplicatiori Service

EISO\ iRS

MetropoZT-t6.72',T,bronto
t

- Year 1 2.48 0.73
-;

Year 2 '2:79
r-

S.6uthern Ontario

Year -:1':

Year- 2--
Northern Ontario

)

Year 1

Year 2

2_45 ,-

2:33' 0:50

2.00 0.82

23 2.00 0.93 15

14 2.21 0.70 14

20

12.

2 :64.. 0.67

0:69-

sr

2.00 0.93 , 15

2.33 0.52 6

On the whole, .EISO provides better service than ERRS in Metrb Toronto

and Southern Ontario, while the two are perceived to- be equally satisfac-

°tory in Ncirthern Ontarid: EISOTs service in Metro Toronto has apparently

improved in the past 'year, and,remained consistent elsewhere.

In sip:unary, it appears that there is a nied- to improve timeliness. of
service to Northern Ontario. --rn the she Tt Tub., this mans that EISO must
make greater efforts; in the long run may mean that Noi-thern. Ontario

needs a search se--x1.4e.e of its Own.
:

Organization

ti

Are users in some organizations more satisfied "th EISO than those in

others? If so, what are .the explanations, and implications_ of such-a

finding? To answer these questions; -data _from:- EISO's- first:year were..

-00014-

-
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yzed according to the organizations in which users were.employedt The--
analysis was: carried out in two stages. Fir St, statistical tests were
carried out to determine if_SignifkGant differences existed bet-Ween the
average level_ of satisfaction on, each of the six satisfaction scales for
users grouped according to,the type ofd organization in. which. they worked
(Table 33). This analysis indicated thatsignificant differences existed.
oi . only one sca.le: Quality of Servite. The second star: of the analysis

TABLE -- ANALYSIS. OF VARIANCE -LESTS OF SIGNIFJCANCE FOR
-" SATISFACTION _OF FIRST-YEAR USERS ROKL-Ni DOWN BY ORGANIZATION",

-NF-ratio.

PublicitybMaterials and
Directions

Quality of Service-

Timeliness of Service_

0 . 26'2

.1.573

7..497
-

lity of Technology
-Value( -of 'Bibliography, and'erials

erall Satisfaction

....:_itSi,gnificant at the .10 level.

0.853

0.225

0.228-

129. 1: 1;k /0.:328
175 1.350 0.259-

consisted of testing pairrwise contrasts in order to determine between"
what types of organizations significant differencesdin levels of satis-
faction occurred (Table 34): By this:methadodiet was determined that OISE
users are, :on the whole, t6re satisfied with- the cpiaJity of service than
those from school boards,- though it should be noted that both groups were
highly satisfied, . In all Probabinity, the convenience to OISE users of
having the service-tin-house accounts for this finding.

The answers derived from first-year-:data have not yet been- tested.. _
with second -year data. However, an, initial- analysis of the -latter-. for-,

Overall Satisfaction is aiven in Table iS.35, i_Tliough:.the telationship-
7-4 _not statistiCally:',S-igni-ficany, pei-hapS in part due. to the-Iarge number.

rof groups used and=stall size of !the sample, it is''again observed that._
satisfaction of OISE users is hi r.tha n that of board users.



TABLE 34 7- AVERAGE SATISFACTION Or FIRST-YEAR VSERS, WITH QUALITY !'..

°OF SERVICE BROKEN DOWN BY ORGANIZATION
, -

Organization-
>Statistics

School Boards 2.74 0.68 76

Postsecondary Institutions
. .

0.:67 _ 17

2.88 0. 46, 86

-Other 0.74 20-
Mr

_Test for Significance F- .144 -value = .095

'Test for significance of contrasts

4;13 =
t

p-value

..014

TABLE 35 AVERAGE OVERALL SATISFACTION OF SECOND-YEAR

GROUPED BY ORGANIZATION WITH WHICH THEY ARE PRIMARILY ASSOCIATED

Organization
j

Statistics

Public Board . .

2.52
Separate Board 2.43.

Postsecondary 2:52-

Ministry of Education 2.60
-: -

OISE

Academic

Research and Field
Development

'Libra/7

Other

2.60

2 .58

0.31

0.45

0.36

0.67

7

21.

2

_0.41 25:

2.60 . 0.25

2.80 0

2.40 0

Test for SignifiCance
7;

n._ s.



As.muCh,- as anything, the. data for user satisfaction broken down by
.

organizations suggest that an in-house system_ has an. edge over an external _

system in providing good service. This fact is imi5ortant in understandifig

the spreading sopularity of on-line retrieval services rii-scussed in 'Chapter

We can be sure that if an internal service provides superior service
and an equal quality of bibliographies- to an external search service, -then-

the -user's preference will be for the internal service. -Since most of

.EISO's users are -external to OISE, this factor must be 'borne in: mind when
planning fut

Are users occupying: certain roles more satisfied -with. EISO than those in

- other "roles? If-'so, what accounts -for these differences? In answering
these two questions abOut-the -relationship between, client'& role and ..

level ok satisfaction,- first-year _satisfaction .data were analyzed much in
.

the -same way that .-had' been. used for investigating the relationship between
"organization and satisfaction. Table 36 preSents statistical- tests -for..the

'various dimensiOns of satisfaction broken -doyn by role. Significant dif7
ferences satisfactiOn among users in _different -roles were_ founafor two
scales: Publicity Materials Directions, ,and Quality -of Technology.

TABLE 36 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR

SATISFACTION OF FIRST-YEAR USERS BROKEN DOWN BY PRIMARY ROLE
. .

Scales r d_ f. d. f.w

5
Publicity Materials an
Directions

Quality of Service

ry,- Timeliness of ServiCe

Quality of Technology

...Value of. Bibliogi-aphy and
Materials-

J

F-ratio _F-prob.

2.562

195 1.562

2C)

51

Overall Satisfaction

0.0441

0.185 e

- 0.72.1

0.64Vt

175



Researcher and individuals. involved-. field development had

most_positive oi-Jinfon about publicity materials and directions; their
assessment Iva.; clmely followed by those invol-tred in teaching, no dOubt
many of whom were in postsecondary institutions. These groups, on the
whole, had a significantly higher level of satisfaction than did a.dminis-

trators and graduate students (Table'37)., One could infer'.that researchets,

field development. personnel, and teachers were more knowledgeable abOut in-

formation resources initially. and therefore found. the_ materials easy

..-.TABLE, 37 -_- AVERAGE SATISFACTION OF FIRST-YEAR USERS°WITFI

PUBLICITY" MATElaALS ANI),DIiZECTIONS i3ROKEND(VNB

PRIMARY _ROLE .

." .

to.4- Sttistics
e"-* Role

Administration

Teaching
4

Research and Field Development

Graduate, Studies

Other.

2.38 1.36 20(
2.63 0.65 ,19

2.75 .0.67
2'1-

2.41 1.11 19

2.78 . 0:68 9

Test for significance F4,8 = 2.562 p-value. = :044

Tests for significance of contrasts'

. *4 . -T..

-2.480

t = -2.073

t 2.233

p -value

:015

.041

..028.

1.889 --% 62

O784.?



understand. In contfast, rlewcomerS,,tto.the field, many 9--f whom were' no
doubt unfamiliar given with 'ERIC, .would have found the materials more dif-
ficult to u;-iderstand hence, less satisfactarY. -..This ..finding suggests /
that a different approach may be needed for recruiting clients, ,especially

Lodi: among admini strators in schOol boards. /Clearly, furthei-i=analysis

breaking down 'satisfaction by role.and organization is needed.

Satisfaction with the citia.lity oL.EISO technology -.was highest among

'graduate students and IoWest among administrators (Table 38). It may well.

be that the graduate student's' direct access to the, search service,' fall
ERIC micrpfiches~ and j oiirnals,_,microffche readers etc: help.to: explain

the Xiference:

TABLE 38 AVERAGE SATISFACTION OF FIRST -YEAR USERS WITH

QUALITY OF TECHNOLOGY BROKEN DOWN BY PRIMARY ROLE '

Statistics

Administration

Teaching

Research and Field Development

GradUate Studies

Other-

2.26 0.58 13

2.48 - 0.81 14

2.37, 0.84 10

2-.64 v 0.74 15

-2.00 a -4

Test for significance 4,51 = 2"7 1).-value = :040

Tests for significance of contrasts

1
- p-value .

=2'..459 .017 .

A

Initi-"Z. analysis of secona-year ,data for Overall:Satisfaction does .:

not reveal any strikink"-fferences.When broken .down--by. either the users'

primary role (Table 39) or the.'role in which the bibliography was reques-.

teri(Table 40). This suggests that: there.;_is one grodp whose needs
should be aadressed above and beyond the o,herS... --.-- ,

.

4:-

.



TABLE .39, -- AVERAGE OVERALL _SATISFACTION OF SECOND -YEAR USERS GROriPED

ACCORDING TO THEIR PRIMARY ROLES

Role
Statistics.

n

Administration. and Sivervision-'

,

2.50.1

TeAching or -Broil Personnel 2:56

0,34 36.°

0.37 17

0.31 11

.29

0.20

0.43-4 'a.'1"'"4'

.>



a'

I.

TABLE 40 -- AVERAGE OVERALL SATISFACT

ACCORDING TO-THE ROLE IN WHICH

SECOND-.YEAR' 'USERS .GROUPED.

REQUESTEb:SEARCH'.

- Role
StatiStics

AdministratiOn and Supervision

".Teaching or Pupil Personnel

Research-

":

.Field Development

Library

2.53

r'

2.59 0.32.

2.5

2.47 0.21,

2:87 0.-23

33

Masterts Students.-

Doctoral Students
.

2 .-53;-

2.$2.

Test fo(: significance



Sqinnary
:F

The ease of access that clients hive to EISO_ appears to be an important

factor in explaining their .differences in leveli of satisfaction. Those

who are close to the service, especially those hol4ing positions. in the-

OISE building; -tend to be more satisfied with the service -than those In

distant locations. Also, those who hold positions in' which administra-

tive rather than adademic_concerns are of importance tend- to be somewhat

less satisfied with the time taken to deliver bibliographies, the Oality
of publicity materials, and the quality. of the technology used: Yet, it

should be emphasized" that,- on. the whole., users expressed medium-high to
high levels of satisfaction about- all aspectS of EISO, regardless of their

location,, organization, or role.

r
' Intervening Variables

User characteristics, like location., organization and role, and search serv.:-
ice traits like the retrieval system. used "and the identity of the searCh

analyst,- are all input variables, and by ,themselves cannot be expected to

explain all`th.e,,variation in -user satisfaction. Process variables stich.as

the user's retrieval of -docirients arid. acquisition of knowledge may be of.
equal or eater Impoi:tance. One 'would expect that the \individual who

undertakes e review of a,lai-ge- number of articles and who learns-a great

deal of newinformation will be more positively disposed to the search

than' one who hasnot. In the second year, two of these intervening procesS

variables were measured: the amount of material located via an EISO" biblio-

graphy. that the client actuallY read, and the percentage of the material on ,

the bibliOgraphy that was 11.1%r ' Table 41 provides a-breakdown-of/
user satisfactii on all' five stabscales plus the overall scale according

I.to
the number of documentS or journal articles that were read.

For three of the scales, the differences among means are !Significant:

Qt..iUityjof Service, Value of'the Bibliographyl'and Materials, and OVerall

Satisfaction. The second Of these ,is clearly the most important factor

.among the five in -terms-of user -satisfac;ion. Those who rea original
material for no more than five references expressed a medium-loW,level

of Satisfaction with the value of the bibliography and materials, while

tho-S6 reading over 41", expreised vezzyhi. satisfaction.'

.fNIflf=n



TABLE 41 AVERAGE SATISFACI'Ids OF YEAR-TWOuSERS.PN SIX 'SCALES

.BROKEI1 DOWN' BY NUMBER OF' REFERENCES.READ

Materials Read

0 -5 6.-10

Publicity Materials 2.34 2.39

Quality, of Service 2.61 '2772

Timeliness. of Servide 2.33 2.29

Quality of chnology 2.48 2.42

Value pf Bibliography and <

Materials . 1.85 -2".00

Overall Satisfaction 2:47- 2_-43

11 -29 <2,1+ - Sig.-

2.59 2;54 n.s.

'2.83 '.10--

.50 2.50 .n.t.'

2.33 2.'59

2.40 2.72 .05 .

2. .74 .OS
.

) .:. , t.
, But is reading, references enough?. Is it not equally important to-

quetion whether or not the material Ili new?--
.
Table 42 pres: nts_ an answer

_

to this qUeti-ii., and suggests -hat there are other-influences on

TABLE 42 ---- AVERAGE SATISFACTION' OF.YEAR-TWO ON SIX SCALES

BROICENT:DOWN BY -P -R AGE OF MATERIAL THAT WAS NEW -7s

Scale
Percentage of New Information,

0% 10 -20% 21-50% 50+% S.g.

. ^

Publicity Materials

Quality-of Serrice

Timeliness- of Serv-ice

Quality o Technology

Value 'f Bibliogra-phy and
Ma rials

Satis'-fLtion`

r4
2.48 2.53. 2.41

.

2.'75 2.73: 2.71'

\
2.33

2.12 2.41
.
2.43 -

'1.13 .91. 2.50

2.14 2.45- 2.57

-
2.67 n:s.

2.82 n.s.

,

62 . s .

2.53'' .05
. .

-2.76, .05

2

.

.00683



user satisfaction. Those reporting no new informatiOn were not satisfied

with the value of the materials, those finding 10 to 200 new were satis-

fied; and those- finding over 2Q% new materials were highly satisfied.

This last finding suggests that, it-is only necessary to .have gne of every

five references in a bibliography that are new an& relevant to the client

in order for him to be highly satisfied.
_

An ailditibnal. factor that might be rela.ted to satisfactz --th the

value of a bibliography is the data base seached. That is, C

- .0 determine-which of the major-data bases are best at satisfyin&

information-needs. Differences in levels of -satisfacticm observed among

She users of ERIC, Psychological Abstracts, and "Social Sciences Citation
Irzdex (SSCI) are reported in Table ain,, it is primarily on the

_ -

TABLE 43' AVERAGE SATISFACTION 'OP YEAR-1141d USERS ON -SIX SCALES,-;..

BROWN DOWN BY DATA-BASE USES'

Data Base -Searched
Scale

= ERG
'Psychological

Abstracts

Publicity Materials

Qu.lity of Serviee
-4...,,,...., .

Timeliness pf Service
. ,

Quality ofTechnology

Value' of Bibliography and
Materials

Overall Satisfaction

2.55

2_ 74-

2.3,8

2.47

2,- 30

2!. 60

2.54

2.65

--i4.,h-...,
.:,...%%-t;'t-1-1---,-

.4102f--;:. N ,7_ .

eNk
.. ..."`

vs.,

. .

-:-----

,

SSCI.

/ 2.08 n.5- .

2.63 '- n.s.

ci..- _. ----_

,:. --

- I, 67

2.15 .05

Valueotof Bibliogiaphy and,Mater`ials tirgt sin-icant differences de74 gtf
-

observed. -Clearlj,..set9nd-year haVe been more satisfied with 54,

ERIC ,bibliOgraphies than ..thosePsychological Abstracts and SSC/:
Either..these two data bages- a e less.relevan t o clients'- needs., or we

are'tnot able to larch them "efeCtively.'jCertain1), fu invetigation

of the law vels );Df saris factiOn -7reported "by u er ,of 2'syeiological

Abstracts and SSC_T are viarranted. °

e0084
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Correlates of intervening VdriableS'.

Discovering correlates of the two intervening variables number Of docu
inents read. and percentage of references that are new to the user

provide in.sighti into how one can increase the user's. satisfaction with

.value of the bibliography and materials. .There are at least two techno-

logical. variables that are possibilities: - the system used and the data

baSe searched. As to the former, it has been noted elsewhere that the
ability to string search on the Lockheed system had made it the system

pfeferred by the starch analysts. But is it really better? As for the
.

second, we have dyl ,een that ERIC is currently- the preferred data

base; we.now wish to see if it 1..s preferred because'it provides

gra es with for which::the users read fie original

materials.

The system and data:_base used are related to the Number of References
,

Read in Table 44, -where the latter variable is place
4- d on a four-point scale

. .

TABLE 44 NUMBER OF REFERENCES READ BROKEN DOWN BY SYSTEM,

AND DATA BASE"

r
Data Base

System
ti

spc Lockheed

'ERIC
..-

Psycho4i07.cal:Abstracts

22' 2.22. 1.12

2.72 1.01

2.25 6

63

11

ti

tAverage on Ca four-point scale: I = 0-5;
4 =- 21+. -

The average scale value;for.search bf the ERIC data baSe conducted on SDC

is 2.76; translates into About--.143. articles or doCuments that were
. 1 0

re-read user;-fif one irrterpolates between the midpoints of the"inters.:
vials._ Searches of-ERIC on Lockheed, however, apparently provided an

average of only onirie"\references .for`which- the clients obtained- andread-

m4terials.

63
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de
S jrIdea Ili'', the. relative -effectiven the '3-uC -_,:teheed sears o f axlci. ..t.P,----

ERICsystems. could .be ,assessed bY" comparing the re5t,ilts arches of JaRic

which were carried out using, each of.the two 5Y ' '". ' . . Drawing ,-w. if- the
, . ,t,:_ se- -.no, _.,

data from: Table 44, such a. comparison 'would stigv cre!that SDI
RBO It ii

I the better_system since itretrieved Trio,re-. refefences, to relevant dacuments
than did- Lockheed's .DIAE0G. HoweVer; ive-- consider this
ranted. since we low that most SDC and. ,....v. clorical'arauctedr-

if-ure are tOjpcige the two fairly. At salve- tune data ill Table
44 does provide evidence

be nec sary to control for the effects

that DIALOG's

l' analysi5 x12. ellt9" /4111

due to (114-eellt searcn analYst.§.

6 sear_ conclii5

and tion -

capabilities 'cick:
the ai.

erga .

- -, Lockhe es wee ch re
Y differ search analyst's.. Furthe

/Nments from ERIC. . This find..ing runs c
not give it an oVerwhelming edge over 0

oiitra t6 the ep'
of

greater toia-reti i.relivgatdocu

, contrary . lalion:
),. the field"of information seience, some of wheiri.,131aY Place Beat an

-----. emphasis on technical rather than human

7-

factor'`.

Searches of Psych6zegica-1 Abstracts the Soe.z.ccz Sciences Ctitation

,c
Index were limited to the Lockheed sys-tem they are available

-4 from SDC. On the averake, apprOximately'13 refererices Esychoogicaz
fAbstracts and nine from SSC/ were relevant-.

read is whether or not the mat
More important than the _n ero-f articles aaid d eats that clients

rials con -..ntae. 6 ilif°1111tion
mat IT new to -4i7

theM.- Table 45 reveals that, egardless- the 5Ystelii - loyed, the useremp - - ,_

who requested,an ERIC search was ikely to find 1-ilat 3096 or tho'"-

references providdd new infornation. , - LiltsThese re5 erg coafillg -that
t.h.ue is probably little appreciable (14---...fferenoe betweeil effectiveneS's

of the SDC and Lockheed systems.
\

Searches- of _Psycho logi.ca 1 . Abstr'ac 55C/ -ietz a : smaller
Tiercdntage of materials that were new to the users t'll-111:re :t'lell°5e:::;:,.:Searches of ERIC._ For pschoZoji:CaL 46.Ftr'aci-clIllY 209- of.the P°tTi41s.-2:

t .

were new, on the average;.. and for SSc.2-..--,c,' 5,2-. ".-A1.1- ."-

^- 111Y 1--g. 5,-..the5,,a DIAT, . _:-.tbese eta ..which .were. rather few in niznber, were dorie.
1--15--'-'_,_, ---ki since -_, -..

bases are not available fr:om .13C-. IP-cleed.,-it wouldu- alt,e' a- that t "r'ie .Inain.

advantage that DrALoc offers-i is not is...te ... ii____,.l zapabiiities, but its .

Selection of data baSds. . . -. ' '.. '. , -: . aWr-

.8everai.insiihts are provided th e. ipi:ece4r1 ana/ysis..i41.rich
foCused on the relationship between two -to-oihaologi.9al ira .-01.)les, the

. r3.
system used ',and the data. base ,searehed,--witi. stvlb. irltel,

.., .
variables,

, .

read
-ven2ng

the number. of .documents or articles that ' reaQabe.., eroenta6e
,:.users . --.-1. the PIP' i - _ Ca .6

,
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TABLE 45 _ PERCENTAGE OF MATERIAL THAT WAS BROKEN DOWN BY

SYSTEM AND DATA BASE .

Data Base

System

SDC Lickfieed

.11 3Q 2.79 '0.88 63

2.40 0.8' 10'

2.00 0 4

p3ycAr.$7.ogiOa.i..-Ab.s,tract's

sSaT

i-Average on four-point scale: 1 = = 10-20%; 3 = 21-50%; and
4

of these which contained information that was new to them. The latter

two ;var:±ables it''wi.11 be recalled, were strongly related to the satisfac-

0-04 users ex:pressed-about the value of the bibliography and Materials.

it appears that the system selected for a search is of little

irvortance asfar as_ clients are concerne.. SDC' s ORBIT and _Lockheed's

_D
TALOG- are -equally effective. Approx r e y One-th4,..wi of the citations

froia biblio hies _done on either sy em provide the user with new infor-

potion and, as we have seen earlier this is a sufficient percentage to

leave the user reasonably "satisfies

Second, while users report that they ftyund as many references on

PsYchz"togrieczZ Abstracts and Ssci bibliographies for which the original/

inater,ials Were worth reading as they did on ERIC, bibliographies; a c-en-.

sicleraiy. smaller percentage of these materials provided. them with new

oil:natio/1r It would appear that this relative' lack of new information.

accolAts for the lower -ievel of-satisfaction observed for searches of.

psycho-taijeca Abstracts, and ssc_f__

Conclusion.

f,clucators Who tave tried the'c ucational Information.Syitem for Ontario

cluring the pas t two years have-been satisfierd .h-th the results.

t a e partieuiarly pleased with the hV_pfulness of the search analyst

e convenience'of the service, and are basically .satisfied.withthe

-ea0P7



0,
.i. new licity materials,. teaching materials, bUsiness forms 'and. evaluation

stionnaires have replaced the original versions..' .. . -
. .. ...

Data collected to date allow us to sug7est soilr standards for user

satisfaction that should, be maintained in the future. We expect that

periodic- assessments of the service will continue to be conducted in order

to ensure that the ::service's high qualify is maintained. Though the
..,

initial values for these standards, given in Table 30, are but approximate,

timeliness of the service -and 'tke 'q\uality.. of the bibliographies and

materials it provides. The quality of, EISO's services has been maintained

in spite of,the many changes that have occurred in the two Years since EISO
was started. Among the most important of these changes ark the hiring.of,

a new.search analyst upon the resignation of the first, 'utilization of

a different computerized search. service from that originally used,. ands the,

searching of data bases- that originally were not ,In addition,

ye:feel that the `satisfaction scales are sufficiently2ralid and.reliable

-,_,- or-them to be used fort assessing the effect of mahyi changes in the
service that may occur-or that might be undertaken in order to improves ...

its quality. As well, regular monitor of the,service would provideylig

feedback to the search analyst to indicated are that might be in need
- -

of improvement.

Analysis of da a covering two yeart' revealed at least one_ factor

that may-lessen EISO's ability to maintain the quality of its service on

a month to month Qasis. It was obsei-ved that during peak months when

over 50 searches were completed, the quality of bibliographies apparently

began to suffer., In both 1975 and 1976, tser satisfaction dropped in

October, when .demand was highest.

:Satisfaction with the service varied according to a number of social

factorsinc.1,uding: the geographical lOcation, organization .and role of the

EISO. client. Those from geographical locations remote from Torono.Were

less satisfied With the service Ins general, and its timeliness in particu:

lar, than _were' those fronf Southern Ontario and Metro TOronto.. Those

located in the OISE-building itself here most satisfied, largely because

the service was so convenient-. Researchers and those active in

development were more satisfied with EISO's publicity material 'and direc-

tions for using the service than were either those -in school t)oards or
graduate students. Apparently, knowledge about - information resources. in

.

general, and ERIC in particular; animportant factor in explaining

this relationshii).
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Satisfaction with the bibliogravry, and materials was positively.

,

related :to both the number of citations,.
,

refer"efices
for which. users. -read the origin:1,1

-materials aid thepercentage'le' that contained Ilia. infIS Ilia- tian
, ,

cin OrldUCta.n. g:-a Searri,":1113.gll -t,,' - 71%101 it wa,s thought that :the..system Used -

:_,...-accOunt. for tacis'finding, this "was not "the cate.' thcicheed.'s.DIAOM rand
.

...

the former does ha..)e the ,SDC's ORBIT proved equally effective, though

advantage of providing access to a wider selection of Sata bass- The

data base on which a search'was .rim did provd to be limportan.', -explaining

t" did V
the relationship.' Searches-on PsYchotogical Abs racts and &SC/ -.not .---..,

- . .

provide clients with aS-large F.. percentage of neW.iiifortion as did.EgIc:97

slateititin a low levelsearches. This- hack' of new and relevant 'material re

of user satisfaction for searches done on these data bases ',

.4

The findings outlined above imply-that EIS° should foj)s its efforts

on- ma5ntaining the quality of bibliographies that are run .on ERIC, and.,

trPon*ither increasing the quality of those r on other data bases or.

- being more select-ive in recommending searches on these data bases. At

the same time, EISO -should work to. improve the timeliness of its service

to those located in Northern Ontario-

Maintaining. and improving the quality of EISO's service is important,

but is at equally important to learn if .its work is

development of education in ontario.- TO assess its

wereunder-way,' several case studies of the utililation

taken: These are thee, subject of the next chaPter-_



sophisticated.. a
..

340 matter how efficient service such as EI it-1:41-
it-elf, its Ultimate. importance will ly in terms o the,

5atisfacticm:of its users and the impact it has on-...thPin- Some of the

be dude

analyzed.Satisfaction. variables have already Now it .is

at whether EIS°. does in fact conduct of education in

iS time tobeen

th schools. 'Since it . is" virtually
effect the

4
impossible bece-bse of practical

limitations to study the long-termi indirect impact of EISO on students,

the researcher4Cognizant of the importance of -this issue nonetheless,-

-decided to ,pxamine --the more -inimediateand indirect impact of EISO on
users within .one .school board. To do this they interviewed the

and a teacher all of whoM were EISODireqt97, a coordinator, -a'principal,, _
users within a:single board in the Northeastern Region of Ontario-

-... -

The Director

gion 3 school board under consideration is a rural.one with a .total
ation-of about 5;000 students. English is the mother tongue of the-

-ialajoritY- The Director is an'experienced educator, an active.participant

is professional organizations, 33::;-.1 an innovative leader. Within the past
eiglateen.nion-ths, he has used the EISO service twice :\ Each time e-
was

....

-initiated for his 'own professional use." iNh clia.he use.EIS09 What.-

did he get fram ft? What impact didit 11pve?

search_ RequeSt #1

A little over .a year- ago, his board forthed a comnitte& of trustees, teachers,

asidt-Paxents to prepare a brief to be submitted to thejR°Yal.Commission

.Vi.olence in the Comrnunications Industry The committee- expreSie& the Tieesc



for current, literature on= the .topic and looked to their chief _executive
officer to mill that need. He zeTnemb:ered hearing about!EIO at an intro-.
duckory'me'Itirig held the .preceaing summer at the Regional Office o.f.-tihe
ministry of Education and b.', 6 -committea.- one 9ki his staff to_act as- Educa - had since
an intermedia: hetwen local tisers and the EIS(); service in To,ron;to. He'rY, .r., - ,/,'"'"' . --..- - -,-- --, .

that he lia"...t.-`.-Yg free searches 'avail:Able' him and'ha *even,talso knew
set aside 'Some. raoniesellur'-staff "searchesc.iii case e free searches were

_c_ ---,

exhausted. Therefore'' _because he had been involved in-implemen g the ,,
Service--in th,Region and his 1)0a-rd from its earliest Stages, ,t Was. the..Reg. ,

- natural, for_ him -_.to turn to Eiso to acquire literatnre on-A topic of
-concern to him. :His intrnedi:a.te motivation,, however, 3ras the re uestE for
as sistante from . his board' s committee .

He submitted a Written equest: to EISO on the s ciallr.
ch 1..N.uest forrIS prepared for .Regi-Qr1 3 users,- U'Oanr4ceivi# Q,...

rectue9k.i the s/earc.b. 'analyst telephoned him to a.cquire-scime-Moie:specific
information, She ascertained that he was interested in work that had

effect' of televiion violence on students'appeared since 1970 on the
attitudes i..-41 Grades 1 thrQugh 6. The analyst fo ated a search strategy,

- *using the major concepts of violence,. televisio and student attitudes,
and r nested that a bibliography; with73.8 citations printed off-line -

and s tto the Director. -After. scanning the citatio and their abstracts,
.e..he ordered the original articles', had them dupii a ed, and handed, them over

po -the chaiiman of the committee, who distribute.4 them tothe other commit
_tee membeis.

The board's committee on Tv violence 'did submit a well-documented
brief to the Royal commiSsion, in .addition to supplying the committee with
background iliformation, the Director. "described the,benefifS of the.searct
this, Way:-

cf,

.
7

As...they read ssome of the crocuments that I was able to
provide for them the coonittee could see that some
Pretty important peopie espouse the :same beliefs that
We're esP°1-1-5'ing'here- ', The. board members and staffwho worked on thattcomrtittee Were very satiS-mei*, ers satis-
tied with the search. ,;,-

- The imPact
c)f'

the
sreeacolnd

search. was equally signifiant, perhaps
.

.11. the
factor in the decision to retain the existing

.
more so, since it was.

syStem-Kindergarten progr5m

47.4.e't



Search Reques ..
.--t 2

onth after skibmiitIng the- first Seardh,.,..the Director was
2- ag ed for help by a:-tioard.. cOmmittee. ' Th.is time the trustees

. .

were ante
A

a in Comliaring the e efficacy .oyhe -#xist-ing'Kdncierr4rten,
progiam with alternative_program.s, .The' DireCtor, therefore, submitted
a-request for int-EIS° searql on -the comparative" e(fects of i,the"va,- Ticus----'''
approaahes to the organization of a -Kindergart rrprogramCi.e., .full' day,
half day, modified Eullday, 'etc.) on student 'a on,evement 'and also

. ...,- .

parental and community approval. i .

.., As before,- the .search analyst sPoke f)y\phone to the Director, to
elicit-precisely the aspects of the topic in iwhich h was most interested.
She was able to formulate a searchstrategy. combining appropriate combina-
tions of descriptors such as academic achievement, success factors, con-
tinuous progress plan, and program-evaluation with the central concept of
Kindergarten to ensure the relevance of the bibliogratihy, which contained
49 citations, was printed offline -and sent to the Director. The requIllst
was received, the telephone interview was conducted, and the search was.
run.on,the 'same day. The bibliography. was on the Director's desk nine

s "later. InterestinglY..eneugh, one of the citations was a study of
Kindergartens that the DifectOr. and his staff had' done several years
earlier... Unfortunately,- howexer,. the 'mail- strike1.4n progress 'at the time
prevented the Director from ordering any original materials...

The iMpaCt -of this search was. subtle but important. According to.

the Director, it-had the following effect:
The'search rgave confidence to the people who were Using
it., The fact that our own material was listed as being
a valid and useful otument [helped] us with our -second
Kindergarten _investigation .' . -: The: fact tha."-t.there
had notbeen that much more research done in the four
years since we. had- done .the last one,assured them that
-things were not' changing too much and that they, were
up -to date; r tr

In addition to whatever new ideas the search may haVe pregented them,
it served to enhance the importance o the staff's earlier research( it
helped to confirm the original decision regarding Kindergartens. -Wat-- had
been taken; it contributed to upholding that program, ancrNit helped
legitimate the ,Director's pdsition with his trustees; since they decided
to continue supporting a program he advocated.

7 -
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The Coordinator
.

The coordinator -limo is the. subject of this'-..report
.

in his board responsible for curriculum developmen . The specific subject
areas over which he exercises responsibility' are -mathematics, environmental
science, and music. A_ former elementary school principal,..he,his held his
current position for two years. ,.-_He differs from the other three 'users in
his board who are being desc.ribied. in.this Section of our report in that he
41one am ong.hem also fuffills---de. 'foie of an Educational InfOrmation Con-

.

sultant ,(EIC) for -plie EISO praject. In
9

d.i.-adtion to being instrumental in
stimulating use of the bibliographic retriev41 system among the -staff in
his board, however,-he also placed one personal search that was directly
-related. to his awn professional activities . It is his .role as a- user,'

-,- .then, pat will be detailed here rather than his functions as an EIC,
thqugh,it Is of course recognized that the impact 9f EISO on the school

i,'ptimately related -to' and indeed may be inseparable from the
parhe played as an

one of four people

Search Request

When P1J1 first came out, the supervisory staff and teachers at the school
board held a series of meetings to determine priorities for curriculti ,-)
development in the system that wouldineet- the -objectives of the new

Ministry guideline. Added to the requirements of P1J1 was the pressure

exerted by parents. and teachers to come up with a consistent mathematics'
curriculum that would ensure the cOmputational skills of the students
completing -it. Finally, the coordinator, a math specialist himself, was
.advocating -a problem-solving approach to mathematics teaching in the

elementary\rades. This "approach meant, as he explained it

viewing mathematics as a model of real life. where
the child could order abitraCt information into spme

.kind _of a frame that would allow him to make- order ,?

out of the chaotic nature. of the data presented to
' 1:11111

e°'7:Xat

With these-eds in mind, then, the coordinator mailed an a request
to the analyst f6r the 100 mo_sten-t citations. on Mathematics problem
-solvijig, conceptions, teachingmethodoldgy, and skirl sequences for Grades
K-8. His da,rect reason for requesting the searcil-was to compare current.
project ideas with the latest literature' fo Possible' modification of the
board's existing matfv2curriculum: 'Upon receipt of-the request, the- search

MM.
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4

(-search strategy. - using syncinymous_terms for
--
the major

concepts that she suggested-were potentially the most useful: elementary
education, ematics and teaching techniques. She ran, it the next

rr

Within a Wee the coordinator received 'a 'bibliOgraphy -of, 48 'citations.
-.

After .careful sc.alinirig, of the .abstracts, lib placed an,order,with
EISO for paper copes of 16 journal articles and one ERIC document on
hiiCrofic.he. He also ordered- one listed ,dii:ertati-on, from Xero x- University
Microfilms in Ann Arbor, 'Mithiga#: AlthoUgA, after examining the content of
the original' materials, he Caine. to 'the conclusion .that only the disse4aticm
was directly related to wliai he was doing, henevertheless rated his overall

-satisfactioniwith-the search` as high. What thdn can we say resulted from
thig*-'search?- For one thing, the coordinator gained ,sitithe'satisfatisan and--
pride from the waliZation that -he-was bre'aking"ne4groundin area that

3. had received very 'little -attention ac the liteiature. On the othe1<hand,
the dissertation that he did -find provided just enough confirmation that
his approaCh was _Valid to- encourage him' to carry on. His perseverance,

taining an innovative approach

r

bolstered by his search, is resulting
to teaching matheffiatics. Grades K-8 in this -system.

The Principal -"

e introduction of P1J1 resulted a flurry of Curriculum develoPMent
activity. .,In trying to organiqe" themselves to cope With the new .guide
lines, the teaching staff of the school board set priorities. Itir those
curri lar areas that they would deal with first. Somef the activity

result in a reexamination of the mathematics_ program. JuSt as important'
in the minds of both parents and te chers was ,the area ,of -communications
or language arts
_students?, ipabil
level were cone
-skills area.

/they/they le the
-program that they could try out.

.; "Whereas teacher at the secondary leve4klamented their
to write- effec-tive English, teachers at the yriinary

ed with the students' lack of ability in the, listening
staffs of twinned junior public schools were especially

something- be .done to improve the children' skills and
tte,r to their principal to Come _up with suggestions fcir

The prim' ipal contacted the board's special 'education and language _

consultants but they were unable to provide him with help in this area.
He'tkien checked with nearby public and university libraries' and found that
there was very little material available on his topic and-,that what existed
was so limited in,)scope that it gave him no basis from which; to start.
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Search Request
-

-One 'day, the principal mentioned-1AS prbblem the coordinator who sug-
tested he- do an- EISO-search.. The coordinator, an EIC on the EISO project,
came to, the Principal'-s office the next day. They spent two hours dis-
cussing the problem, breaking it down into its -Various components., and
choosing _descriptors. The ,following day, the coordinator," in Toronto on
business, stopped in to relay the-request to 'the search analyst; She
!annulated' the' search' strategy, and retrieved a bibliography. .of 33 cita7
tionS ,on listening and comprehension skills in the primary grades. :The ,f

bibliography was mailed to the coordinator. He delivered..it to the
principal who then ordered 12 microfiche 'documents and two journal articles
listed, on= t from EISO. These items he received within a week of placing
his older. Although not all of the information was-OkBlevant to his Situa-
tion, the principal described What lib learned" from thematerials this way:'

Some things-,that we found in the research4fareicles
and microf..i4ies gav6 us hope- or encouraged- us to
keep. going.. For example, a study done -in the Detrait
Public Schools showed that t'sb emphasis placed in tke
classroom-on/listening -is :abort 8% .compated to 521it-
reading. The same ;studY showed that during :t1.16 .ave
working day of an adult, 9% Of _the time',.is---vcilve

,;with writing,
an

abou-r-with-. reading, and about 30%
4 45-% - 1st-ening. So with this kin_ d of

infonnatiori;-We felt we couldn't gi'Ve up. If listening
occupied that,amount -of time, then we had to do sOme---
thing, we just couldn't let it go

The pcin- cap;1 persevered fOr more than a year He .nformed hic.s
t

staff of MS findings, assured them that the area of 4istbnin.g was indeed
-an important though neglecteclone,` and gainedftekr comilatment So- that
they devoted a series of professional' development days- to deyelOping.wh:;t ;

,reulted in a listening curriculum for Grades 1-3.
Much of the content_cif that curriculum, the principal free-ly,acknaw-

ledges, _derives from.the fiche materials he received through EISO. That
curriculimi is still being modified and refined. I-tt is,-__lowever, an irate_
gral parr of the learning experience of 275 pritalcy childrpn.

tez:

The Tea.her

The development of new curricula was not restricted to the primary leyel,
however.' At the large, modern high school of the board, a young but
experiancea teacher had just received Ministry of Educition approval to

e6005,.,.
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tea4h. a psychology course that he had develOped for Grade- 11 students.

His subinission to the Minist- had .consisted of philosophical' and theoret-

ical rationale's for the course but had ,not included the compilation of

detailed units of instruction to be 1,.7 in the 'classroom over the whole

semester. With the actual implementation of the course close_ at hand,

such detailed c-urriculum planning became urgent. He desdribed his pre7

dicament this way:'

My problems were that I could write the course up using
reference material from basically college or university
psychology text books.:?,;;:.7:his was not the type of. course :

I wanted to set up. I wante4 to set up a 'course which
was more growth= oriented, which wasn't a sort 'of survey
of the literature.. And yet, there was no .written.
Material which justified [this conceptda.lization ofi
the course to which I could go to find some confirmation
that it was a worthwhile endeavour'. had a good idea
but.'.every time I would go to a .textbook -to look for
Materials or previous courses set up that'-Way was _

always up against a: blank wall l. It was getting to the
point- Where I was getting so _frustrated I was thinking
of not doing it.

Search Request

At-a departmen.. tai-staff meeting in .1is school, the teacher mentioned his

predicament to the local consultant, l'ktho referred him to the coordinator,

the EIC for the EISO project. The coordinator met with'the teacher and-
spent more- thin an hour with hi- m defining his information need...i. Because.

by now time was of the essence, he phoned in-the search.to the analyst
.

the next morning. She was able.to. retrieve 63 Citations and nine days. _

later the teacher visited OISE to examine some of -the materials listed-
.

some... el,...

The search -analyst discussed the' bibliography 'with the teach d of k

her on Initiative dedided to run a.-second search-in an e ort-,t6 supply

the -client- with material that would be 'useful _to'h_im.; This seFond mocLi-

fled search, which retrieved -44' citations', wasiailed to the teacher...
.

Ironically, the:-- most valuable itemS.'appeared on both bibliographies.

The. teacher was able to read. -2$ pf the articles and microfiches while he

was at OISE. 7 Of these, -;he fdund-that his first bibliography had nine
_s.itms. that were highly relevant and ..read tb_rOugh. #ve of these' He gated.
his -satis-faction with the value of the bibliography -and the materials

r hi

It helped me justify the fact that there :are-are- otliel- people
'in_theworid who are doing °what I was pla' iin on doing.nr g
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and it gave me their plan of attack, boti for the
development and implemeritation of the c rse.

i
He went ,on -to-say that he was certain he would be ordering'more'--

mate=
)

s from, EISO as he progressed toward vhckting up the final units
...

of thcourse./ .

CWIC lusion.
.-.

--
It would be imprudent to.aalse eXaggerated claims for the impact of EISO

in ,this board. Undoubtedi it could be said that the board would have

submitted a brief to' the' Royal Commission anyway, that the innovative but

.controversial Kindergarten and mathematics programs would have been

retained regar'dless,or t .4-t the listening skills or psychology courses

would have proceeded without -EISO. We do know, however, that- in the

rieciSion-making process, there comes a time when alternatives must be

considered, -and a final selection chosen. **In the examples above,'' MO'

bibliographies and materials clearly -contributed to the knowledge base
upon which rational decisiors-wdre taken_ Not only did EISO act as a

4

source of new information, it also provided alternatives, acted as an

encouragement to struggling but well-meaning educators, and provided

concrete examples ofshow to- improve and implement curriculum programs.

We can, then, say with some confidence that '/E_ISO d a direct, short-

range impact on this board and its staff. We can'only speculate about

the ultimate impact of their decisions upon the children in the system,

but we are reluctant to suppose that decisions taken by less well-

informed staff would have achieved better results..



Economics of'Operation

In this time of economic stringency, the cost of bperating. the Educational

Information .System for Ontario is as impoitant a factor as its effective-
rcess #. filling the need tha.1*.educaiors- have .fcir information. Responsible

---

planning for EISO's future requires that realistic estimates of its full e

cost and its cost per client served be availdble in order.to make judge-

ments concerning policy matters such as its future expansion and pricing

system.

In the first Interim-Repor, a theoretical model for the cost of an

infonna:tion service'was presented tilat'was 'based on the best information

then available. Included in the model:was an estimate of the cost of an
.average search. At that time, a vol.* of 135 searches per month was

considered a possible objective for a small search service composed of

one search analyst and one library assistant, and analysis indlcated that

such a search service would break even if a price of Was set fork each

search. Two years of'experience hav now provided sufficient data for a'

reassessment -of this theoretical model. From data 'that have beerl collected,

new estimates can be derived for parameters such as the number A: searches

per month and the amount of -time required for each search. Substitution

bf these fox: earlier, moi-e/ speculative values yield model 'budgets which

form a better basis' for planning and developing an educational information

service.

For the anaiySis that.folIows, the budget of the Educational.Infor-

mation System for Ontario is divided according to its two prinCipal

ties, a bibliographic search service, and an 'article and microfiche ,dupli-

cation service. The costs of each are analyzed according to fixed costs,

including overhead, and' variable costs. Models for t searchlserviCe

are presented wjlich prOivide estimates of costs per year and per month for

Ca098
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systems which operte at different levels of demand, which time different
amounts of computer time to cbmplete searches, and which provide. biblio-
graphies of -different lengths. An assessment is made,_ of the
impact of these three parameters on the :economics .of the system's opera-
tion, and of_the financial impact of...emptoyirig 'a,second search analyst.

_:1Siodel budgets _for_ the' duplication service- ars also. provided,.in ;order to
'illustrate the impact of volume of .oNers:,..ori?uri" it.prices.

Cost of Input's
t

- ,

The costs of operating EISO can be. broken &.)-t.n according to those Incurred
for communication. and data processing, staff, rridterials ana supplieS,
capital, and Overhead. In the sections that follow, the cost of indi-
vidual items alassified under each of these.categ.-ories are descr.ibed
both the search service and duplication'service. Subsequently; detail

. .

analysis of the total cost for both services are undertaken.

CommUnication and Data Processing

. .

Lockheed Information System's DIALOG and System Development Corp oration's
,ORBIT, the two main bibliographic search systems utilized by EISO, assess
separate charges- for the time users,are conn.ected, to specific data
and telecommunications networks, and fcric-- the number of citations that are
pr-.4ted (Table 46).. Rates for the syStems diffgr; e.g., SDC charges $35
per connect -hour for ERIC,' while LIS Charges $25, and SDdis charge fore
printed citations from ERIC is $.08 each, while LISts charge is $.10 each.
Tel omrminications charges also differ, as -do those for different data

, .

'Base
:

given system. ERIC -is the- leggst.expenSive data base available .
- 'on. bo ?systems, while other data bases of interest to educators cost 'con- -

siderabiy more. Foi.- example, Psyc7x3ZogicaZ Abstracts, Disirtationt_ ;

Abstrcts,;.and Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI), all.aviilable ly
4 . , -.

i-olli'LIS, currently cost $-50, $55, and $7p per hour respectively.
EISOThe total amount EIS° is,,chazczed. for conducting-a given se rch tan

computed
.

be omputed. by totalling charges for the three components. For example,
if a' 15=-Iiiinute4.teai-ch of ERIC were ConduCted on SDC's -ORBIT tOjproduc--0 a :

_ .

-75-item bibliography, -the charge for, one:quarter hour Of data .base connect
, 0 . ,,

time at $35 -per hour-m charge,be -$8-.75, the arge, for one quarter hour of
telecommunications On the TYMSHAE netl;fork would be $2n0,' ands the charge
foF Printing 75 citation, at $.08 per citation would be $6.00, for a.., _:.

total of $17.2,5, exclusive of staff an overhead_ 7.3.
..,..
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ABLE 46. CHARGES FOR ,TELECONMUNICATION AND BASE CONNECT-TIME,

AND. PRINTING OF CITATIONS' BY SYSTEM'

Item LIS c- DIALOG SDC -- ORBIT

---Telecommunicati6n_

TymalAkE $ 8.00/hour

TELENE 5.00/haur-

.

Data -Base

ERIC

Connect7time

Citations

Pd4chologicai Abstracts

Connect-time

Citations

SSCI

-Connect-tiMe

=Citations

.Dissertai'4bn Abstracts

eohnect-time

Citatiofts

0.

. f?'

'.25:00/hour.

.10/citation

50.00/hour

.10/cittion

70.00/hour

.10/citation

55.00/hcilr

:12 /citation

N.;

%.

$10.00/hour 7

5.00/hour

.08/citation

n/a

n/a

n)a

,4FigureSas. of-January 01, 1977.

2Database costs given for the, four that are searched most frequently by
EISO.

one would like-to be able the- of this -same

.search on'Log..kheed's DIALOG-in order to determine -which system is more- ..-

, -

'.efficient, Then it would be possible to make a rational.selectian between

.the two sytemsfor.searching,ERIC. Unfortunately,-;-dt-is difficult 'to

compare the cosmos Of searches done'on onesytem with ttiosse &me on the
_

other. becabsethe systems differ in their responsiveness, with ORBIT

being considerably faster than DIALOG.. How much. faster can be inferred

from our /..experience during EISO's _first year, during which the Search,

analyst. conducted,,300_ERIC searches on ORBIT and 62 on DIALOG. The
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average connect -time for searches using ORBIT was 10,58 minutes; compared
with 15.42 minutes using DIALOG. Thus, it would.appear that a search on
DIALOG takes approximately 46% more time to complete' than one' on ORBIT.

It should be emphasized that' since .these data were collected: for -the
the situation may now-differ, 'though
'does not.

.
the-data -for the- example- above allows,

period July 1975 through March 1976,
oux subjective impression is that it

"Applying- the-461i7adjustilment to
us to draw a comparison as to what Lockheed would have charged for the..

search. Instead of 15 minutes connect-time, 21.90 minutes would

have been .required. At $25 per hour; this translates into a charge of .-

$9.13. for data-base connect -time. Commun.ication.s charges on TELENET.

would .have been .$1._.85 sand pi.int charges would have, been $7:50. - The. tdtal
charge would therefore be $.13.48,.or'.about 7% more than the cost on ORBIT.-

AFor,sleall volume users,. .the comparison would end here; however,
-Lockheed now offers users a monthly discount on data -base connect-time,

Dcharges according to the connect-hours logged (Appendix D). Large volume

use4.s -are entitled' to an even greater discount if they sign a contract
guaranteeing 'a minimum level of usage. Given EISO's current volume of
searching. on Lockheed (about 20 connect-hours per month); it can be .

expected that the discounted cost of searching ERIC. on DIALOG..will be

aPPro
time

tely,$18 per hour. Hence, the charges for data-base connect-.
Vin the example above would bereduced to $6.66, and the to-tal to

$ 16 . Q1, Which. is 7% less:than the search would cost on ORBIT.

Ovei-a.11, it appears neither sys enj- -has a ,decisive advantage in
terms of cost. Lockheed's:discount sys;tem doeS .fayOur-use -of that system

. ,
alone, howevet, since the size of the -.4iscount increases with the number
of hours the . system is used. . This mode. of charging, Combined. with,
Lockheed's wider selection Of data bases in the-social -sciences; 'gives
it a. dedisiv.i advantage avei SIC as far

:as EISO i concerned.
Table 47 reports the actual cos-&, to EISO of searches conducted by

'1,16:

EISO during its two years , as' Well as.-the percentage of clients . o. paid
for their searches: In 'the firA year, -an average of 52 searches were'

',conducted' ei- month.. On the -dv,rage each' search required 12 minutes of
connect-time. to either ORBIT. or -DIALOG and .resulted in a:a bibliography of
46 citations: In a typiCal month-, '37 br-71% of the clients paid" for' theii-

;searches- During EISO's secOnd year, an average:of 36 searches were con-
'ducted per-month. The average sea:rc..h required-25 minutes of connect-time
and produced' a bibliography o;f--88 items, and costEISO char.geS for

.
e
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TABLE -- SEARcliVOLITE, AVERAg C6IPUTER COST, AND PEROT PAID BY NI?NTH AND YEAR
,/

Month and Year
Number of Average Connects Average Number Average .Cost

Searches tune (mn utes) k of Citations' to EISO

Paid

Number

Year -1
.. .!

. . )

June 1975 11 ; 23 $11 5 ; 45

July 70 12 .

45
.. .: 14 49 70

I ,

August .37 10 , '47 17? 28 76

September 38 9 . . 47 1211 29. !

76

October , 55 15 ', 49 . 17 40 73

'November ., 52 17 '48 22 40 77

14'
December 65 7 16

',\.)

:: January 1976 61 10 50 14 : 44. .72

February . 61 13 60 15 51 84

March 63 ,J.

. 4
L 15

43' 16 46 73

,, 'Aiiil : 54 14 53 17

khrage 52 12 46 15 '37 71

1
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TAB4 47 (Cont'd.

Paid

I,/onth Year
Number of Average'Connect- "Avers e Number Averages

Searches time (minutes) . of Citations to EI
.

klber 1

Year 2

May x,916. 29 21 32 21

Ji..me 33_ 27 .70 24 _ _ 28 85 _.

.july ,37 30 100 , 25 26 70.

August 28 . 27 , 76 26 : 19 68

, September 27 26
,4

74: .22 23 85

October ',55 -23
K\ 111 27 SO 91

J

November 43 24 97 26 ' 37 .86

. , .

December
0 ..,

,),) 21,,, 118 25. : 29 88

10

January 1977 34 '2'6 106 27 32 94

.
4

.

11 February 44 27 94 24 40 91

Jle:v A

Average 36 25 88 25 31

Ip

r

7

,
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connect-time and print charges. Typically; 31 or 86% of the clients paid

for their searches.

Data for the two years vary considerablY. The differences are .

explained by several factors, including the use of different systems, the

different styles of -th two search analySts, and the reduction in number,

of.free searches. However, for the purposes of this chapter, it is not

the reasons for the differences that are imporiant, but the impact of.

the_cost_ofproviding ----the -search-service'.

return to this point ,later.
. -

Qne final factor influencing costs of searching data bases-should

be noted; pamely;the exchange rates of Canadian and U.S, currencies.

With the recent (March 1677)Idecline in the value of the Canadian dollar'

to $.95 U.S., each of he figures in the preceding-analysis should.be

increased by 5% to arrive at the charges-in Canadian currency; i.e.', to

$18.11 Cdn. on ORBIT, and to $16.81 Cdn. for the ditcpunted rate'on

DIALOG. If, as some predict, the value of the Canadian doliar'drops tp-

$.90 or $.85 14.4.TIen the charges would increase accor

Staff-Costs

The Educational Information System for Ontario-is currently staffed with

onlY'two individuals; a search analyst who is classed as Librai-ian II,

and a Library Assistant II. The search analyst's time. -is- fully devoted

to conducting searches - and Managing the service, whereas the library
.. -

assistant's time-is split between the provision of'secretari41 services

to support the search service,,and the_opera4on of the article and micro-

:fiche duplicating services. Their salaries are apprOximately $13,500 and

$7,500.annually, or $14,850 and:$8,250 after including an additional 100

' for fringe benefits. Hence, the salary bill -for the search service is

.$18,975, including the full cost of the search analyst and half.that of

the library assistant: II:Ie.-salary cost for the duplication service. is

$4,125. 4

The -cost per search-of providing: staff can be estimated several ways.

At one extreme, the total cost.ofrtalaries can be divided by ,the'tota1

.'number of searches for a given peiiod of time. In 1976, 524 searches were

conducted; the cost per search for staff would therefore be $36.21.- If

only., the search analyst's salary and fringe benefits were included, the

figure would be $28.34. The lowest estiMate,of cost is obtained if only

the time of the search analyst devoted to conducting search interviews,

- C (1-113 6
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planning search s4otegies, and running searches is included. In EISO's

first year, the average time spent to interview clients was 25 minutes,

followed by 12 minutes on the computer system, for a ttal'of 37 minutes.

At $7.43 per houi1(including fringe benefits), this amounts to only $4.58.

In the second year, When the search interview averaged 35 minutes and con-

nect time 24 minutes, for a total of 59 minutes, the equivalent estimate

of cost per search for the search analyst's time is $7.31.

C It is our feeling that the full cost of the search analyst's salary

and half the cost of the library assistant's salary should be included,in

the analysis of costs per search in order to fairly represent ..he full

cost of providing searches. Only in this way can the cost of time :.-equired

for demonstraiions,training, administration, and vacations be Orly rep-

resented.

Materials and Supplies

EISO prints a large of brochures and business forms in the course

of a year The prA4ting of approximately 25,000 brochures,

at $.04 each costs $1,000 and.1,000 copies of each of the four multiple-

copy order forms cost an additional $800, half of.whiCh_is attributable

to the search service and half to.the duplication service. Additional

expenses are in preparing notices of changes in the system which

are sent to clients, etc. We estimate the full cost of these to.be $600,

.all of it attributable. tó the provision-of. SC31-,:t-"2S-
1

'Office sup lies, including special -3.7)er edin the computer

terminal, vary th the number of searches completed, as do costs for-

long-distance tel phone calls for contacting .lients, which we estimate
<-471average $1.00 per search. The cost of the d=1-ect outside line for use

an connecting the te al to t1e system is fixed, however, at

$300 per year. Cost-c4 postage for mail:ng brochures is approximately

'$360, while the cost of mailing bibliLrraphies depends on the numbers of

orders.' Among these costs r-= materials supplies, only those for

brochures, order forms, a tele one lne,j3 the mailing of brochures

are fixed. The cost of supplies and printing for providing a duplication

service for back-up materials are all variable, in that they depend am

the number of orders. Supplies themselves cost appi-oXimately .10 for

microfiche duplicate_ and 8.04 each for paper copies of journal articles.
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Capital Expenses
.

;
. -

EISO has invested $:5,70,0 in the purchase of a computer terminal for use in
. ...,

conducting searches on ORBIT and DIALOG, and $5,440 foi a' microfiche printer/

processoi- in order to)bc able to provide copies of ERIC microfiche. The

usual replacement.cycle for equipment at OISE.is five years; therefore,

the'.equipment EISO uses has, an imputed .cpst of $740 per.year fbr the

search service and $1,088 for the duplication service. A.machine for

photocppies_ofjournar_articles was made availablej;y the Institute; there-

fore its cost is included in overhead.

Overhead and Total Fixed Co-st

The standard estimate of overhead cost Used at OISE is.25fo of I budget.

items. Thole items listed to this point staff, --material and upplies,

and capital -- total $22,375. .Overhead costs of $5,594 should ere-

fore be added, makift the total fixed cost of EISWS---search service

$27.969 per year: This, in essence, is the fill:- cost f offering he
---

service even if no.rcquests are received.

overhead for the EISO dUplication service-is'23% of $5,613,

which is the cost of staff, materials and supplies, and capital allocated

fot>the purpose. thethe total fixed cost for:the duplication service

is $:7,016. \ 4

4
Costing a Search Service

c-

This section develoos a series of models'for=estimating the cost of biblio-

'graphic search services that differ in several vital ways, such as the

.numbei of search analysts, the amount of computer connect-time used to

complete a search, and the length of resulting bibliographies. The first

step in carrying out thianalysis is determining the fixed costs of

searchServiceswithoneand_tv,msearchanalysts, respectively. The

second step is determining the costs of three different search services

all of which have one search anal.M4'but differ in the types of searches

provided, and hence, in their variable costs. Finally, the analysis of

variable costs is extended to a search service with taro search analysts.

The monthly cost of a computerized search service is dependent upon'.

j both fixed costs, such as staff salaries,.and variable costs, such as

those related to the amount of computer time used and citations printed.
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t

.

The bastc unit fbr the analysis of these costs is the indivIdlial/seardh, .

and_the- object of thiS analySis is to determine the averageecost

-..;.;._,.se'ar'ch. Unfortunately, it is quite .difficult to defile exactIy:wha*ra*:

-^2-seardh is and to ensurethahe definition is applied consistently ; `.

The problems With defining 5:bp aning of .a search are _suggested-.
4

r by ;Wanger et aV..-(1976).
_

7
-

Do most . . [search analysts cans ider-.a.-.search

to; be the? .interrogation of one-414a]; ba-se; or -do

they consider it to -be the. inpeirqgation, of as .many,

data hasps as are needed; or liSed,atisfy.
search request? r 1 - - 171

"Where does a searthbegia and For e 1

is:logging-In time in6luded?-. The_entry Of ma g
.informatidn for an off -line: printout? .-. head
'-.Scratching time when the seatttOr' is deciding what

'to do next?
time -"at the terminal" include periods when

the searcher leaves the terminal tochetk: a Vocabu-
_

- lazy guide or user manual?
,

HOW many different terminal sessions are required.
_ to satisfy a single search-request?. Some . . .

[search analysts] indicate that they May,check
their results with the . . . [client] as an inter-
mediary step befbre finalizing the search,' or that-
they offer to re-do the search if the . [client]
feels that it is not exactly what he or she wants.
Is the time for each additional terminal session
considered as part of just onesearch"? (p. 82)

Regrettably the importance of the definition of what a search is, was not'

fully recognized at the beginning of EISO's activities, and a-standard

'definition was not set until the second year _Now, a search is defined

to be the composite of the search analySt's interview with the client,

the work devoted to-designing a'seardh strategy, and the interaction with

the computer system to-locate materials, regardless of the number of data

bbSes searched.- A search must also be devOted to one topic, with, the

search analyst Making-, the judgement as -to when a change in topic occurs.

Tdr example, if an interview session deiroted to a search-on moral educa-

at the elementary sdhoOl level reveals the client is also interested

-in-the deviant behaviour of elementary schoolchildren, then thecseardh
,

.-analyst would. indicate. to the client that since the second topic c-requires

.an entirely new search strategy, a second (Kstinct:searth,wouldhve to

be undertaken.

EISO's first year, a somewhat looser definition-of a search

was used. Informal demonstration searches were-counted -mg-the seardhes-

condudted, and if a search_reqUired use Of two different data-bat, the
119
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. Search. Of each datd,base was counted separately., As "a result, the recq
-the number of searches conducted during the first:year is somewhat

in- comparigbn to that for second year 'while :the:average --

tii sPent the computer in the first year IS probably underestimated
since the mount of for each data base would have been

, . ,
recorded .separately.

In'L-pite of the difficulties in d.efiiiing the-meaning of a search
-4 ' a

and aetermin'ing the lengtk,of time, each search takes,: the data that have
. , ...);,.

. been Collected are sufficient3.y precise to be used as reasonable 'guides. .

-.--
to 'the amount of time that is' required for a typical search,- and to -the

-i. .
nuall?er of searches -that can be reasonably conducted in one'month. Also,
the data for. the number of preferences printed for each search are exact
since they can be determined without ambiguity from the computer printout.
Hence, we have a good basis for making,reasonable estimates of the three
baste pa:rameters that determine the variable .costs of r operating: a search
serviCe: computer connect-time, number of citations printed, and number,
df serches conducted per month.

' The data for EISO's two years provide different estimates of these
three parameters, however. 'As 'shown in Table 47, the average computer
connect -time the first year was 12 minutes whereas it was 25 minutes the
second year. Even restricting the time estimates to searches conducted
on DIAL0G provides widely varying estimates of the connect -time per search:
15 Mites for the firSt year and 25 minutes for the second. Judging from
the different amounts of time spent on-line, it appears that the two search
analysts had considerably different styles of operation. For this reason,

remised model of search-system costs includes several estimates of the
average amount of computer connect-time used during a search. Three value
were sefected to represent what we believe to be the minimum, median, and
insx-i-mtml values one can expect. The values selected are 15; 20,- and 30
IniButes respective1y.

The idea of Using Ititeer different estimates of computer connect-time
the model rather'thInr-a single estimate is repeated for another para.=

. meter bf interest, the average number of citations. The first value selec-
c.

te4, was SO citations per search, which is the average length of biblio-
graphics,priq-ted. during EISOTs first year. The. other values were 75-and _

100 citations, "values Which encompass the average length of bibliograPhies
for EIso,

,

s Second year, which was 88 citations.

8
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Eor convenience; the fist of the three models presented pairs
.; ,.,bibllbalkapnies COntaining 50-citations with searches taking 15 Mutes of

-.91e7-... ,, -

donnect-time; that is, it is assumed 'the average search required. 15 minutes.
._,- -.

of connect-time -and produced. a bibliog,raphy with 50 citatiOns. "The-second
_

5,''.moael pairs bibliOgtaphmes of ,75 Citations with searches taking 20 minutes

of connect -time; and the third model pairs bitiliogra6hies of 100 citations'

with searches taking 30 minutes of connect -time.

EachThf the three models provides a picture of the ' economics of

operating a search system that ha$ fixed-costs Oetermined.by therequirez

ments for supplies, printing, capital, staff, 'and overhead; "and variable

costs determined by the average amouri. t of timB that is spent-an-line and

the average length of bibliography. .

4
,

- Fixed costs for operating a search service with one or-two search
-

analysts are' reported in Table' 48.. The fixegcosts for a service with

one search-,analyst is $2,331 per month, that for a- service with

search analysts is-$3,878 per month. The-latter is 66 greater- than

the former, indicating it is more economical to add al-second search

analyst to an existing 'service than to create a second5:Search:service.

The savings would amount to 34% of the basic.fixed.ctistior $782 per

month.

Variable costs and fixed costs for searches are add together in

Table -49. to. give _total monthly costs for three search services` each with

one search analyst but using different amounts of computer time for each

search and producing bibliographies of different lengths. Since the

total cost varies with the number of searches. completed, data on costs

are ptesented according to different levels of demand ranging, from zero

'-'searches per month to. over 100. For example, a search service conductiAg"

an average of-40 searches per month, each requiring 20 minutes (.33 .hours)

of computer connect -time and yielding bibliographies with an average of .

75 citations each would incur costs of $2,984 per month If clients

were charged $30 per search, as is currently the case,"$1,-200 i]n revenue

would. be.generated, thereby leaving a monthly deficit of $1,784. The

actual.cost of each search would be $74.59, wi 8:27 due to fixed',i't.Ost.s:

.and,$16.33 due.to variable costs. A:fee of $30 per search would more -iii

-cover the variable cost, but would still leaVe a deficit of $44.29 per

search..
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TABLE 48 ----FIXED COSTS PER MONTH FOR OPERATING
. -3..

' SEARCH SERVICE.

,
.

Budget Item-
Number Df Search Analysts

Two

Telephone and Telegraph
,)
Outside line ($300 per year)

- Supplies and Printing

Brochures and business foes ($1,000.
per mr) -

Mailing costs for brochuresr-F

25.00 .25.00' 4

166.67 -\ 166.67

30.00 30.00

Staff
1 ,C

Librarian II ($14,850 @ full year including
fringe benefits) 1,237.50:

Library Assistant II (half-time @.$8,250
per yr including fringe benefits)

Capital

343.75

CoMputer terminal ($740 per year) . 61.67 61.67

2,475.00

343'.75

Overhead

-250 of above items

-Total per Month

4E6.15

2,33Q.74

Total per Year 7i 27,968.88

775.52

3,877.61,

46,531.35

.88
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'FABLE 49 YLD4, COSTS ANT REVENUE

*Budget Item

e

KO FOR BIBLICCRAPHIC,SEkRCH SERVICE

,

er of Searches

o 0 20 40 60 80 P., 100. , 120

Fixed Costs

Variable Costs

Telephone & Telegraph

Lockheed (C6st of

]RIC computer con .25 hi/s 0 (:10.00 ' 200.00; , 280.00 360.00. 425.00, 40.00

nect-time ono $200 .33 hr/s ,0 , 200:00 . 232,00 356.80 443.20 , '529.0P 614.80 '.

minimum monthly , .50 hr/s ,0 200.00 360.00 40.00 620.00 730?60';. 840.00

contract)

TELENET ($5''per .25 hr /s. 0 2-5-2,00 S0:00 75.00 ,
100.00, ', 125.00 130.00

.

hour) r. , .33 hr/s 0 33.00 66.00 99,00 ; 132.00 165.00 6198.00 .-

.504r/s 0 50.00 100.00 150.00 200.00 250.00 300.00 _

.$2,330,74 $2,330,74 $2,330,.74 $2;330;74 :$2,330.74 2;330,74 $2,330,75,

-, Monthly Tel4hone --

(Long distance for.

contacting clients

@SLR, per 'search)

Supplies- Printing

Terminal paper

''($7.50 per roll;

20 searches per

role)

20.00 40.00 60.00 "80:00 100.00 120.00

,

7.50 15:00 22.50 30;00 37:50 45.00.

) "-I

,

Off -line printing 450 cit 0 100,00 200.00. 300.00 400.00 5Q0.00 606.00

of citations at 75 cit 0 150.00 300.00 450.00 600.00 750.00 '900.00,

$.10 ea.) 100 cit '0 2 00 400.000 600.00 800.00 1 000.00 1,200.00
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T A B LE 4'91, (C(41,t1 d.)

13udget' Item °

Number of Searches

' r

0 20 40 60 80 . 100. 4 120

Total:Cost
.

er Month .25 hr/s $430.74. $2,683.24 $2,851.74. $3,068.24. $3,300.74 $3,418.24 d$3,735.74

. 2
.33 hr /s 2 330,74 '2,74i.24 2,983-r74 3,319;04 3,615.94 3,812.24 4,208:54

2
' .50 hr/s '2,330.74 '2,808.24 3,245.T 3,653.24 4)060.74 , 4;348.24 % (4,835,744 e, ' ,

t,
I

' i '

Revenue pe. inth'at
$30 per 'search'

).=
I.

,,..Jonthly Profit (Loss)

Cost per Search

Fixed Costs

Variable Costs

Total Cost .per, Search

Cost per Year.

Fixed Costs

Variable Costs

Total Cost per Year

.,

,.

6001100 1,20:00 1,800,00 2,400,00 3,000.00 w
3,600.00

Lo

:25 hr /s. (2;330.74) (2,083.24 .(1,651.74) (1,26824) (A00,74) ( 41844) 135,74)

.33 hr/s (2,330.74) (2,141.24)' (1,783.74) (1,51M4)'; (1;215,94) ( .812 ;24). ( 608,54)

.50 hr/s t2,330.74) (2;208:24) 2,.045.74) (4853:24) %(1,660.74) ((1,235.74)

,

0

lir/s 0

.33 hr/s 0

.50 hr/s . 0

.25 0

.33 hr/s 0

.50 hr/s 0

.25 hr/s

.33 hr/s

.50,hr/s,

.25 .hr/s

.33 hr/s

.50 hr/s

116.54 58.27

17.62 . ,13.02

20.52 ' 16.33

23.87 22,88

134,16 71.29

137,06 74.59

146.41 11,14

38.85 29.13 23.31 19,42

? %

12:297: 12.13 10.87 v 11.71

16.47 16,07 14,81 1 .65

22,04 21.63 20.17 2 .88

51.14

, ,

41,26 34.18 31.13
,

38.12, 35:07

60.89 50.76 43.48 40.30

.

27,968.88 27,968.88 27,968.g8 27,968.88' 27,968.88 27;968.88 77,968.88

0 .4,230,00 6,252.00 '8,850,00 11,640.00 13,050.00 16,860:00

0. 4,926.00 7;836.00 11,859.60 ' 15,422.40 17,778.00 22,533:60

0 5,730.00 10,980.00 15,870.00 20,728.88 4,210.00 ,30,060.00

27,968.188 32;198.88 34,220.88 36,818.88 ,39,608.88 41,018.88 44,828.88

27,968.88 32,894.88, 35,804.88 39,828.48 , 43,391.28 45,746.88 50,502.48

27,968.88 33,698.88 38,948.88 43,838.88 48,728.88 42,178.88 58,028.88
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'and canducted7a trace over 120 seareke per month, The three dotted lines

in Figure 5 represent the three different models tabulated in Table 49.

-Corq5arison-Of the threelndlcate that at, lower levils of demand the

number of searches conducted has, a greater impact upon the cost per search

than does the amount of. computer connect-time used or number of citations

printed. At higher- levels of demand, the lat:ter"two factors become more

impbrtant. This finding implies that a search service wishing faminimize"
4

its cost per search should first concentrate on increasing demand, and

.019

'The data recorded in Table 49 are presented graphically in Figure'5,

The search

black dot.

g only

.service whose inputs are described above is indicate with a

Alle none of the services described in Table 49 break

of the level of demand, the graph indicates that, a service

15 minutes of connect-time per search and Providing bibliogra-

phies with 50 items each would break even if it charged $30 per search

later corArn itselfwith reducing variable costs.-
.

The three sample search services. detailed in Table 49 and Figure

are, ree out of an infinite number of

'alternatives. One need only change the avefag,Nlength of computer connect-

.time and the average length. of bibliographies in-order to deterMine alter-

native costing Models.

The lines graphed in Figure 5,representing_the various costing models

are not straight lines: They-change slopes slightly due to the impact of

the discount schedule that LIS uses for determining dharges. In general,

rates descend as the Cumulative data-bae connect-time used per month

increases. This decline in price'as use rises is particularly pronounced

if a contract for a guaranteed minimum amount of connect -time is in force,

as is the case in these examples which assume that a $200 miniml monthly

payment-haS been guaranteed_' This guarantee corresponds to-the agreement

that EISO has signed.

While the cost (Df computer connect -e decreases as-usage increases,

the'cost of citations remains constant. Hence, as the cumulative:time used

increases, the length of bibliographies becomes more important than the

amount of connect-time in determining the cost per search. This fact-

implies that services with large-numbers of clients should spend more time-

on-line in order to develop refined 'search strategies that yield shorter

and more selective bibliographies, rather than accept lengthy bibliographies

with few relevant citations such as those that-often result lion' the use of 4

an inadequate search strategy.
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FIGURE 5 .MODELS FOR COST PER MDNTH FOR DIFFERENT SEARCH SERVICES

7
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'Ole Cost of two search services,

each with one search analyst.
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20 minutes /march

15 miDutesisearch
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Provision of a second search analyst to a search service (Table 50)

increases the size of the deficit incurred, as can be seen by comparing

the line showing the"monthly cost f a service with one search analyst

it with that showing the cost for a se "ce with two search analysts,

assuming in each case that a typical s uires-20'minutes of connect-
.

'time and produces a bibliog4aphy of 75 items (Figure.5). Of course, for

operations with many requests .there may be ho option but to add, a second

search, analyst. At the same time, it sh6uld be noted that adding a

search analyst to an existing Service'is far more economical than creating.

a secondseardh service, a choice which would mean the-doubling not only

of the a/ary of a search alyst, but oflpther fixed costs as well.-salary .11.16

cost of operating two search services is so great that only a small por-

tion of the graph for its line can be displayed in Figure 5. Monthly.

deficits for search services with one and two analysts are $1,519 and -

$3,066 respectively, assuming that 60 searches are completed per month

with each requiring 20 minutes af,connect-time and-producing a biblio-

graphy with-75 citations.. The monthly deficit for two separate search

services with a combined volume .of 60 searches per month would be $4,838.

Clearly, it is more economical to increase the size of an existing search -

service than to create a new one .

In summary, the major factor in determining the cost per search for

a bibliographic search service is the level of demand. When the number

of requests, is less than 60 per month, the fixed costs dominate the cost

equatidn, and the greatest reduction in the average cost per search can

be a_qcomplishedbY increasing4the volume .of searches. At high levels of

demana the length of time spent on-line and the length of bibliographies

become the most 'important factors. Additional search analysts increase

the cost per search substantially, but if additional staff are needed,

is far more economical to add them to an existing service than to create

an altogether -new service.

Level of Demand

The volume of search requests that a bibliographic search service receives

has been identified as a major factor in determining the average cost per

' search. It is therefore important to know both the overall demand that

the Educational Information System for Ontario can expect, and the volume

of requests that one search analyst can handle.

C01. 19
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, TABLE 5 IpDEL 'COSTS AND Ra'VENUE PER M97,FOR SEARCH
SERVICE WITH 1110 SEARCH ANALYSTS

r L

1310get Item

Number of Searches.

80 . '100' p120 140 ,
160 , 180,

(

.
Fixed Costs

Voziabie Costs

Telephone & Telegraph

Lockheed' (Cost of `.0

computer connect-time
356:80 443.20 ,529.00 614.80 688.70 760.80, . 833.40

0 at .33 hour per,search)

$3,877:61 $3,877.61 $3,877.61 $3,877.61 877.61 $;,877.61 $3,877,61'

TE4ENET ($5 Per hour)
99.00' 132.00 165.00 198.00 231.00 264.00 297.00

.
,

- Monthly Telephones (Long
i

distance for contacting 60.00 80,00 100,00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00

clients @ $1.00 per i

search)

Supplies and Printing

Terninal paper ($7.50

per roll., 20 searches

per roll)

-,Off-line printing of

citations (at' $.10 ea.,
450.00 , 600.00 750,00 900.00 1,050.00 1,200.00 1,350.00

75 citations per search)

22.50 30.00 37.50 45.00 52.50 60.00

(
67.50
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TEE 50, (Cantid.)

Budget Item

Number of Searches

60 80: 100 120 140 160

Total Cost per Month

Revenue per Month at $30

per 'Seczch

,

Monthly. Profit (Loss)

Cost per Search

$4,865.91 $,162,81 $5,45941 $5,755.41 $6,039.31 $6,322.41 56,605,51

800:oa 2,400.00 3,.000,00' 3;600.00 4,200.00 4,00.00 5,400.00

3 065.91) (2,762.81) (2,459.11) (2,155,41) (1,839,31) (1,522,41) (1,205:51)

Fixed Costs , 64.63 48.47 38.78 32.31 27.70 24.24 21.54

Variable Costs
r '

16.47 16,07 1.81 15;65 15.44 15.28 15.16

Total Cost per Search 81.10 , 64,54 54,59 47;96 43.14 39.52 36.70

1/4)

Cost per Year

Fixed Costs

Varighle Costs

Total Cost4er Year

46,531.32 46,531.32 46,531.32 46,531.32 46,531,32 46,531.32 46,531.32

11,859,60 15,422.40 18,978.00 22,533.60 25,940.40 29,337.60 32,734.80

58,390492 61 953,72 65,509.32 69,064.62 72,471.72 75,868.92 79,266.12

ti



The potential deniand that.,EISO can 'expect remains 'uncertain. If

, all boards and faculties of education used the service as hedirily as do

some, the potential is 'verygreat ind.eed. However a Tnajority of Ontario

school "boards; and faculties of education have yet to try the service.

Given the degree- of uncertainty that results from having a large number
_ -

of potential clients, but:relatively few regular clients, we are-unable

project a maximum level of usage that could occur. NevertheleSs, we

are confident that the potential level is at least twice that experienced
-

to date, a conchision that we- shall explain later.

One factor influencing the level of demand is the price clarged for

searches. The -relatipn,ship betWeen price and demand is illustrated by

the higher levels of usage that have been observed whenever searches were

free. For example, far more requests have been, received from the North-

eastern Region of Ontario where free searches were distributed to all

educational agencies than one. would expect on the basis of population

alone. In fact, few of the searches from that Region have required pay-

ment. Another examine of the, stimulus provided by free searches occurred

in 1973, when OISE participated in a five-week, demonstration, of on-lime

retrieval

weeks 186

volume of

length.

of bibliographies. All searches were free, and in just five

search requests were received. This number far exceeds the

requests that EISO has received for any period of comparable

Jr
a collected during EISO's.two years show that the number of

requests averaged- 52 per month during the first year and 36 per month

during the' second. The average number of paid searches. were 37 per month

and 31 per month respectively. Given the different definitions -used for

the' meaning of a search ir the two years, the figures for paid searches

Are probably comparable, while the overall figures suggest some decline

in the second year, as would be expected given the .smaller number of

free searches that were made' available. Judging from reports provided .

by comparable search services, the volume of requests that EISO has

received is not atypical. Wanger, et aZ . (1976) report that a survey of

145 educational search services revealed that 45% _conduct between 1 and

49 searches a month, 16% between 50 and 99, and 34% over 100, The median

value was 58 per month, a value equal to the demand. during EISO's peak._

months. A survey of 125 search services with one search analyst, ,but not
restricted to educational institutions, revealed that 52% conduct betWeen

1 and 19 searches per month, 30% between 20, and 55 searches, and 14% more

96 (0124



than 5.5 ;searches per month. The median number of searches per month for

theseseviCeMs just 18. Taken together, these data suggest that EISO's

volume of sedches is within the ordinary range for search services with

one analyst, and that, as, an educational information service, its volume

could be expected'to increase to an average of 60 search requests per

month. It also appears that a full-time search analySt should be able to

cope with= this load.

Average usage figui.es.do not, of course, reflect actual usage on a

month to month basis. Data reported in Table 47 showthat demand in peak

months is almOst doUble. that in slack months. Hence, carrying an average

of 60 searclie?per month would require the completion of as many as 80

'searches in a peak month in order to balance a demand for only 40 searches

,per. month in slower periods.

In summary, a target of an average of 60 searches per month-appears

to be a realistic goal, for EISO. As Figure 5 and Table 49 indicate, this

level of activity would require that the service continue to. be subsidized

..at a rate of between $1,268 and $1,.853 per months-- or betWeen $21 and $31

per search -- assuming that the present.practice-of charging $30 per search

is maintained.

4
Pricing PoliCy

,

...

.ISO's policy on pricing has been to levy a-uniformcharge of $30 for each

seardh, Exceptions to this policy have been made to assess the effects of

different price structures on.demand. .As noted earlier, agencies in the

NOrtheaitern"Regian of the province were provided with both free searches

and, when the free searches were exhausted; a'reduced rate of,$20 per

.search:. Two additional short-term experiments were also carried out. The

first was during the 1976 graduate summer session_at OISE when students

were charged only $15 per search. The secondoccurred in 1976, when

members of Phi Delta Kappa were given the opportunity to pay only variable

costs due to computer-connect-time and number of citations printed. off-

line, which are generally less- than- the flat $30 rate.

These.spricing structures can be: evaluated in terMs of both -their: 2

effeCt on deMand and'on user opinion:-_Demandis clearly related to price,

if we include .free searches as one option. However, the jump from no-

charge, to charges in ths $15 to $30 range seems to have a considezible

.

deterrent effect.upan.the IeVel of demand... .1264, judging from the few,.

--004.25
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Phi Delta Kappa members, whoitook up the offer to be charged -only the
arariable, rate, charging only for computer, time and off-line printouts id"
an equa rient. _We hay.e not_ tried charges in_ the4 $1-to $14 range,
but suspect t token chargess,in the realni of $1 to $4 would have little
effect in deterring clients. This judgeme3t is based, 071 the experi'ence
of the Universite de Sherbrooke, which reported a trrendous increase in,
the volume of requests when the price of searches waseduced to just '$3

each. Further, we suspect- that the deterrent effect of price increases .
sharply in the $5 to range.

When EISO's users were asked how_ they felt about the $30 fee, 36%
reported that they found it -very reasonable:49i. acceptable, and 14%
excessive. This response suggests that $30 may 'be near, the upper limit
,of what most use's are ;Willing to pay for the service. Some'users have

' been willing to pay morethan $30, however, for exceptionally long and
complex searches which require over. $50 in computer time and printouts.
Ina few cases, .a surcharge of as much as $100 has been imposed.

Client's opinions about the acceptability- of the price for an EISO
-search vary according to.their roles. Using a three -point scale (1.= very.
reasonable, 2 = acceptable, and S = excessive), the average- responses for.
clients occupying different-roles were as follows: field development,
1.2 ;':-adminis trat i on, 1.6; teaching , -1 :7; research, 7; library, 1.8;

'master's student, 2.0; and doctoral student,.-2.1. It appears that
-trators, might be willing to -pay more for the service, but that graduate

.-students would not.
EISO's policy of charging a flat rate places'4.t with 'a minority of

,search services. Wanger, et al. (1976) report that only 27% of-all
_

services Ckarge a -fixed fee, while 740 os-e a variablel'fee- 'and 41:prOL"-;
vide the service on a subscription basis. Of those charging, 813 charged

.

for -computer cam'eCt7time-'-' and off-line printouts, 68% for-communication
costs, 36% for staff time at the terhinal, 32% for the.'cost of thperminal,
31%- for staff time (pre-terminal) , 243- for staff time (post-terminal) , and

only 16 for overhead.
What should EISO's pricing policy-be in the future'? Should it con-

,.

tinue to charge 'a- flat fee,--or 'should the fee be related. in some way:to the
resources -required for each- search? There are essentially six-different
policy options:

1., charge for -variable' costs attributable to 'computer connect-time,
comirrunications-.and off=line printing;

ecti2g
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2. clicrge a flat fed to cover part of the fixed and/or variable costs;

3. charge a flat fee: to cover pai-t of the fixed .costs, plus. all of the

variable costs listed in (1) above;

A. charge a variable fee to c'oyer part of the fixed costs, plus. all o

the variable costs listed in (1) above;

. charge a flat fee to cover all of the fixed costs on the average 1

plus the variable, costs listed in (1) above; and

6. -,charge a variable fee to cove all.of the fixed costs, plus all of

the variable costs listed in ) above. t
.EISO's current policy is option ,(2) above, while .the policy of most

Canadian search services surveyed in Chapter 6 is option (1) for their

5,nternal clients and option (3) for their external clientso(see Table 56). ,

It is our .feeling that a single pricing- policy is probably too res-,
trictive for trso. It may.well ,be 'that for some clients,. the -service.

should be free, whereas for others, the full cost should be paid. Never-

theless, if we were to recommend one option, it would probably be the

fourth. one: to charge a variable fee to cover part of the fixed costs,

plus the variable costs related 'tip computer connect-time and.. off-line '

printouts. We believe the variable fee that covers part of the fixed.

costs should be related to the length of time spent on the search inter-

view, planning the search strategy,. conducting the search, and follow-up

activities. This practice would bring some economic discipline to the

allocation of time on the part of the search analyst and client. Cur-

rently, a search requiring two hours of work is no more expensive than

one taking only twenty minutes. Under such a system there is no motiva-

tion for spending time wisely and, since any negotiation session cou.ld.:go

on indefinitely, there may be a .tendency to continue interview sessions

beyond the point that necessary:'. If staff time were for

half-hour blocks; .is , would be less.likely to6happen,

would be.more likely to end asesion when no new insi

develbped. On the:other hand, we Mould not-advocate

time period; since such a policy might place too much itmphas.is orkee

ciency and not enough:on quality.

If a policy to charge a fee for each half-hous- of staff time is

adopted, what should...that charge be? Logically, it should-be some portion'

of the average fixed, cost. For example, if the search service conduCted

60- searthes per month, each requiring an average .of 2-0 minutes of computer

connect-time and producing a, bibliography with an average of 75 citations,

and all concerned

fits were being

ging by a shorter
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then the average fee should be less than $38.85, which is the average
fixed cost (Table 49). Assumin the average. search took about one hour
for both interviewing and search g as was the case in EISO'S second

year, and that the objective was to recover approximately one-third-of-
the fixed' costs, then a rate of $12 per hour or $6 per*nif-hour seems
reasonable. Thug' a' typical search might cost 412 in staff-time and
$16.47 in variable charges (Table 49) for total of $28.47. On the other'
hand, a search :taking two hdurs of staff time, 30 minutes of connect-time,
and producing a bibliography of 100 items would cost the client $24 in
.staff time and $22.b4 in variable charges, -for a total of $46.04.

It is, of course, .not necessary to charge all types of users the
same- amount' for staff time. If it was felt that some group could or
should pay more, then the rate could be' higher for that-group. In essence,
this is what- most search services do when they °charge external users a
higher fee than .they.charge's internal users. On the other hand, If there
was a desire to inake the service more accessible to smiles category.of

.users, then the rate might be reduced to, Say,- $6 per hour for members' of

that grOup. .T7

As noted above, charging users $12 per-hour fOr staff time would,
z
.on-the average, cover only one-third of the fixed costs. This would still

-

leave a projected monthly deficit of between $800 and $1,200 for a service
conducting' an average of 60 searches per month. . What organization or
organizations should cover this deficit? Most search. services in.the
United-States _receive federal assistance, an option which is not available
in Canada. 'lhere is, in fact, TV) single answer' to this question. Several

posSible.. options to be considered are discussedsed later in Chapter 72'

Microfiche and Article Duplication Service

The, microfiche and article duplicatiOn service is an integral part of
Educational Information System for Ontario.' Without 'it, the bibliographies
that EISO provides would be of little value to the clients since they would
find it -difficult. to obtain original materials. Initially, the prices
charged fOr copies were set very lo.;r ii),..,order to. encourage users to Fur:
r-1-1se them:The-price .for diazo copies of microficheS was set. at $.35
each -and. that for photocopies of jounigT articles:, at. $.10 per.page. In

the sections that follow, we take a closer loOk at' the dUplic.igion service

and its prices in order to determine what future policies might be.
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TABLE SI .CUMULATIVE MONTHLY REPORT FOR EISO DUPLICATION SERVICE

Number of
Month

Or dersl

Number of Document's or Articles

Ordered

Supplied

No.

Copies Total , Average

Supplied 2 Charge Charge

June 1976 8 80 78 98 .366 $ 7.35 '$

July 14 90. 81 90 188 40.05 2.86

August 13 103 93' 90 a 254 53 65 4.13.

.. ,

8 :September 14 100 93 93 733 180.55 13.33

1-1

October 16 118 104 88 308 y 49.30 3:08

November
f 25 192 T '172 .90 413 83.55 3,34

pecember, 6 92 82 90 219 44.15 7.36

January 1977 22 326 273 ' 84 782 146i-95 6:68

February 9 116 106 '91 J 330 60:75. 6.75

Monthly Average3 14 135 120 90 3'99 X4.70 5.38

IA request both for ERIC documents and journal articles is, considered two orders, one for documents and one fo'r,

articles.

2 les: copies of microfiche for documents, pages for articles.

3Column averages.
.13



As with the search service, the duplication service's unit costs

are determined largely by the volume of requests. Table 51 displays the

number of orders that were received for copies of eiler documents or

articles during the period from June 1976 through Febivary 1977. On the

average, 14 orders were received per month, counting orders for micro -

fiche and articles separately. The average order contained a request

for 10 items, of which 9 were supplied for an average'charge of $5.38.

A total of 399 copies were made in a typical month and the charges

totalled about $75. In comparison to the search service, the duplication

service is a rather modest enterprise.

To determine the actual cost of the duplicatiOn service, In analysis

of fixed and.variable costs was undertaken. Because duplication of micro-

fiches requires special equipment, the costsA. providing this service

are costed separately from those. for duplication of articles. The latter

service requires only a standard office copier, the cost of which is

accounted for in the overhead.

Table 52 reports the fixed costs per month for operating the dupli-

cation services. The total for duplicating microfiches is $349 per month,

r

TABLE 52

, ;

FIXED COSTS PER MONTH FOR OPERATING MICROFICHE AND

ARTICLE DUPLICATION SERVICES

. Budget.IteM . Microfiche Articles Total

Supplies and Printing
Business Forms 16.67 $.16,67 .$ 3334

.Staff
Library Assistant II (quarfer-time

on each service at $8,250 per
year-including fringe benefits)

Capital

Microfiche Printer/Processor
($1,088 per year for 5 years)

Overhead'

25% of dbove items

Total Fixed Cost pei. Month

Total Fixed Cost per Year

171.88 171.88

90.67

69.80

349.02

4,188.25

47.14

235.69

2,828.25

.102

343.76

90.67

-116.94

584.71

7,016.50
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while that for duplicating articles is-$236. The diff rence in costs is

accounted for4by the inclusion of the monthly cost othe microfiche

printer/processor in the total for the microfiche duplicating service.

The_effect of the volume of requests upon the unit cost for dupli-

cating microfiches can be seen in Table 53. The cost per copy fora

volume-of 100 fiches per month'is$3.59, but this drops to $.60 when the

vol Ume reaches 700 pdr month-. At the current rate of $:35per fichecopy,

a subsidy would be required until almoSt 1,400 "copies were made per month.

While such a level of operation is theoretically possible with the staff

and equipment allocated for the purpose, we' would estimate that in practice

the burden of correspondence associated with each reque't reduces-the

maximum number of fiches that can be copied in one' month to about 700.

Parallel data for a service providing copies'of articles is presented

in. Table 54. Again, fixed costs dominate the equation, and even at the

level of 7 0 copies per month, the cost per page is $.34. To break even

while char g $.10 per copy would require a volume of almost 4,000-copies

per month.

The labour involved in copying journal articles is considerable,

exceeding that for copying microfiches since it requires that volumes of

journals be collected from over a wide,alea, that they be transported on

carts to the copying room, and that they be reshelved after mgying: In

contrast, master.copies of ERIC microfiches are all stored in one polSte,

and-are very easy to transport and file: Hence, while a volume of 700

or even 4;000 paper copies per montk may not appear very substafifial in

terms of the numbers of pages duplicated, it does represent a tremendous

amount of work in handling the journals themselves.

How do the hypothetical flgures in Tables 53 and 54 compare with

EISO's actual experience? This question can be. answered by comparing-

these two tables with-Table 55. On the average, EISO duplicated 169

microfiches and 230 pages of journal articles per month. Given these,

numberS; the average costs were $2.17 per microfiche and $1.06 per page.

However, in a peak month like January 1977, these, average costs dropped

to $1.33 each for microfiches and $.46 per page for journal articles.

EISO's duplication service, like its search service, has not yet

met its potential. For the.search service, we indicated that a rfasonable

goal was to conduct an average of 60 searches per month, which is'about

twice the current number. If this goal were achieved, it is reasonable

to assume that the average volume of requests for duplicates would also

C01,374,
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Budget Item

TABLE 53 -- MODEL COST AND REVENUE FOR MICROFICE DUPLICATING SERVICE

Number of Microfiche Nplicated per Month

0 100 200 300 400 500 ,600 700

Fixed Costs 349.02 349.02 349.02 349.0 349.02 $ 349.02 $ 349.02 349.02f,,

Variable Costs

Microfiche copies

($.10 ea.) 0' 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 , 50.00 aor 70,00

Cost per Month 349.02 359.02 369.02 379.02 389.02 399.02 409;02 419.02

F.J

Revenue per Month'

at $.35 per fiche ,0

r

35.00 70.00 105.00 140.00 '175.00 210.00 245.00,

nviit,(Loss) per Month ( 349.02) 324.02) 299.02) ( 274.02) ( 249.02) ( 4.02) ( 199.02) ( 174,02)

0

Cost per Fiche

Fixed Cost 0 . 3.49 1.75' 1.16

Variable Cost 0 .10 .10 .10

.., . \

Total Cost per Fiche 0 3.59 1.85 .
1.26

Cost per Year 'N

Fixed Cost 4,188.25 4,188..25 4 188 25 4,188.25 4,188.25 4,188.25 4,188.25 4,188.25

Variable Cost 0 120.00 240.00 360.00, 480.00 600.00' , 720.00 . 840.00

Total Cost per Year 4,188.25 4 305.25 4,428.25 4,548.25 4 668.25 4 788.25 4,908.25 '5,028.25

.87 ;70 .58 .50

.10 .10. .10 .10

.97 .80 . .68 ..60



Budget Item' ,

TABLE 54 MODEL 0.061 AZ PETE FOR ARTICLE PHOTOCOPY SERVICE,t

Number of Pages Copied per Month

100 200 300 400 SOO 600
r

700

Fired Cost

Variable Costs

Paper copi.s

($.01.iea.)

Cost per Month

,
,

)., Revenue .per Month

at i.;,0 per page 0 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

?eofit (Loss) per Month 235.69) 229.69) ( 223.69) 217.69) 211.69)

Cost per Page

Fixed Cost ,0 . 2.36 1.18 .79 .59 L.47 .39 .34

Variable Cost 0 .04 .04 .04 .04 .04 .04 04

Total.,Cost per Page 0 2.40 1.22. .83 .63 .51 .43 .38

, Cost per Yew

:Pixed Cost 2,828.28 2,828.28 2,828.28 2,828.28 2,828.28 2,828.28 2,828.28

Variable Cost 0 48,00 96.00 144.00 192.00 240.00 288 00

Total Cost per Year 2 828.28 2,876.28 2,924,28 2,972.28 3,020 28 3,068.i8

.235,69

0 4/00

235.69 239,,69

235.69 235.69 $ 235.69 235;69 $ 235.69- -$ -235.69-

8.00 12.00 16.00

243;69 247.69 251.69

20.00

255.69

24,00 28.00

259.69 263,69

50,00 60.00 70.00

205.69) :199.69) ( 193.69)

2,828.28

336.00

3,116.28 2,164.28

1.33.
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TABLE `55 VOLUME AND REVENUE FOR DUPLICATION SERVICE .-

Month and Fear

Type of Duplication

Micr-olic.he

Number of Number of
Fiche Revenue Fiche 'Revenue

June

July:

August

tember

October

November

December

januarY- 1977,.

February

1976.

Total
J-

Average
r.

89 $ 5.95 277 1-40
,

85 29.75 . 103 10.-30

113 39.55 141 14.10

411 154.35 322 32.20

74 25.90 234 23.40

169 59.15 by 244 24.40

8-9,, 31.15 130, 13.00

275 96.25 507 50.70

219 38.85 . 111 21.490

1,524 $480,.90 096 -',$191.40

169 . 53:43T 230

tIncludes some duplicates for which no charge was made. Theoretical
monthly revenue at $.35 per ficlhe would be $59.15.

I.n.cludes some fliplicates for which no charge was made. Theoretical
monthly revenue at $.10. per page would be $23.00.

double. At that level of demand, with 350 microfiches and 500 pages

licated per month, the average cost per fiche would be $11*)13 arid. the

average cost per page would be $.47.

In summary, current prices for EISO's duplication service are

approximately one-quarter the actual cost for microfiche and one-tenth

actual cost for paper copies of journal
.

articles. -. Even -achieving the

WHIM

goal° of, doubling the current leVel of demand would only reduce. these

ratios to one-third and one-fifth actual costs, respectively.. It is our

belief that the prices of both types of copies should _cover a greater

proportion of the actual costs.



The are many different schemes that :one might use to charge for
copies of microfiche_and journal articles. Four options in Common _use

are: . -

I. to charge more than EISO's current amounts for each microfiche and

page that is Copied;

2. to add aKflat charge onto the price of each search, which automatically,
.1.

entitles the client to copies of several microfiches and journal

articles;

3. to'charge a flat fee .=for a minimum order up to a given size, with

additional material being charged for on a per-cogy basis; and 7/

4. to charge a fixed amount for each microfiche and each article -up, to

a given length, with incremental charges imposed -thereafter.

If the first option were taken, the price of a microfiche might .b
raised to $.65, which is the price being charged for ONTERIS microfiches.a-

At this rate, - revenue would cover 605'6 of the actual costs for a service

duplicatigig 350 microfiches. per month. 'Paralleling this, the per-p.de

charge for photocOpies might be 'raised to $125 per page, a-rate which

would cover slightly more than 50% of the actual costs, assuming a volume

of 500 pages per month.

The second option of,inciuding the cost of duplication in with the
. cost of the search is one used by many, search Services whose clients.are

geographically dispersed. They set the price of the search high enough

to coverzEhe _cost, of duplicating several miciofichesz,and articles..

Usually, the search dnalyst will review the bibliography_ and select the
4:

items to. be copied, and these are forwarded to the clien-t-along with the

bibli6graphy. This approach speeds the flow of information. and: educes

the-paper work substantially. If this option were adoPted, a reasonable
fee might be $5.00, given that the average order received during 1976

cost the user $5.38. For $5.00, the client might receive up, to S fiches

and 20 pages. An order of this size, at current rates, would cost $3.75.

While this mode of charging for materials might be welcomed by clients

outside of-Metropolitan Toronto, local users might wish to be exempted

from it-since 'many'prefer' to_'Iocate material's on their-Own, either in

their atm:boards or at OISE.

The third option is similar to the second, except thdt the basic

fee is optional and would be somewhat lower,erhaps. $2.00. For this

amount, the user 'might receive up to 2 microfiches or 15 pages or.some

combination= of :the two. :this. riolicy would eliminate very Small orders

C0 ,f38
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whicir-are hardly large enough to .j.ustify the cost of collecting and .deposit-
,

ing tie money. .

The fourth, option, which might 'be- .a lied only to iburnal articles,

would set a minimum fee of perhaps $2.00 for each itemhowno matter ho

short. Typically, the fee would pay for duplication up tce a. limit of,

say; 3- fiches or 20 pages.' Thereafter, a pe=r-fiche charge of $.35 and a

per-page charge- of perhaps $.10 would be imposed. For example, an order

of three articles

`the.

3, 7, and 26 pages each would cost the user $6.60

$2.00 each for the first two, and $2.60 for the third. This approach

has, the merit of charging a fixed amount for the *cost of retrieving,
transporting, 'and re-filing or reshelving the fiche or volume, steps which

cost the same regardless of the number of fiche or pages included.

Our own preference for a pricing_policy would be to adopt the first

option for microfiches; and the fourth option for journal: articles.
However, additional research is necessary to detelmine the appropriate
level, of the fixed charge to be set: for journal- ,ai-tic

4-

v..

Co icIusioni

Many variables affect the efficiency- with which the .Educational Informa-

tion 'System for Ontario operates. For e -e., some bibliographic .retrieval

systems are less expensive than others and some searches req re leSs staff

time and result in shorter and less expensive bibliogiaphies than. do others.

-Two years of experience and analysis of considerable quantities\ of data

revealed -several critical factors affecting costs that must be d'onsidered

in the future operation of EISO:

A number of different data bases are regularly Searched by-EISO.

The least expensive of these is. ERIC, whi-ch, it will be 'recalled, is also

the source: bibliographies which users ratedmoSts highly. ERIC is
available on two search systems regularly used by EISO, Lockheed's DIALOG

and SDCTs ORBIT. Though the rates charged for DIALOG: less than those

for ORBIT, the savings of time experienced in using. the faster SDC system

equalized the -two' systems' costs for the typical search. It-,appears, then,

that there is no economic advantage that accrues* to either Systeni, though

advantages do exist in searching ERIC rather than other data bases.

Comparison of theirolume searches conducted in each of EIO's-**

two years shoWed that 'the average number of searches conducted per month

had aeclined from 52 to 36 while the average cost per search had increased

CO1



from $15 to $25. The latter increase corresponded to an average increase
in computer connect-time per search from 12 minutes (on ORBIT) to 25 .

minutes (on DIALOG) and an increase in the average number of .,citations
included in a bibliography from 46 to 88.' The decline in volume was
partly attributable to the reduction in the nurnberof free searches
offered to potential clients, while the increase'in the connect-time and
length "of bibliographies were attributable to, afferences in the systems
used aid in the - search analysts. Corresponding to thedeclin e in ilie
number of free-searches has been an increase in the number of
paid for by clients from 70 in the first year to 86% in the second.

EISOts costs-were analyzed; by dividing therif into fixed and variable
costs, and into several budget categories:-- teleconmrunicati.ons, stdff,
materials and supplie's, capi 1, and overhead. Separate estimates were
made for the costs of the earch service and the duplication service, with
the latter being broken down according to. the duplicatic:e of microfiches
and the duplication of journal articles;

Three costing models were developed in order to analyze the act
,

of the amomt of .computer connect-time used per-search, the number f
citations printed per bibliography; and the number of.searches comple
per ,month, upon the average cost o search .and the total cost of the
service. In these _models, it was -as tuned -hat 15, 20, or 30 minutes of
connect-time were used per search d that bibliographies included 50,
75, or 100 references respectively At a volume of searches per month
the average costs of searches wouldvange from $51 to $61. If $30 were
charged per. Xarch, the deficieper search would range from $21 to .$31,v
and the total deficit for a typical month from $1,218 to .$1,853.

The impact of *adding a second search analyst to an existing service
_"increases the deficit cobrisiderably.:. However, it is still aifar more

economidal alternative.-than creating an altogether new search seririce.should e become too great for one s arch analyst to handle:
Users were relatively_ satisfied Id. EISO's :current practice' of

charging $30. However, this system of priding no economic disci-
pline to-the a Ta 1:cation of resources-, such as computer connect-time,
staff-time, and 'number of citations printed. Therefore, other prilcing
methods should be considered. While there are at ,leastsix _different
options for charging, the most attractive to us is to charge separately
for the search analyst's time, computer time, and citations printed.
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The duplication services are costed in a manner similar to the

search service. Current cost per microfiche duplicated is estimated to

be $2.17, while cost per journal page duplicated is $1.06. Doubling the

volume of searches to 60 per month would also double the volume of requests

for duplicates, thereby reducing'unit costs for duplication to $1.08 pei -

fiche and $.47 per page. These costs still exceed the current rates of

$.35 and $.10 respectively. Therefore, after considering faux; options,

it is recommended "that" the .priOe of duplicate fiche be raised to $.65,-

and that a. charge,. such as $2.00, be imposed for each journal article

duplicated up to a given length with a charge per page assessed for addl-
,

tiana3. pages.

The volume of demand for both searches and duplicates is the main

factor determining EISO's unit costs. The system should set a goal- of

conducting at least 60 searches per month on the average. This implies

that as many:. as 80 searches might be conducted in a busy month to offset

the lower volumes at other times. Unfortunately, demand is tuned to the

cycles of the, academic year, and therefore wide variations in demand must

be accommodated. EISO's two years of experience, ,that of others,

suggests /the goal of 60 sear es per month is possilDlek_ The inverse

relationship betWeen demand and user satisfaction noted in Chapter 3 sug-

gests this goal must be approached with caution in order to ensure that

the quality of EISO's work does not suffer.
This chapter shows that operating even a modest -on-line bibliogra-

phic retrieval service is quite expensive, costing a ,miniinum of $30,000

per year. This is a considerable Oost, -but 'it is technologically

iinperative that infolination services in all fields, including education

adopt ,on-line.searching. Indeed, this technology is being adopted as a

regular feature of many libraries, as the survey of Canadian on-line

services in the next cha.pter reveals.

Fla
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CHAPTER 6

ERIC Data Base Search Services in Canada:

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) indexes and mierofiches

have earned a position as major sources of information for ethicational

researchers and practitioners in Canada.. Their wideSpread use has been

facilitated by the development of computerized search services, first

using batch systems and more recently on-line interactive retrieval

methods. While it is too soon to asseis the long-term implications of

the- greatly. increased accessibility of ERIC, it may be that Canadian

eduEati:Xrs will become hooked on ERIC and neglect Canadian :sources of
r

information 'if automated-access to these remains unavailable (fluster and

Lawton, 1974.).. f

Use of ERIC

ERIC is available throughout Canada: Its indexes to educational journals

(Current Index to Journals in Education or CIJE) and to fugitive 'documents

(Resources in Education or RIE) are found in most libraries in faculties

of education, teachers' 'colleges, ministries of education, and larger

school boards. Collections of the microfiche copies of documents indexed

and abstracted in RIE are <held by 38 agencies, including at least-one in

each province' (National Institute of Education, 1975).

The extent to which ERIC is actually used in Canada is exceedingly

difficult to estimate. Few statistics are maintained in education-

libraries across the country and it is unlikely that detailed information,'

suchon matters such as the frequency with which printed indexes are used can

even be acquired in an econOmically.feasible way. In order to obtain what

data .;were available, a brief telephone survey of major libraries and infor-
.

mation centres was undertaken in Februiry, 1977 .(see interview questionnaire,

endix N, and organizations surveyed, AppendiX 0).
eqli
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Three universiies, one teachers and one school" board

reported that they record circulation statistics for ERIC microfiches.

The University of Manitoba/ estimated 8-,000 ERIC fiches were used in 1976,.'

and the Ontario Institute/ for Studies in Education reported 8,400 fiches

had been used. Usage at OISE fluctuates during the-year with peak usage

of. over 1,000 fiches peri4nOnth during the regular and summer sessions,

and minimum circulation; of about 550 fiches in June. Comparative sta tis-

tics for the fall tern ,Of 1975 and fall term of 1976 at OISE showed an

increase in usage of 7.6%. Comparative statistics also were available for

McGill tinive-rsity Education Library, which reported an increase in micro-
;

form usage of 11% from 450 to 500 fiches during the last six months of

1976 compared with the same period in 1975. ERIC fiches comprise approxi-
mately 90% of the MCGill-microform collection. The library at the Nova-

/

Scotia Teachers? C011ege reported a "IOW" level of usage for ERIC fiches,

though use is incieasing due in part to a greater demand for fiches on

interlibrary loan. Finally, the professional library of the Calgary

Board of EdUcation stated that only about 40 'fiches per month circulated.

Teachers were perceived as being unaware as yet of the resource ERIC pro-

vides.

Taken together; these data cOn.firm the view that ERIC is an impOr-

tant source of 'information- and that its use is grcrhring. Levels of use
appear to be greatest in larger universities-, with professionals in the

field'making the least use. One factor affecting level of use may be

the availability of microfiche equipMent.

Facilities available for using ERIC microfiaes vary considerably,

though most institutions have both stationary readers and reader-printers.

Of those surveyed, only the University of British Columbia and .OISE

duplicate fiches and have portable readers available for loan. Several.

libraries -did _indicate that fiches could be borrowed through.interlith-ary

loan, 68 is the case in Nova Scotia -where the Nova Scotia Teachers'

College maintains the sole collection of ERIC microfiches an the province.

In summary, 'it appears that while ERIC- fiches are available across Canada,

obtaining them is relatively difficult for those not located in: an insti-

tution holding the collection. Individuals in this situation may be forced .
-

to rely on the ERIC Document Reproduction Service-(EDRS) in the U.S., a

service with whiCh many reported considerable difficulty'. Requests for

fiches from MRS usually entail six to eight week delays and confusion

over exact charges. It appears that opening a deposit account with EDRS

may well be worth the cost fol- organizations placing frequent orders.
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,Fiche to paper duplication of ERIC documents is a service which is

not provided on an open basis by any of 'the agencies surveyed. A few

will print a limited number of pages, for a charge from ,$.i0 to $.25 per

page. EDRS remains the most economical source from which to order "hard

copy" of ERIC documents. Problems reported in ordering hard copy iioliu

EDRS are similar to those reported for ordering fiches.

The time required to conduct manual searches of RIE and CIJE has..
presented still another obstacle to the use of ERIC. Only graduate stu-

dents and professional researchers'ha.ve had the time to devote to the

,task. Of course, the same difficulty is encountered with other sources

of information such as the Canadian Educa-Tipn Index (CEI) or Canadiana.
This-situation has been changing cfrastic--nlly, hoWever, with the advent

computerized searching of data bases.-

Computerize9. Searching

Use of computers to search bibliographic data bases began about ten years

ago with the development of batch systems _which.. ran "user profile" ag

magnetic tapes- containing appropriate data bases, such as RIE ane,CIJE.

The tapes themselves were a by-product of computerized proCesses then being

introduced to facilitate the production of printed. indexes. Batch searching

of data bases-quickly became a major tool fo arger libraries or computer

centres offering "current 'awareness" servic s, and they are still, used for -`

that purpose at"-i.nstitutions such as the National Library of Canada..

However, the technique has two major limi_tations which have impeded its

)widespread utilization. Pirst, it is exceedingly difficult to obtain a
satisfactory bibliography of .relevant items on the first run. If terms

used in the search are too broad; there may be too many citations; if they

are too narrow, then too few may be located. Usually, several runs are-

necessary before a profile is °adequately refined. The second difficulty

with bitch searching of bibliographic data tapes. iS 'its expense, particu-

larly if requests are fewand searching is extended to many data bases

covering many years. Today, batch, searching is restricted to high volume

operations where profiles are_ already. established (e.g., a continuing

current awareness service)-o,r where precision of .the search need not_be

too great.. the decreasing costs of on-line searching, however, it

is problematic whether or nbt on-line and batch
A

Systems_ Will continue

to coexist. One university (the Universitys of Saskatchewan) reported that



-

their in -hoes batch system had-been discontinued in fall 1976; and that

conmercial and -governmental on-line systems would be used in the future.

On-line interactive searching of bibliographic data bases, which has

become highly developed only in the past three years, provides a far more

flexible and attractive mode of searching ERIC and other' bibliographic-

data 'bases. These services allow exceedingly coMplex search strategies
_

to be executed and -refined On-line; with the numbers icf citrons

located at each stage being printed as the tents are entered and-c

Sample 'citations can be reviewed, their abstracts 'read; the search

strategy modified if need be.' One can search by subject, by author, by

year, and by "string" searching of titles, abstracts, or descriptors. If

. time is of the essence, *a complete bibliography can be printed on-line;

if not, less expensive and more, readable off-line printouts can be obteined.
.

n 3 ed.

-The diversity of ,availabLe daia bases is another advantage of ion-line

-services. available from commeleial establishments and government agencies-

Few computer centres could afford to maintain the more than 50 data bases

available on services provided by Lockheed Information Systems (LIS) and,

System DeveloPmeTit Corporation (SDC). Included are ERIC' s RIE and CIJE,

PsychoZoFical Abstracts, Dissertation Abstracts-, Exceptional Child Educa,

tion Abstracts, and Sociological-Abstracts. DAta bases are up- dated* --

monthly and new data bases are Constantly being added. LIST s

acquired ability to store search strategies and to run these automatically

with each upz-d'ate makes it possible to offer_ a current awareness service
.

for each search .executed .for`'a ;client with virtually no extra labour
and

little extra cost: '

On-line_interactive search services are -being adopted by reference

services in university and goveinment libraries acrosSCanada at a very

rapid rate, even at institutions which maintain batch search systems.,

The ielephane survey. revealed that many universities have .added the

service recently or are considering- tie possibility' (see Table 56). No

doubt others not included in the survey also offer the service or will

soon do so.

The volUme of computer searches of' ERIC and 'other. data bases is

somewhat better documented -than the use of ERIC materials themselves.

Those -institutions just beginning to offer ori-line interactive searches

report three or faur requests are received per week. More mature services

find that 15' to'20 clients per- week may be expected. Depending on the

topic and sophistication of the clients, this level* of demand may well be
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TABLE 56 - - SURVEY OF ERIC DATA
.BASE SEMI SERVICES IN CANADA

Organization
ation Served

Cost Per Searcii
Search ,System Used

Alberta Department of
Department of Education

Pre

Education.

Alberta Education Librazy

(403) 427-2985 ,

Brandon University
University faculty and

(204) 728-9520,
students'

r4cGill .University

NOdical

(514) 392-4339

ifemorial University

(709) 753-1226

en

Free

Cost of connect-time,

communications and.of

line print charges

.4, Connect-time plui.\ off-.

line print charges

DIALOG

CRBIT'2

University of Manitoba

batch system

DIALOG

D

ORBIT

SDI through 1Iational

Librazy

Ontario Institute for :Cntario

Studies in Tducation mini

(416) 923-6641 A87

\ 'National
Library Df Canada Open

(613) 992-0474, ox,

992-519'0

,

ducaUonal com-
30 per search

1) $72 per year current

awareness

2) $20 per search for

on-line

DIALOG

ORBIT

1) CAN/ SDI batch' ten

2) .DIALOG

OBIT



TABLE *56 (Cant d. )

Organization Population Served Cost Per' Search Search System Used

St. s University,

Halifax

(902) 422-7361

University of Alberta

Education *Library

(403) 432.3770

University of British

4'4 Columbia

1.) Social Science Library 1) Open

(6,04) 228.2725

2) Information/Knowledge

Research Centre

Faculty of Education

(604) 228-6229

1.) University community

2) Open

'$20 base fee .plus $2 per DIALOG

minute o connect-time,

plus 15¢ per printed

'reference

1) $20 up' to a limited ,

number of citations DIALOG

ORBIT
2) $25 up to a limited

number of citations

1) Not yet determined

2) (a) Faculty and students 2) (a) Free

(b) Open

adversity of Calgary , Open

.p3) 284-6221

IJ

(b) $45 plus 5¢ per

citation over 100

1) Batch SDI -- $10 per

year

2) On-line coputer 2) DIALOG.

connect-time plus can-

amication Costs, plus

off-line print charges

1) DIALOG

ORBIT.

2) .In-house batch system

1) 'In-housibatch system



TABLE 56 (Contid.)

.Orgmaization
Population Served

Cost Per Search
Search System Used

Universite Laval
(Inert

(418) 656-2888

University of Manitoba

(204) 474.8725

Clientele exterieure, $20; DIALOG

clientele interieurei $3 ORBIT

(dcmif, droit. a 100 refe-

rences firprimees).

Ministry of:E#ation, Free.

;Staff and' students

University of New Bruns- Open

wick

(506) 453-4742

University of

Saskatchewan

(306) 343-4293

In-house. batch system

See National Library Through National Library

Universite de 5.1ebrooke Open

(819) 565-5457:

$2 per minute connect-

time pas off-line

print charges

bIALOG . ,

ORBIT

$3 (donne droit a 15 'TIALOG

-minutes et 100 referen- 'ORBIT

ces inprWes)

1) Computer comnecttime

plus co cation costs,
DIALOG.

plus or
Shar.g,s:

2) Above, plus $10

A

1



TABLE '56 . (Cant' d )

Organization Population Served Cost Per Search Search System Used .

4

YorkUniversity

1) Institute for Beha-

vioral Research'

(416) 667-3026

2). Stacey Science Library

(416)667-3927

1) (a) York University

Community

1) (a) Free 1) In -house system.

0)) Open-. (b) $20, per-seardhlor

/ up to Preferences;

5fple-reference

'over 50 to mximum:

'.'of135.additional

ChargeS

2) (a) York University., 2) (a) Connect-time plus .:2) DIALOG

communication plus. ORBIT

off- line print

charges.

(b) Open (b) Above pluS430

Community

1DIALOG is the bibliographic retrieval 'system of Lockheed Information Systems.

6.20RBIT is the retrieval system of System Development corporation,\which is marketed in Canada by4INFOMART.
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the maximum one a trained searcher can handle assuming that careful inter-
viewing and planning of search strategies are undertaken,

Batch search services, 'which tend to be ree for internal users,
report a higher level ofdemand. The University of British Columbia-
reported between 50 and lop_ searches are undertaken each week, mostly
for staff and students of the faculty of. education. Clients of batch
search services rarely .'have the assistance of a trained search, analyst in
planning their search strategies.

It would appear that different norms are' developing among those
providing interactive as opposed to batch searching of data bases. Inter-
active search services tend to operate as part of the reference sections
of libraries, especially special libraries, and emphasize the sta-if's
ability to assist in.develoPing good search strategies. y, one or
more librarians specialize in offering this service, and have di tinctiVe
titles such as "search analysts;".search editor,"- or "computer librarian..":
Batch .services, while indicating a preference for this style of operation,
in fact tend to place a greater burden on the, client except where a current.
-awareness service is being provided for a fee. Also, '-those providing
interactive searching alrnost invariably charge for the service, whereas
most batch systems are free to a selected clientele. However, both tend.

to charge external users a higher fee than internal userS....4t would appear
that the .technologY developed for interactive searching is more- easily
adapted to the library setting and the role perceptions of reference
librarians than is batch' searching.- . One,- result is that reference libra-
rians are no longer providing only free services, .as has been-the norm
in the past. Another is the increased emphasis on the skills of the
-librarian'an "negotiating" reference questions-with the client.

Impact of On-Line. Searching

How will the availability of on-line searching affect: the use of: ERIC in
Canada? What will-its In:Ipact be- on libraries? Unfortunately, --

very little data is available on Bch a 'Iorig-term forecast-. can be based.
Our experieRce in developing the Educational Information" ystem for-
Ontario, and that of :thoSe surveyed for this report, suggest -that provi-
sion of on-line search services may
1. increase demand for ERIC microfiches,
2. increase demand for j ou7;nals indexed,' in CIJE ,



. increase utilization Of interlibrary loan,

. require specially trained li b,s,ariaris to serve as search analysts,

. requiie that charges for computer time, communication costs, and

off-line printing be levied,

. appeal most to graduate students, professors ,and officials respon-

sible for research, evaluation, planning, and curl. iculum development,

and

7. foster dependence on ERIC and neglect-of printed indexes for other

sources.'

Any one of these 'seven points might be expanded in detail. The

-acquisition of materials located -via -a computei-produced bibliography is

probably -the most immediate concern most users will face. Unfortunately,

it is much easier for an agency or libiary to acquire a computer terminal

and begin doing searches than to ensure that back-up materials are readily

available. While interlibrary loans may be_ satisfactory for a small number

of requests, the high volume of requests that a successful search service
may create could impose an undue burden. In creating EISO this problem

was largely solved by its integration with the OISE Library which holds

an extensive collection of journals and the ERIC microfiche collection.

To date, EISO has been able to fill over 99% of all Valid 'requests fcir

copies of fiches, and over SS% of all requests- for copies of journal

articles_

Trained search analysts able to elicit good descriptions of search

topics' from-clients. and to create successful search strategies are -also

of critical importance. EISO's experience, 'confirmed by others, :indicate

that several months'. experience of full-time searching is need. to

develop an analyst' s full capability. Interviewing or un.ego_tiating'

are of .particular importance an incorrect diagnosis will result in an

incorrect selection of terms. ,Since a: typical search requires over one

Hour for interviewing the client, developing .a search strategy and running

the.search, _it is obVious that being a search analyst requires considerable

skill. Keying terms into a computer terminal is only a small part of the

process.

Charges for bibliographies produced by online interactive search

systems have been imposed by most agencies offering the service, though

a few provide free searches to:inembers of their, organization or arrange

for direct billing of computer charges to the client's -ci-rgan.izatien or

unit. Typically, the chaTge is either:a flat rate in the $20 to $45

- 00155
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range or a sliding scale based on minutes of computer-connect-time and

number of citations printed off-line. Most organizations with jpatch sys-

tems provide free searches to internal clients, and use.a fee sthedule

similar to that described for on-line systems for external clients.

schedules are listed in Table 56.

Finally, our concern about Canadian educators developing a depen-

dence ,on ERIC and other -American-produced data bases was echoed by several

of those contacted in the telephone survey. To date, no Canadian data

Vase in the social sciences has been automated. The first such system

developed' for educational research materials is thel.Ontario Educational

Research Information. System (MMUS). It. is clear that sole dependence

on ERIC, for acquiring information in education must be-guarded against

(Summers, 1974) and that the complete automation of indexes such as
Canadiana and the Canadian Education Index should be encouraged in order

to ensure that this dependence does not develop.

Conclusion.

; New'on-__line computerized search 'services are making ERIC and other major

data bases more readily accessible throughout Conada. Major .subscribers

are university -libraries_ and libraries in federal and provincial ministries.
Use of ERIC, .already substantial, is certain to increase in-the future.
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CHAPTER 7

Alternative OrganizatiOnal Structure's fo EISO

Who will fund and staff the Educational Information System for Ontario

after the Ministry of-Education research and development funds terminate

at the end of EISO's third year? Will the service remain centralized,

or will it become a decentralized network with many nodes?. These and

other major policy questions must be addressed in the near futur, e.'if the

momentum developed during'EISO's three.years of operation is not to be

dissipated at' the end of March, 1978.

Current-Organization

To date, EISO has been almost entirely supported by annual research "on-

tracts from the -Ministr);- of Education to the Ontario Institute

for'Studies in Education. The impermanence of the funding and demands.,

.of the :"research and delieloprnent phases: Of the project necessitated a_

'temporary, organizational arrangement at OISE to -tarry out the terms of

the contract. Specifically, EISO has been adininniiiered by the Department

of Educational- Administration at OISE under the supervision of the Office

of the Coordinator of. Research and Development. At the same time, the

search_ service was quartered in the OISE Library so that it would have

ready access to journal and microfiche collections which were -needed to
provide:b';ck-up materials for the computer-produced bibliographies genera-

ted, by the service. Indeed, one major reason the EISO contract was

awarded,to OISE was OISE's unparalleled collection of educational resource

_materials.
The temporary nature of the finding was i however, reflected in

the program. of research, development, and t sing that EISO pursued..
From the start, it was assumed that.a decision eventually would be taken
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to make -the service permanent. .To have assumed otherwise would have

undermined attempts to assess the of the service since users

are unlikely to come to trust ak service which. does-not have confidence

in its awn future. Research hasfocused -upon identifying the service's

potential clientele;. development upon creating a service that Is effi-

cient and maintains high standards; and training upon the famrliariza.tion

of OntariO' educatOrs with the service:'and.the provision of Educational.

Information Consultants to Northern Ontario. The reSults of these endeav-

Ours provide a sound fo-Undati9n for building a permanent service to meet

the information needs of Ontario -educators.

The question to be answered, then, is what forin a permanent educa-

tional .information service should take, assuming +hat funds will be

available.. In considering this issue, we felt it best to begin by a

review of the objectives held for EISO, thelclientele it serves, the

staff and resources it requires, and the services it provides. These

factors to' some extent limit the organizational options for the service

that can be realistically considered...

,ObjeCtiveS-.

EISOTs' major goal is to improve education in Ontario by making it easier

..for educators to locate _and obtain information fOr use in making decisions

about p tams, ;curriculum, personnel, etc. EISO attempts to achieve this

goal by oviciir" reddy access to resources indexed in the various biblio-

graphic data bases d.vailable for computerized_ searching. In doing so, the

assumption is made that relevant research, curriculum, or other materials

are available and can be put to use in improving education.' Depending on

the client in question, the utilization of the materials to improve

Ontario education may occur. immediately, as in the case of ...al school admin.:

istAtor, or after a lapse of time, as with a graduate- student- currently
Ived in advanced studies.

Clientele.

EISOts clientele. is strictly limited to Ontario educators,- though the.

latter is broadly defined to include not only professionals in school

boards 'and the Ministry of Education, but also members of faculties of

education, Colleges of Applied .Arts and Technology, the Ministry of Col--

leges and Universities, etc. Even so, data presented-elsewhere ill' thi.

report show quite conclusively that EISO has two -major constituencies --

cc;Al
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board personnel and academic personnel, the latter including researchers.

and students. Each of these two groups constitutes appTokimateIy 40% of

the clientele; users from government ministries, CAAT's, etc: make up the

remaining 200. This classification of users according to the kind of

organization at,which they are employed is important to-bear in mind when

considering the future organization and location of EISO.

Staff

Staffing an educational Information service has not proven particularly

difficult, 'but ,this may in large 'art be due' to the depresed state of

'Ithe.job market in Whichmanymell lified individuals are, seeking work.

EISO required that both of.the se analysts it has hired be trained

reference-librarians. In one case training for computerized searching

occurted.on the job, and in the other case .the individual had. previous -
experience.: Both arrangements have proven satisfactory.. But-the ease

' (Or perhaps luck) with which staffing has been accomplished shoUld not:J,

be taken to-suggest staffing is: necessarily a triyialmatter. We firmly
.

believe thatthe. .sear analyst's position is a full -time job requiring

a-trained reference Iiiirarian. If an organizatiOn cannot ensure a

search analyst with these qualifications; we sincerely doubt it should

cider offering a computerized information service. Th)s restriction

laces a limitation on the number and types of organizations that might

house or be integrated into the Educational.Information Systeo., or

Ontario.

A search analyst, however, cannot operate a search service

Clerical and secretatial.staff are recuirec:

alone:

to handle correspondence,

fill orders, and- maintain records. WitTrioul -_-_lalified support staff, a

service could not be effective.

Supplementing the search service arc external Educational Informa-

tion.Consultants (EICs), who have proven to be'reasona effective in

linking EISO to boards and other agencies., These EICs, wh are regular

employees of-the agencies in question, learn additional skills to help

them to =help others use SO more effectively.. Provision .of _EICs through-

out Ontario might enable 'a centralized information-system to reach into

remote. areas, though such-a program would require a strong commitment

both from EISO itself and from each EIC's organization, as well as con-

siderable fUnds. Achieving such commitments would not. be easy, and could

probably be implementedtnly if highly respected and influential educators

gave the program their full support.
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Resources

In addition to qualified staff, EISO requires a number of other resOUrces.

First are journal acid microfiche collections. The survey of Canadian Com-

puteriied information services described elsewhere in this report proVides

testimony to the difficulties that can arise when a service provides.biti-

liogiaphies for which bak-up materials are not available. Second,

inexpensive data communication .systems must be available.' In practice,

this means access to a node of either the TYMSHARE or TELENET communica.

tions networks. In Ontario, only Toronto and Ottawa are currently pro-
.

vided with these services. .Finally, EISO requires microfiche hardware

such as duplicators; readers, and printers-in order for clients to make
,

full use of fiche materials.,

,
In summary, tljere are three major factors to be considered wh

planning EISO's'future.organizational structure: clientele, staff, and

available resources (see Table 57). All three are of critical importance,

and failure to consider any one-of them could seriously affect the long-

terni viability of the Educational Informatio ystem for Ontario. The.

final form EISO takes must ensure that the,full range of clients are

served, that qualified staff are employed -aria-thatback-up materials

are readily available.

.Current Trends

In considei'tng EISO's future;_it is necessaryto take,into account trends

occurring in the field of.information science .i.n,Ontario and elsewhere..

New sources of information become available every day and, in particular,

.the of on-line interactive systems to retrieve bibliographic'informa-

tic:. :I_ spreading throughout Canada at an-incredibly rapid rate. These -

devc_opments may affect the options available to EISO.
a

Canada

The survey of on-line bibliographic retrieval systems in. Canada reported

in.Chapter G clearly demonstrates a trend toward the universal use of on-"

line systems in academic libraries: We feel it safe to predict that all

main libraries in Ontario's. 15 univerities will have the service avail-

able within'several years. In addition, the National Library of Canada

and many federal and provincial.government agencies have subscribed or

will soon do so. However, this development does not necessarily mean
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TABLE' S7' -- F CLIENTELE, ANDIESOURCESPI,AILABLE.FOR SUPPORTING :.ON -LINE SEARH SERVICES. '"

A

%del\

EstimatebLevel of Inputs CtrentlY.Available

Staff Clientele Resources

1 Ministry of Ediication Centralized Systei

Ministof Education Decentralized System

Faculty of Education Iiformition Network,

School Board EduCational Information Network

0)ISE Operation of EISO

6,HIndependentCperation of EISO,

. .

Meditmi

Low Medium

Medium High Medium ( Low Medium

High Medium High

Ni

Riga

)! Nile Nil



that greater access to bibliograbhic information will be-provided to edu,
_

cators outside. University commun.ities. Indeed, the survey _indicated"most

universities impose a surcharge of between $10 and $30 for "outside" users.,

Also, the agencies surveyed rep:A-tea that no at-tempt had been,made to
recruit clients fioni school-boards. The tiqo-exceptions to- this generali-.

zation were the Educational Information System for Ontario and th& Infor-

mation/Kn.owledge.Research Centre, Faculty of Education:, University of

.British C.oillinbia, Both of these programs are somewhat similar in philos-
ophy to the outward looking educational information centres that have

developed in the.United-States during the past several yedrs.

United States

Research and Information Services for Education (RISE). in Pennsylvania

and San Mateo Education ResourCes Center (SMERC),inCalifonlia are two of

the best known American educational information centres. Both:are financed

largely by federal, state, and schoOl-board,funds; both collect and index.

research. and c-urricultEn materials from throughait their respective states;

both supply information palkets, printed bibliographies, and in-depth

literature reviews in addition to on-line ,searches' (see Appendices -P andA).-;_

Development of educational information services like RISE and smERC-

--) must, of course, be considered int-terms of the American educational con:.

text. In the United States-,_ unlike Canada, the federal government plays

a major role in stimulating_specific educational programs. It created

ERIC, which is the primary educational resource 'drawn. upoi by-EISO, SMERC,

and RISE. In addition, it has provided fiords to encourade_the:-.(iissemina-

tion of'ERIC- materials .throUgh:information.centres. At "the-'saiiie -- time,
. .

state. goveinments in the -United- States -play a relatively'minor' edncational,
role and, with a few exceptions, leave most decisions up tO.lOcal authori-

ties. As a result, information centres like- SMERC and RISE-have developed,

: not ,in state agencies, but in boards of education-at;:_the-:loCal or:county .

Implications".

while -the location of educational information centres in- the United States'

is settled, the same cannot be said about Canada. Our. tradition of strong

provincial guidance in education. would suggest -a major role for ministries

of educatioa. _Indeed, .the Ontario Ministry' of Education's support of EISO

tends.-to Confirm this view. -Nevertheless, there .are indiCations that --

D.

o er agencies are interested in field.
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Two large_ boards of education in Ontario (Metro Toronto and North

-York) have evinced interest in subscAbili to.zon-line bilyliographic _re
trieval systems such asf-those used by.EI in ordet to 'minister to the

inkrmation needs of their own employees and perhaps those of nearby or

constituent bbards. Bokh of these agencies have many of the prerequisites

neec-141 to moetirrE a .-1.able service itaf'f, clientele 'ana resources. Also,

-the- OISE Library-has initiated its own Reseai-ch Information Service for
.

Education (also 'called RISE), which is described further in Appeidhx .S.

The latter service provides bibliographic inform on and literati

reviews of boors and Canadian materials not in e3 in ERIC or other

computer-accessible bibliographic data. bases . To some extent, these
t.

other 'initiatives in Ontario no_doubt result from the stimulus ;provided

." by- Ontario's .MinistrY of Education Winding the EISO and Ontario Educa-

tional Research. Information System (ONTERIS) projects. However, thejrdo not

represent- an organized development of information services, and may in the

,...end lessen Ontario's ability to ensure ap. equitable distribution of in.forma.-

r 1 tion resources throughout'its edu.cational community.

Forms of Alternative Organizations

We shall au_proach'the discussion of various possible ways to organize the.

Educational 'Information Syst'ith for Ontario in the future"inthree- Sta.ges.

C.onsidered, first are two fundaMental assumptions which *We: make_- concerning

service, namely, that there' should be some overall gi-ganIzation to
the provision of educational inforMation in Ontario; and that all regions
of Onta.rio shoUld have equal access to information. Second,_ we.. review

the :various organizations' and agencies which, have the potential to play

a role in suppIyirigip-Formation on re_ systematic basis_ In6luded among

these are the-Ministry of Education and it.-,Regional Officg the Ontario
r

-

TT)stitute for Studies in Education and its Field Centres,_ the various

faculties of education, school boards, and_proessional organizations.

Each of these' organizations is as\sessed in view of its clientele,, staff,

and resources, as well as its likely degree'of participation in the sys-

tem. Finally several alternative organizational forms are described and

.evaluated according to their ability to fulfill the information needs of

Ontario educators.

In Jour opinion, the necessity of providing some overall coordination

of information services to educators is of the utmost importance if equal

0 0161



access'ibility. totow information is to. be ensured. If larger boards andQ

"faculties of education initiate servi. for their on clientele, ignoring

one another's. existence, then redundancy is inevitable. At the same' time,

boards in remote locatiOns Tay .Fetnain,inadequa.tely. served. With_ a,reason-

able degree oftcentral control anc_;1, orgrization, _resources can be used ---

Ire efficiently-1 so that all may-receive adequate service. That all
should have access.eto 'information may go- without saying; however,
recent, changes in grant legislation-make it possible for boards with
1 -ge as§essed valuations per pupil to raise funds beyond

sr

ceili '4'or relatiy small "increases in the mill ratet this feature

incre s the likelihood that large -'and wealthy urban boards will initiate
new-ventures such as informatioh services that small boards low levels

of wealth-- can-not agord..

The major parties naw involved or who may soon be -in.volveein

supplying bibliogi-aphic information services to the Ontario educational

corrirmin ity include the Minist-ry of Eddcation, academic institutions, school

ooards---and profesSional organizations. Any one of these can easily obtain

a computer terminal and subscribe to a search:service, but few have the

potenti 1 of offering a computer retrieval service -with baok-up -materials.

Ministry of Education,

The. Ministry; -with its nine regional Offices_ siireacl throughout Ontario

from Thunder Bay. to Ottawa, provides an infrastructure which haS the

potential -forporting or being a Major participant in a centralized

infOrmation'ysteri. It maintains a central library in the Mowat Block.

at.--Queen.4sParic, To to, andeach regional offic has it's own{ .resource

centre' Or: professional library. The potential o the regional offices

is perhaps best, represented by the Midnorthern Regional Office in Sudbury'

which has an Edutation Centre that is a major resource for all of Northern

Ontario. -However, an 'objective assessment of:current clientele, staff,

and resources of the Ministry and its regional- offices suggests that it

is 'currently unable to- offer a complete information servite. C.

Clientele.' The clientele of _the Ministry is composed almost entirely of-

professional educators. Personnel in school boards throughout the province
.-

have -ready ace Ss to Ministry offices. This makes the regional offices

ideal' locati fot information centres serving praciitioners, if not
- . _

academics. Hdwever, because education officers often hve supervisory

17Q
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and e9,11.2ative Arovision,of research-information by.-

Minis officials may not be consistent with'their primary roles. Thus,

- if either, the central Ministry "office or regirxial offices became nodes in
an information systin, it would probably be preferable- if an education

centre was created in each offiCe in order to ensure the inforination .

service' s effectiveness .

Staff. Staffing would provide another barrier to the Ministry's deep, in-.

volvement in an information service.- The staff at, the Ministry of Educa-

t ion are professional educators, but rarely -do they possess the .backgrbund

in reference work and science that would be-needed.. At least two. .

exteptions to this rule exist: one is the Midnorthein Education Centre
Sudbury. and-the:other is 'Queen's Park. , These two locations could-be

.

integrated. into an 'information .system with relative ease. However, _full-
.

in3rolveme/rt of regional Offices in the Educational Information System for
Ontario woUld'require. employment of.trairied_reference librarians to act

as search lYsts earch Site 'if-II/mai'min effectiveness were to-be achieved.

. ,

Resources.- As with.Staff% resources available at Ministry-Offices for

support of an inforthation service axe quite limited. . Neither the-regional

offices_ nor the central/Office have a complete ERIC collecticin: -In many

c.a.ses2, jOurnal collections are also. inadequate. Thus, for the Ministry

to become centrally involved...in providing information using interactive

computer rettieval, it would be nece-Ssary for it,'to acquire back-up

materials cOnsiderable cost. ConserVatively, annual subscripti

approximately 1,000 journals and ihepurchase of the entire ERIC micro-

fiche collection would be rpquired. Assuming the average cost of the

journals is $25 per year, 1,000 journal subscriptions would cost $25,000

annually, exclusive of ordering and cataloguing costs, andprovision of

retrospective materials. The ERIC fiche collection costs approximately

$2,000 per year for vesicular copies and $4,000 per year for silver copies

( which are better for duplication). The entire fiche collection to date

Costs $14,528 U.S. oil vesicular fillikan.d apRcroximately- $28,00,0 in silver

format. Again, ordering,acatkoiuing,- and sttorage costs are extra. It'

appears that for an annn2l cost-Of .approximately $27,000/ (exclusive of

all staff and overhead the Ministry of Education could maintain a central

store, of materials to provide back- rrlaterials to an -1.formatiorl-system.

However, amassing a collection-to co r the Past ten years the period

covered on ERIC tapes, might cot ter times this amount.
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Communication'costs also may moose. a substantial barrier to incor-

"poration
Z.of regional offices into-a deceiktralized information system unless

WATS lines were available: Currently, only Toronto and Ottawa have tele
communication nodes for major tel systems like TYMSHA.RE and
TELENET: "Fortunately, all regional offices do have microfiche red-ders
though their Use would notThe convenient for inembers'of school boards'.
Finally, it Should' be noted that -all regional OfficeS have been sUpplied
with copies of ONTERIS microfiches, an information resource which may be
of growing importance in the coming years.

synoptic assessment of the Ministry of Education's current ability.
to support or:participate fully in either a centralized or decentralized
EduCationar' Information System kr. niario is 'presented in .T2le . 57. For
a centralized system, the.,.Ministry rates diem fOr clientele_ (since aca-
demic would be excluded), high for sta and medium for resources.
Given .a 'decentralized system including all regional officeS., the Ministry
wtyal,d. be rated medium fe3t clientele, .low for staff (excepts Sudbury and

Toronto), andmedium"for ResoUrces, thf 1ac1C- of back-up Ma-Zerials being
the critical oricoming in-the_latter.

Faculties of Education
In considering the role that Ontario faculties of .educatic;n might play in.1
an infOrmation system, one is struck by their tremedous variety in terms
of the char4cter of their Clientele,*their staff, their resources.
Some faculties ction only as teachers' colleges, ,while. others have
extensive res arch and professional development prograins. *-However, all
are equipped with libraries S4rhich could form the basis- of an infodation.
service to a clientele broader than one composed only of the-students and
faculty they normally serve. As well, they could draw upon the expertise
of their universities' main 1ibrari100, most of which are likely to be
offering on-line /services to their university communities in the near
fUture. It is dOubtful, however,..-Lhat many of these libraries would
consider educators in local boards to be a major clientele and one would
expect they would charge these clients an extra fee to cover overhead

tr.
costs of operating the system.

Faculty of education libraries do. mot currently .haVe -the staff that
would be needed for complete utilization of an =.On-liTie't-ed.rch service.,
stachaS EISO:prov-Zdes. HoWever, staff could be obtained'and trained were
funds- available, and EISO's research findings would provide valuable aid,

\to assist their entrance to this field.- Their. resources would also have



to upgraded since, only five of_ Ontario ri.universiti.es (Queen's , Guelph04'.

- Western, Ottawa, and ffrock) maintain ERIC Microfiche collections, though

all have" microfiche readerS available. Also, educational .journal collec-

tions in many the university libraries are not adequate to supply back-

_ IV materials needed for a complete information service. -Were-- a dedision

taken.to foster develo-pment of such services in faculty of..education

libraries, then a more complete assessment of the resources each possesses

would first have to be completed in; &Her to estimate the'costs- of acquiring
additional.materials needed to bring them up to an adequate standard. An

overall assessment of 'of bducation suggests that they rate ,as-

clientele,, medium since few practising educators are included;

Staff, high; and resources, medium.

Sc.hool Boards

Several school boa.r-dS ai-e also potentia.1 sites': for tinfforation services

or service ncides. The City of Toronto, North-York, andlToronto

'tan. Separate School'Boardse.-all maintain .profess iorial libtaries with 'coin
,piete ERIC microfiche dollections, trained staff, and a:clientele of pro7

fessional educators. Each have a nucleus of a journal collection which

could provide back-up 'materials for many referenceS located_ in.

searches. But perhaps the greatest- asset boards would have' in initiating -
active. in.formati&I centres. is their access- to board research and

trative personnel. -- internal 'information system could probably achieve

a high level of usage far more easily than could an 'outside agency which

must cross institutional bOundaries in order to gain access to theseper
.

sonnel. Still, -a Considerable investment in .sta'ff .training and, supple-

mental back-up materials would be necessary.,

The Metropolitan Toronto Board of Education is another agency that

could play a. role in, an inforination system, a role which might develop

naturally from its continuing tradilion of 'research and service to the six

boards (Scarborough, East York, North York, York, Etdbicoke, and City

To onto): that comprise --the first 'tier of Metropolitan TorontoTs two-tier

system of educational governance. The Metro-Board is one of few agencies

with the trained.. Staff necessary for an information service, but-it lacks

the. materials

assessment to
to c/ientele;

reSourceS:'

needed to offer a Complete' system

the -Major boards mentioned, we f*

a high -level of staff caPabili

on its: own. LiMiting our
medium level -of access.

and -a- moderate level of! ?"-

.0"
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P'-xofessional- Organizations

The Cirtario Teachers' Federation ancrz its constituent federations would no
doubt be rational nodes in an information` network. To date, however,' we

. _

have not conduCted an assessment .of their preparednesS for incl-u1S-i
such a system.

The' Ontario Institute for Studies in Education-

Finally, we consider the permanentrole the Ontario Institute for Studies
in Education might play in the Educational Information Systelii for Ontariof
It goes. without saying that OISE has the staff, clientele, and resources,
needed to; operate such a- systeni, -at least..on a small scale,. given...that EIS°
has operatV from _OISE- 'during its first two years. This is not to 'say that
OISE alone could oper-ate 'maximally effective-system. Still; OISE remains
the one provincial institution that is capable- of.providing support to all
facets of the Educational Information System for Ontario. To a -large
extent, the size of its role would depend upon the magnitude of the service.

Cen iralization vs.._ Decentralijation

The opportunity now exists to plan the future:. organizational structure
1 :

far providing edlicationai in Ontario -There are three alter-
natives which may be Considered_ The first Choice is a -fullycentrali:zed
syStem which is administered by-one. agency. Such a system would have

.

only one central location, as is the case wi h the Educational _Informa tiOn_
System. fOr Ontario. It would have -uniform Policies, procedures and stan-
dards which would beadministered by a central authority, : The second
choice -is 'the creation of a network of information centres coordinated

. -

by *a. council' or board drawn .from_ .constituent members that would have
jurisdiction over matters such:as the provision of.back-up materials and
the allocation of funds earmarked for the equalization of educatimal
infdrmation services throughout the province: The final option is the

_ complete- decentralitation, of Inforthation' services; with, each infOrmation
centre free to act independently of other. No standard. pglicles,
procedures or practices- would apply; eaCh---service would be 'fulr finanCed
by its hit organization; and each would be re-sponsible for the pr
of b materials, to clients.



How could each of these three options be implemented.? What would
their impact be on the provision- of educational inforMaticm. in Ontario ?
In an attempt to answer these questions, -the next sections relate the
.roles that the various educational agencies in Ontario might play_ under
each of these three choices.

Centralized System

The most ambitious type of centralized information system would includ6
a centrally located service that would-be responsible for fillingsearch
requests and-providing back-up materialfor educators throUghout the-
province. The service would be equipPed with trained; search analysts-
and computer terminals in o;der to fill search requests flout Akcators.
Each board or agency-served by the one service would also be expeeted-th
appoiht an Education Information Consultant who would be remponsible for
linking his organization with the local-educational information cen-tre.

There are perhaps- a.hali4--.dozen agencies in Ontario whigh- either
have or could realistically develop. the organizationar-struce and

1;45--basit-resources necessary to operate a complcgte informatiorstem like
that described above, including the Ontario Ministry. of Education, the
Ontario Institute for Studies. in- Education; and -several larger school
boards and,fabulties- of education: 8ack-up materials could be supplied
in,one of twd ways : the creation of a journal and microfiche,"Warehouse"
which would fill all orders for materials, inuc.h.' the way SMERC has done
in California, or through contracting-with OISE for the provision of
materials, most of which are ..currently held. by the OISE Library.

There are a number of advantages that would accrue to a- centralized

. r

informationinformation system. First among ,these is expense. Only-one set of
licity materials, one set of proceduies and one set of back-Up

resources would be required. As shown in Chapter -5, the cost of creating
two distinct search services considerably greater than operating a

..'.`single service with More than one search analyst. The second .advantage
,of.g centralized search service' is its ability to setand-'maintain -uni-
form standards, -thereby ensuring that educators are well served througki-

, out the province. Disadvantages of centrali;atiOn include the fact that
the ,financial burden:for .a111- fixed costs would fill on a single agency.. -
Another difficulty that i-niAt occur with a = centralized service ia5
Of responsiveness to local needs. Such.i,faiiiltre might occur because of

,
an emphasis that would likely beplaced -'on uniform standa ds- or its di-Stance
from and-lack of familiarity with situations encountered:by lienfs in otit-

kdying areas. p

1 'A4
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CoorcLis. iated Network

Ideally, a coordinated network of information services/ be composed

of services located in various types of organizations serving differen
types- of in all parts of the province. .These might include

.

faculty of education libraries se g academics, and school board educa-.
tion centres serving practising eduz-ators. Coordinaiion:of the services

y
would be provided by a board or council 'which would, among other thinis,

assess the accessibility of information in different regions and formulate

recommendations to its .itembers aimed at equaliiing- services. In all pro-
bability, a coordinated network would require-an outside source of funds,.:

such as the Minittry of Education: This would certainly be- the ,case if
its members were expedted to provide services to edutatOrs in external
organizations at the same rate, charged to their internal clients. It

.1 -
might be necessary to create a s:ystem of subsidies to "search services-
based on the volume of searches the"- conduct foi- clients in organizations
not haying their own services." The network would also require a source
of funds for providing-a central source of back-up_materials. _

irtually all educational: agencies mightWisli to participate in a
coordinated network of the type clegcribe21 above. In practice; hoigever,
membership might be limited to--larier school boatds,,,faculties of educa
tion, professional organizations, OISE, and the Ministry of Education.

-Smaller agencies that wouldbe unable to support an adequare information
service would- be served by the network, and equal access to educational
information throughout the province would therefore be assured. At the
same time, creation of a multitude of uneconomical small services would

'be prevented.

'Complete Decentralization' .yj

A totally "decentralized system fo-r providing information to Ontario edu-

cators would consist of numerous infOrietion services scattered thrcgigh:
out. province in school boards, faculty of, education libraries, and,
offices of government and professional organiztions. As we have_ noted,

this Process has already _begun:
Complete decerrtralization does have certain advantages over a fully-

IP -..
.1

centralized service. ---POr exculiple, clients find search services in their
own organizatiAuch`rnare accessible: than- .external Ones: This- phenome-

.non was noted. 'earlier; when it was discoVered that EISO's clients frOm _-

the Ontario Institute fol.:- Studies in Education-ha& a more positive view

13.5
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of the service than:did those--from outside of OISE. Also,. an internal

search senriceis _more to have staff who are familiar with the

problems faced by ,the members of-the organization, While a centralized"

system's
9

linkage agents or EICs can overcome thisproblem to some extent,
ho s

they are not a complete solution to the problem. -.Finally, wholly indepen-

de= search services can'exercise complete -control over theirs selection

of clients and the -type of service provided. In the long 'rim, this may

allow for greater specia.lizati,on and excellence. On the negative- side,
the presence of lat-ge number of searchservices. in Ontario would frag-

mentthe market, and few services would have_ the voltmle of customers that

. is needed in order to reduce the cost per search.to a defensible level.

Indeed, since the total cost for-a number of separate search services

would be greater than the cost of a single search service designed to

serve the same number -of ellen:es the se es. would have to attract even.

more clients than would a single search .service in order to equal its
.

cost per Search. In a situation such as this, an. unhealthy competiton

for clients might arise, and standards could fall. Finally, most inde-

pendent services would be unable to provide sUbstantial amounts of back-
.

up materials. -Their. clients would be-forced to turn to interlibrary

services 'in arcer to acquii-e materials: With charges for interlibrary-

loans _now app roachingl$10 per book clients Would pay dearly fOr the

cost .of inefficiency.- _

.ife-la.vo outlined three -options for organizing the Educational Infor-

'mati-cin System for Ontario in th-e- future. In the first .one, EIS& remains

a centralized' with facilities for the duplie.a40-n. of back-up
. 'materials.- In the second option, EIS°, is replaeediby a.-',91oun.c--4_1 whose

puiPosei are (1) --to coordinate the, activities of a relatively small
0..70ht,

number of mecliuffi-Sized infOrmation se "ces that are separately financed..
and operated, f2) to allOcate subsidies to the services , and

(3) to- finance a::centra.1.-..duplicatioir .serVice _toensure thatback-up.

materiaiS are readily avai3.able-. In the .final choiee, EISO is replaced(
by a large-number of independent information trviCes°, each separately
financed and, operated. Each. W01.1.1k1 also be responsible for prortErtg.."

. - 4

ck-up materials and setting its own standards,,procedures, d praTctices,

there would be no assurance that all segments- of On educati-onal

community would be eiai ia 1 1,y served.



.

In its first two years, the Eclu ticmal InfOrmati6n. System fOr On.tarip
has shown that a demand exists for the educational information contained'
in data bases which can, be earched by 6omputer, and that this information.

can be -effectivel dissemina d. In at least a w case, documented
evidence is available showing that prOvision oflinforthation
helped Ontario eduCators to develop ,and refine progi-ams of ethicatibn.
peciSions must soon be taken:-:concerning the proVision of educationa.1.-in.--

fci-rmatIon :if' the momentum EISO has achieved 'is'nOt to be lost.'

Conclklgr V
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. .

ng to our records, You Inducted a search through
the Educatlanal Information System-for Ontario (MO)

- during the last two months or so. As you.know. this is an
experimental SerViCle, and is part of a research project aimed
at learning more about the information needs of Ontario
educators, and how these needs can be met.
Could we impdse upon you to copulate the evaluation
questionnaire and return it to us in the enclosed self-
addressed and-stamped envelope. The questionnaire should
.take no more than few minutes to complete. All data will
be held in strict confidence and used only for research

Many thanks for your cooperation.

. .

Ethel Auster, Stephen
Principal Investigators

t.

RS. if you requested the search on behalf of another user,
please Ma this questionnaire on to the individual s"..,

concerned
.

ed for completion. .
. .

.
T

i
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The data collected from the user evaluation questionnaire 441
be used only for research purposes. To identify and attract
potentially interested users to EISO we must lino*: who is
now using the service; we must also identify and improve
weak areas in the smirch service.

Pleats reed each question carefully and indicate your
response with a check mark: CZ . -

1. Alai ) igti25 or under.
(2) 111113Y26 - 35
(3) 0 36 - 45
(4) 0.46 - 55
(5) 0 56 - 65
(6) 0 over 65

Search No. 1 i I
(1)

Topic

2. Highest earned degree
(1) 0 Bachelor's
(2) 0 Master's
(3) 0 Doctorate
(4) 0 other certificate

9.10 3. Please Indicate your primary professional role or function.

(01) 0 Administration or Supervision
(02) 0 Teaching
(03) 0 Pupil Personnel Services

. (04) 0. Research .

(05) 0 Field DevelOnirnent- .

(06) 0 . Ministry Regional Office
(07) 0. Library Services

(Check one only)
(08) 0 Private Consultant
(09) 0 Undergraduate Student
(10) 0 M.Ed. Student
(11) 0 Ed.D. Student
(12) 0 M.A. Student
(13) 0 Ph.D. Student
(14) 0 Other

-:4_ How many years have you been in your cu ent positionT
11) 0 less than one year 15) 0 '4 to 6 years

(2) 0 1 year . (6) 0 7 to ayears
.(3) 0. 2 years C--- (7) 0 10 or more years
(4) 0 3 years .

-



12,13

14.15

5:- Ha Vs you aver been en officer of a professional
organization? .

, (1) 0 Yes (2) 0 No

7. Have you written any professional papers for
publication or for presentation at erences in
thelast five years?
(1) Yes (2)

6. Are you a member oiany-profeissiorial organization ",)'
other than'those,requiied by provincial legislation? _

(1) Yes (2) No

;8. Have-you participated in an educational research project
- in the last five years?

(1) Yes (2) No

9. l& you now studying or planning to study toward
an academic degree?

Organizational Characteristics

(2) Not sure . (3)

11.1a 10. If you sib with a school board, please indicate
the level of your primary professional position.

.. ,

11. What is the mother.tongue of the majority of
individuali served by Your organization?

Otherwise, check "Not applicable ". (1) English
(1) Elementary grades only (2) French .
(2) Secondary grades only (3) Other:
(3) Eleinentary and secondary
(4) Central board office
(5) Other:

Ncl applicable(8)

144
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19,20
21,22
23.24
25,215

27,25
29:30
31.32
33.34
35.38
32.38

39
40
41.
42
43
44.,

45
48
47
48
49

Information Needs

"."z

/-

?..

-

.4

ar.

12. Please indicate (A) the amount of time per week you normally spend in obtaining information
`sources listed below, and (B) how valuable. the information gained fq:im each source' Is to you.

, -
(A) Approximate 'Cirri, ....-.. 7. (B) Vatu

Source . - Spent .(hiS.:Per-,Week)' ',;, Low ... , Medium Hiqh

urces

_

. _

a:. Human reso . , .
,,

'. .

b.;.0ffict!i4es, reports/ . 0...":-. :

e; -prof. organizations."' ..... .., .0.
-.' 1 d. Libraries and their holdings ..

e. Conferences 0 t.--: 711 O
journals, books. indexes, etc.

f.- Prof. rev. 1:3.ys Ei 0
9. Academic; prof. courses 0
h. Currie guides, texts .-

J. ERIC materials _

j. Other:-
(1) (2)

13. How often do you seek information for the following?
,

Purpose

a. To-keep abreast in the field
b. Assignments. term papers, or theses
C. Preparing or updating bibliographies
d. Curriculum develcfpment.
e. Program improvement
f. 'Preparation of speeches, reports, articles... ... ......
g. Research and development projects .

ti. Browsing
i. Personnel recruitment or evaluation

.

j. Policy development
lc. Other:

' Frequency.
Newer Sometimes Often

.

0 .

Very of ten

0 0

(1) . (2) (3) (4)

5.

7:

No'

4



14. How-did you first learn about the Educational
Information System for Ontario (EISO) and its
services? (Check one only)
.(01) 0. Brochure or-flyer -

-=102)30 .Advittisement
pm f.'D'ev. Day
(04) Cfassroom instruction
(05) Colleagues. '-

.

- (06) Ed.;Irrfoirriation Ccinsultant
(07) Library or Librarian
(08) .EISO staff member
'(09) 0 Cannot recall -.
(10) Other:.

15. Is a microfiche reader-available in your organization?..........

- (1) Yes .
.

(2). Don't know
(3) 0 No

Please indicate yoursatiifactipn with the following
elements of EISO. Feel free to comment in the space
provkled. .

17. Convenience of arrangements and adequacy of
directionsto obtain,E.ISO searches.
Comments:

18. Accuracy and comprehensiveness of publicity
. materials.'
Comments-

19. Adequitcy of directions for ordering copies of
materials listed in bibliography.

Medium High

0

0
(2) ' (3)Comments- (1)

s.
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20. gleforeusirig, EIS°, how helpfUldidu expect rr to be?
efit rii--Nen very Helpful 7-

(2) Somewhat helpful
(3) Very helpful

22.- Would you -use EIS° axial r;? 723. Dbyou think EISO, search
permaileot basis?

(1) D -Yes
(2) Perhaps
(3) 0

be offered one'.

TIMID@ who have completed
°thin. Oda* continue. --c

24. Please indicate the professional rola for which you
requested this EISO bibliography. For example, if the
bibliography was hued- to complete a course paper for
your M.ED. ybu would Check "M.Ed. student" although
Your primary professional role or function it in
administration. (Check one only)
(01) Cl Administration or Supervision
(02) 0 Teaching
(03) Pupil Personnel Services
(04) Research
(05) Field Development
(06) Ministry Regional Office
(07) Library Services

(08) Private Consultant
(09) . Undergraduate Student
(10) M.Ed. Student
(11) Ed.b. Strident

2) M.A. Student
Ph.D. Student

C3 Other:

0;1 _FJ:113-
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7

"

63.64

66
67
£3
153

70

'72

73
74

71,
. 76

-

C

25. ffow'reucadid you learn about your topic as a
result of the search? .'

4`.: (1)
(3)
(3}

.

0 Nathirigor very little
Some:- -

*A:great deal

How much additional informatiork do you still desire
concerning the topic that waSsearChle

(1) S 'NothingOr verry.tittle,
(2): Some
(3) A great deal

0 n.

26. How much did you learn about the Educational info,-
' ration System for Ontario es a result of ycouiseerch? -

.. (.1) Noth,..Inzorvery little
(2) -0- Some
13) great deal _

-7

28. How helpful was the inforrnartion provided as a: result of
your ElSO.seerch for each of the following activities?

'
'Helpfulness

Low Medium
,

is: Keeping *breast of the field 0 A,
b. Completing assignments, theses. etc. - ."
a. Preparing or updating a bibliography
d. Curriculum development
a. irriproving programs

._.

. f.. Preparing a speech, article or report
g. Undertaking or completing a-research or

development project
. , h..Browsing ..-7.

1. -Recruiting and/or evaluating personnel .?.

J. Developing policy ' '
k. Other: 0

)

0
0

(2)

High NA

_,a.

1St : D

0

3 *, (4) -

a

4e



a

,

J3

15

.16

to

4

. -
` .,''Ilease indicate your satisfaction with the following -

elements of your E(SOsearch. Feel free.to comment -'.

iriihe space provided below. ,, ; . . - ..: . .
.

p

:,

.
." c - ,./ - .

. . ..,.
) - .

, _

34.Time taken todetiver the EIS() bibliography-
_ .

-comnients:'

Satisfaction
1!"- NA

0

0

0

0

0

,.."

. Low

, -

T 7

._

Medium

:

...

f .

-

0

0

High .l -

>0

.

0

0

k-__-- - 9 ...
s

... -.

.

M. Time taken to deliver microfiche or paper copies.
..... ordered tram EISO. .

Comments: ..

: - 0
-

.,

37.- Time taken to-detiver microfiche or paper copies
ordered from ED RS. ,,
Commsints:

.

38. Value of bibliograPhYltself.
Comments:

0

0

0

39. Value of materials located via EISO bibliography.
Comments-

40. Availability of microfiche r-eaders,

-.

"Comments:

-.7\ . -
11) (2) (3) (4)

10 :

..

- .409." ,

.

. . . _ ' Z .

L



41:: Rase commck on both the good and bad cIpmanti
cr_your EISO search. Any cumastions you rnaIta

rds improvIrto the service ara welcomo.

. . .
Thank you for your time and cooperation.

Please return completed questionnaire to:
MO Search Analyst
OlSE Library, S218
252 Bloor Street West
Toionto, Ontario PASS 1V6 .

4

. .
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P
- , .Search No. i 0 A-

-r*

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR ONTARJO, Top ic

EERv _VA. 1_.!.."--7 -SHE:=_T

Search Request.

42. Red. T
43. Inl-vw. . T ,

7 13

44. Run

14

Purpose (01) Keep abceast..of field (07) Researchidevelopmer2-1- report

-02) Assignment,term,paper, thesis (08) Browsirig

(03) Prep., update .of b I iogranhy (09) Personnel recruit, eval. , sup.

(04) Curriculum development (10) PoliCy development

(05) Program improvement

(06) Prep. speech, article, report

46. Con ac.: (1)- In person (2) Phone (37

(11) Other:

47. Earljest:yr. q 'd-
28_

048.*No. ref. ci'd. T t , 49. Ref, exp.

30
.

50. Cit: known , -51. Price
t8, 40

52. Payment`-.(1) . Cash or cheque\

_Charge for search

(2 ) Invoice

o.
(3) Cost recovery

53.. Who paYs (1) E 150 (fre'e) .(2) Pequestor_ (5) Organ.

-01.4) Other

54. OISE charge Unit .

44

34

.,.
_____

-Search -

... 1'
.

55.. Intvw:, strat. 'tire . -min, 56.. System -(1) -SO C- (2) Lockheed.

46 _
.

57.- Data' base- (1) ERIC -(2)- Psych..Abs. ($), SS,C1 . (4).____LECEA
tb.'

(5): Diss. Abs. . C6) ERIC t PA' (7?...litRiC i- ECEA (8) ECEA-4- PA
, J

: :
(9). Other: ,

4
58. Connect time -r; , ,-,mina 59. Cit. Printed

. n :51

S
.151

I

60, Cost/citl.
- .







EISO Evaluation Data-sheet

61 61. Sit nt (1) Reguestor. (2) Search Analyst (3( E1C ) Other:

62. Date b j.
62

Materi,a Char .e

63. Cost/hr system , , , ,

-68

.
71 64. Payme (1) Cash or. cheque '*:(2) Irivoice

. .

.

-, 0,,,,i
.

772. 65. Who pays (I) (2;EISO ca rector (3). 'Org. (4) Other:

66. OISE Charne Unit J......r
73 .....

C

:4
, Materials .....

--s 67. N EISO fiche ordered , , , , '68. EISO art'cl ordered -, , , ,

, - 10

69: N EISO fiche order's filled by, PIS , , , ,,

1:3.
-

70. N'ElS0 fiche ordersijilled by other libraries
i 16

,

'

.71. N EISO fiche orders unfilled , ,

,

19
,

_

72: N EISO art'cl orders-filled by 01SE ai_LI:...t.
22

73. N EISO art'cl orders filled by other libraries -,
, ,

. ' 25
74. N EISO art'cl orders unfilled x_._t: .-

28
31. 75. EISO reader av'Ibl (1,..)

2
yes (2) Don't kno w ( ) '.

76.!Price first search ,

32

77. Please indicate the type of organization or institution with which user
e' is primarily associated by nlacing a check () -i-n, the appr'opriate space below.

34-35
,

A
'(01) preschool

----..-, (02) public board

(03) separate aboard
1, , ,

,

(04)___private school or board ,.-- .v
(05) CAAT.

.

,
,:,---7 _ ..-

' (06) Faculty of,Ed. or Teachers' College
.

._(07) Universjty

152
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EISO Evaluation Data-sheet
, (3)

1

'''.
/

(08) Ministry'of Education

1

(09) Professional Organization

(10) /Government (Not Ministry of Education)

-------: .._. -(11 )-/ Business-or industry

1 (12Y OISE Director's Office/Assistant Director's Office
1

I

(13) Finance -

(14) Computing Service
...

(15) Publications.

(16) Library

(17) R&D -

)

(18)

(19) Applied Psychology

.k: (2J) Adult Education /
( ,,-

(21) History & Philosophy

1 '(22) Computer Applications/Measurement & Evacuation

(23) Curriculum/Modern Language Centre

(24) Educational Planning
.

(25) Special Education .

(26) Sociology in Education

(27) Graduate Stud4es

(28) Field Development
,

,...

-(29) Other: .\_

Educational'Administration

78":.:4s the organization located in

36-37 (01) District or District Municipality (06 Hamilton

, 1

,,,(02) County or Renional Municipality (07) ',.Windsor

I

1

(03)---Metro-Toronto i. 4v._, (08) 'iudbury,,.

(64) Ottawa (09) 'Canada (outside Ontario)

I
(05) London (10) Outside Canada

.

3

.
.,. ..i,r.1

79. 'Is the organization located in the 80. What is thgcommunity the
38,39. 1 Northeastern Region (Region 3) of.- organization serves?.

, 1 .the Province of Ontario? .-

r (1) . Mostlyrural
1 - (1) Yes (2) Nok

.
, .7 ..

;

[
.

(2) Equally rural and urban

I (3) : Mostly urban

_

e.,?1_ 90



!

EIS() Evaluation Data-sheet
( 4 )

81. Who desipned the search request?

40" (1) Search Analyst

(2) OISE Field Centre. EIC

(3) Faculty of Education EIC

(4) Whistry of Education EIC

(5) CAAT EIC

(6) Not sure

(7) 'POther:

4 41 " c32. Sex fl) Male (2Y Female

.1 I
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PENDIX C: Adminnovation Article

N VATIO
with Robert O'Neill

tf

1

. SO *:INFORMATION kOR ACTION

idr b O'Neill is Superintendent of
velopTent for the London and
dleAw County , Roman altholic.

Separate School Board. Ruth von Fuchs is
the Searchs4nalyst for' me Educational
IIformatio'n Service for Ontario, based at

SE.
Editor: I understand you've used the

ISO service a number of times. What
es it do for you?
O'Neill: Well, for one thing, EISO

provide§ bibliographies with abstracts
t are a convenient an fast method ofii.fleeting background information that I

ecl or than one of my people nee:to
do '4 rricilum project. ;,;:::ii.

. g

. r:' How do you, go about re-

it,iirtg
information'from EISO?

iOT,Neill: 1. just pick up the phone and
dial; the number to get the EISO search

ifaly,ft, and we-'work out the search
ategy. until it feels comfortable to both
us. This is a prdeds of identifying the

,S:peCifit concepts or parameters of the
i' arch ,,2--- narrowing the Field by priori-

in,:khe aspects of the probLm. Then
eWillul into the computer \ syterri- to

se rei# either the Educational)Resources
In rmation Centre (ERIC) data, base, or

e f the others that's ava'!able, sucth as
yckolog,ical Abstracts: - ,-
Editor: How has it been useful in your

,.

O'Neill:: One of the best examples con-
.

rns our outdoor education .program,

* SO, The Educational Information Se f or
iario, is a research project at Ilk ( writ)
finite. for Studies in Education. funded under

commerwith the Iinisli, of kiduca,tion. Ontario.
For further information, 'contact:

1
EISO Search Analyst
OISE Library, S218
2.S2 Bloor Street West

s Toronto; Ont. MSS 1V6
(416) 923 -6641, Eitt. 487

0

2
r

_which we wanted to extent. I plugged
EISO and ran a-search on outdoor educa-
tion programs. Our outdoor. eduaion
teacher is now scan- ning the bibliography

there were 117 citations to piCk up
what is valuable to him. I've already scan-
ned it, and xve'll take a look at it together
in order to develop an idea of what we
ought to read and what we ought to do. it OISE the literature hadn't been
a` decision is made to revamp the pro- distributed yet so I phoned- the search .

grain, a committee will be fottned and,
they'll have the background -data
available right away. They feel coin-
fortable, wit h that and it makes my job
much easier since when people come to
my office with a curriculum problem,
they expect some kind of background in-
formation.

A0an administrator, just reading the
abstracts on EISO bibliographies gives me
a good feel for trends. It also gives me an
idea of the-resources a committee might
need, of that the implementation of a-pro-
posal might require. But EISO's major
use for teachers, resource personnel, and
coordinators, is for,getting background
information very quickly.

Editor: H o'w quickly?
. O'Neill: Within a week or ten days.

Editor: Has EISO saved you money?
rail you give me a specific example?

O'Neill: .1 think I, could give '-you
,several..One was a search dealing with
teacher evaluation. Using the abstracts
and subject .headings (they call them
"descriptors ") I was able to select three
or fo-ur representative types of policies
and guidelines, bring thein together very
quickly. look at local practices, and make
recommendations .° to Administrative
Council. This saved the cost-of staff
salaries that might otherwise have been
spent.

Editor: Would other levels of
educators find the service useful?

O'Neill: I've shared the concept with
other people and find that they accept-it,

15.

155

readily. I think theheavieSt user would be
the curiculum coordinator or consultant.
They're in staff positions and-d6n't have
line authority, so they have to depend on
their expertise for authority. I think that's
good, but it's nerve-wracking fora them to
have to say, "I've looked into this, but
I'm not sure I've exhausted !all the
possibilities."Now, they're not oing to
get everything that was ever writte out of
an EISO search, but at least they' e able
to identify major trends so they can
p teed with a pretty good background-.

1 'd_like _to see an EISO -search, request
'become a budgetritem for coordinators'
use. Principals might conduct searches
too, but in curriculum matters -they
usually' rely on coordinators for the
knowledge they can bring.

One caution: I think you have to be
aware of the fact thtt there are some
periodicals and, of course, some books in
the field of education-that aren't yet in-
cluded in the data base's searched by
EISO

Editor: I understand your Board is one
of the first to adopt the- use of the EISO

-search service as a regular method of ob-
taining information. How did you get"
started?

O'Neill: Well, I hada curriculunipro-
blem and S[ phoned OISE and asked -for
some help. Someone there told me about

analyst, talked about the. problem, and
ran a search. From that point on I haven't .
looked back in terms of using the service.-

As for the Board, we've adopted cur-
,vicvulum building models in the schools,
itnd we have good resources and staff. So
there's both p.demand for information
and the capabiThy to use it.

Editor: What about access to
documents and,articles mentioned in the
.EISO prini-oy4.do you order these from
E1SO?

O'Neill: No, 1- haven't had to, per-
sonally. Althouse College has an ERIC
microfiche collection in its library and I
have access to original documentation
there. If a person didn't have the Ioc4.1
resources" that Londcin and Middlesex
lia.ve, 1 can see that provision of articles
and 'microfiches would be an important
part of the service. The only problem is
getting paper . copies -of microfiche
documents,. These have to be ordered
through ERIC bocumentation Service in
the and that's not very convenient if
you only want a page or two.

Editor: Doesn't the S30 charge for an
FISO bibliography seem a bit high?

O'Neill: Not ifyou think in terms of
salary output to do the same job. At my
salary, for example; the cost would b,e
horrendous. But even in terms of the cost
of paraprofessional staff, EISO's charge
.is an inexpen e investment, especially
when you 'hat your personnel can do
with the information proviOd.

* * *
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4. 0/

LOCKHEED\DIALOG° INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SERVICE
f:tte Changesland Discount Schedules

(Eff,9ctive Tanuary I, 19 1)

b.

41.

I r

Over the past five years, with your help, encouragement, and support, the DIALOG.service
has grown tremendously - from 3 databases in 1972 to over 50 databases today. At the
same time we have svolved to our recently activated aura IBM 360/65 system -a, large and
extremely cost-effective system. AJa consequence, we are most pleased-to share wfth you
theses economies through a prograrnof reduced rates-arid volume -discounts which will go into
efforttifor%c/I-DIALOt; eustomers on-January-1,-1977. Also, an:optional minir-nurn and group
contract programs are_available which can provide_additional savings. The following!sum-

.
marizes these changes;-cletalli-; are included on the enclosed schedule. r

Reduced Rates. Chemical.Abstracts coRDENsA.rrs from $45 to X35 per connect
hour. 13IOSIS Previews from $65 to $45 per connect hour. TYMNHT and TELENET-
will be reduced from $10 to $8 and from S8 to $5, respectively, fbr the United States,.
Canada, and Mexico. .
Standard "No Minimum" Discount Service. - Beginning January 1._ in addition to the
above rate reductions, each password which accumulates at least 5 hours of service
per month will earn a discount based on total monthly usage (e:g., $5/hr for 5 -9.99

- hours; up to 515/hr for usage in excess of 9 ours per month). Usage on any or all
"of our 50 databases will count in determini e discount.

.

Special Minimum Monthly`Contrace. Those tomerswho'are able and ng to
guarantee as little as $200 /month search time will be provided a s contract
form on written request. The minimum monthly contract 'will all you to obt:"."in
even greater discounts as described on the attached schedule-

".

Special Minimum Monthly Group Contract.. Group discount contracts- are- available in
even multiples of5 passwords. The basic contract (5 passwords). requires a
$500 monthly grotto minimum, with higher discounts available for higher monthly
guarantees. -

"...k. .. .

Consistent with past policy, all years'of all databases will be continuously available online to
provide foss. maximum interaction and convenience. Also, the rates and discounts described
are applicable to all customers - industry 'as well as Govei*ment and not-for...profit org-ani-
zations. We invite you to price out your search requirements (or call us - 800/227-1960 -
and we will). We prciZlict you cvll.fipci that DIALOG gives you more for less. .

.t.

ockheed Information Systems. Toll Free .ZTumbers:
Code 5208/201 - Continental U.S. 800-227-1960
2251 Hanover Street( California 800-982-583k .

Palo Alto, CA 9430 Other 415-493-44110x 45412
Telex 346409

Decembeir 1976

a-
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RATE REDUCTIONS
The following rate changes apply for all DIALOG Retrieval Service customers:

Rate per Hour
m.

4 .

Chemical Abstracts CONDENSATES (1970-171. and 1972-76)
DIOSIS Previews
TYM5H.A.RE TN-IVINET
TELENET access

Old New
$45

65
10 -

8

$35
45

8
5

DISCOUNTS --STANDARD SERVICE (No minimums)
The following discount schedule is applicable to the total monthly search hours billed to a.
single DIALOG password;.---Billed connect time on any or all databases counts in determin

/lug the appropriate discount arnount. Discounts are computed incrementally. increasing
Liatith blocks of usage; and are automatically applied to each,password.- No advance pay:neat

-required, -- and -no rainitaurx usage per month is required.

Hours Billed Per Month Discount per Hotir Billed *,
0.00-4.99

,5.00-9.99
10.00-19499
20.00-39.99
40-00-79_99

. 80.00-1-

$ 0.00
5.00
9..00 -,

12.00
14..00
15.00

4

5EXAMPLElln a.given month, a DIALOG searcher accumulates tvoraty-six boulre of Connect
time in various databases.. The discount is determined by our accounting sys-

- tem' as- shown, with the result deducted from the bill.

Hours Discount Rate Discounted Hours Discount Applied

0_00 -4.99
5-00-9.99

10_0-19.99
20.00 -26.00
:TOTAL

$ 0.00
5_00
9_00

12.00

5
5

10
6

$ 0.00
25.00

, 90.00
72.00 _

26 $187.00

The total discount for the 26 hours is $187-00: If the 26 hours v.-ere usedto search a ,
file such as ERIC, then thb total scorch cost would be $463.150 (26 hr x $25 - $187.00),
an effective cost of slightly less than $18-00 per connect hour-

/
Additional savings are available ttrough a guaranteed monthly minixau.ro. contract, .as :
shown on the reverse side-

_

dDiscousits apply only 'to database connect houra\and not to telecommunication charges-
and/or charges for off-line prints_

-

"""

4.,

0

-
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LOCKHEED DIALOG elN1`01*MATION RETRIEVAL SERVICE

rascOTINTS --1VIINLNIUM GUARANTEE

This rate schedule is available by way of separate contract to DIALOG users who guar -
antee a minimum connect time payment of $200.00 a month or-more.. The discount per
hour is determined by the amount of the guarantee and the total number of hours used.
The advantage over the standard discount is that all search hours billed each month

. receive at least the discount stipulated inAthe:cdntract- Contracts should be requested
in writing from Customer Services. Requests should state guarantee level (e.g., $200,
or $460, or $800, or $1600; or $3200), and_period (6 month 1 year) desired. Advance

. payinentis not required, and guarantee levels can be inc o 30 days notice from
customer.

Flours Billed
per Month

Guaranteed T-Ton-thl -Minim -
200 00 800 68 3200 -

Discount per liour-Bi 1

0.00 -4.99 w-0.-.
5.00-9.99 5-00 $9.00 12.009.0010.00-19-99 . 14.t0 815.00

12.00 ...Ogg29.00-39.99 12.00
40.00-79.99 14.00 24.00 4.00 .../111111...011111110!

80.00.4. -15-0D 15.00 ;5.00 15.00

:-. - contract,With the the toital discount is $252.00, an increase of $65.00 as c pared'to
the standard discount of $157-00: Again,_ if the 26 hours w,ere used to search ERIC,
then the-total search cost would be $400.00 (ge IR x $25.00 - $252.00 = $3 .00-

_ $400.00 with minimum), an effective cost Of slightly more than $15.00 per connect
hour.**

.

A DIALOG -searcher signs- a contract guaranteeing payment for no less than
$400-00 per month. :The following month, 26 hours of connect time are
billed against the password...- The discount is determined by our accounti33g
system as shown, with the result deducted from the bill.

Y:lours-Billed Discount Rate Discounted Hours Discount Applied

0-0 -.943 , $ 9.00 i 5 $ 45.00
5. -9-99 9.00 5 . 45.00,

lo 0-19.99 9.00 - 10 90.00
20 0-26-00 322.00 6 72.00

7' 1,
1

.0 26 $252.00

-*The dollar amount specified sin the guaranteed monthly minimum is for connect time.
Including royalties- Charges for teleornmunica.tions and/or offp/ine prints do not

f-count toward the guaranteed monthly-lainimum or the discount applied-
**An earlier version'of this example carried an erroneous total search cost oft$398-
Please note the correct version (i.e., $400) above.

't
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GROUP DISCO/114MS - M/KINTTJM GUARAN-TEE

For those who wish to take advantage of the discounts associated with a minimum guarantee contract but require multiplepasswords, we offer a group contract. In this type of contract, all group usage counts toward the discount irrespectiveof use by individual passwords [tithe group. The group administrator Is mailed a summary invoice for group members(to which the discount Is applied) together with individual invoices,for each password.
The basic group consists of 5 passwords and requires a group rnirrInurn of $500 per month. Discounts are based on theamount of the guarantee. and the total hours billed, as with other DIALOG contracts. That is. a $500 guarantee withS passwords gets a $5/hr discount on the first 49 hours of service and a $9 discount on hours 50-99 (if used). Similarly.a 31000 guarantee with 5 passwords gets a $9/hr discount on the fIrst 99 hours billed. and a $12 discount on hours 100-299. Thus. the minimum, average requirement for a group contract is $100 per month per password. .

SGroups can be increased initially or during the course of a contract in even multiples of 5 passwords (1.e.. 5. 10. 25...eta.). For each successive level of S passwords.required, the minimum corresponding to each discount column doublesas do the hour ranges on which the discount is applied. Minimums can also be increased during the coarse of a contractto accommodate increased usage thereby deriving greater discounts. The table and example below clarify, this contract .1, .option. r' b. -

0

I
Hours Billed

per Month
N. ..;) Guaranteed 'Monthly Minimum

5500 I %----.e$1000 I $2000 $4000. $8000
Discount per Hour Billed

0-49
50-99 -

100-199
200-399

.400+

S 5.00
9.00

14.00
15.00

12.00
gOVS 9.00 jodiorr

Am SI2.00 17 514 .040/11)111

V

.4,$15.yz.
./...."--.4

12.00'
. /4.00
15. 00

14.00
15. 00 15.00404

f EXAMPLE! I
- BASIC GROUP DISCOUNT RATES.,(5 PASSWORDS)

Al! American University In College City. U.S.A. has 5 branch libraries and 4 reference desks. Theydecide to obtain discounts through the DIALOG system group contract for 9 passwords (i.e.. Level-2: 6-10 passwords).Since AAU typically does from $2800-3500 worth of business per month. they guarantee a volume of $2000 billable perMonth. The applicable discount rates are shown below.
During the first montb. 73 connect-hours arc logged for a total dollar volume of $3285 at standard rates (Including royal-ties). The appropriate discount per hour billed for all connect hours up to 199 is $9.00. For 73 hours, the discount isthus S657 (73 .t S9). The billable total for the month is $2629 ($32$_5-.S657).

11.

During Decerriber. because of holidays. only 43 hours of 'DIALOG searching was completed. totalling$2415 at standardrates. The discount applied is still at the S9 level and is $432 for 48 hours of searching. This brings the total to $1984(32426-5432).s Because of the-guarb.nteed minifnurn contract. the amount actually billed is $2000.
In June. a total of 213,search hours are loczed on DIALOG placing the discounts at the S9 level for the first 199 hoursand $12 for hours 200-213. Standard search costs for the databases searched amount to a total of 58307. The discountfor these 213 hours is thus S1956 (200.x $9 4- 13 x $12). resulting in a net billing of $6351. Discounts. of course, willbe computed automatically on monthly invoices.

GROUP LEVEL 2 (6-10 PASSWORDS) $2000/MONTH MINIMU1VI

Please send for a contract form- Stating- desired number of passwords. monthly group minimum, and contract term(6 months. 2 year). Or please call e0V227-1960 (500/982-5838 in California) and we will be pleased to work out what isappropriate for your group.

Hours 13i/led
per Month"

$2000
Minirnuni`

0-39
100 -199
300-399 -

Etc.

,/....S,9,.. 00, 1
12. 0.0
Et'..---s -

'Note: These values are simply double the basic
contract values since 9 passwords re-
quire a Level 2 group.

December 1.1976
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Ohlt Yea Hid Akit EISO? ,

afar* itidu finOcek;nsawt;effereiditioil infection:

Isaddbcgf hdp, If so:the Educa6cdal Inforrnation Syitem for,

.6060E193) mixt is lady tnassist by locating aldduplica

mg Marialicontaint4 k the collection of in', Educational

fisourcas, Information Carta (ERIC), and other data bass of

carat to alum'

ERIC? ') 4

ERIC ism iritaiaboin gathering and disseminatig network

conviadof 16iibitctipedisj deringhaises ocaating under

the of the U.S. National Intimater 5ducation. Thesusplas

(1 **dies collet irdeiard abduct research reiortS,

,conference picas, curriculunfingeridsand hantooks, inducting

p i n y from Caufpn sOurcesAl announce than monthly in

*wok Educetke (RIO. They also index Mae then

journals, indaTing26 from Cansia, fa the Current /nib ro ,

. *net in Education (0). Mall, the ERIC data base indudei

ale 200,000 refavies, to 040 almost 2,500 new references

ate* each month.

flow EISO H*?

s

4

; .

a.

a 01 I

piked Online. If the citationsare app thetomplete

set cirefgenbaaid abstracts are printed off -line and Mailetto,A

the requestor.

. Howidr4 Diu Si:rib:raker

. The computer Seiniiittself normally takes, fifteen minutas, but

Byseardring ttaERIC au base for Information on a particular

problem aara of nterayou an learn how °then hat

ipccoaced thfasue. EIS() provides direct acass to ERIC,

retrining references quiddy and inexpensively. Computerized

searches of Dissatation Abstracts, Exceptional child Education

Abstracts, Psychiogical Abstracts, Social Science Citation Index

and *Oka, Abstrzsare abosmilable. The service will be of.

;articular help to those waking under the praise of deadlines

Fe Wolk addresses animswth reports EISO will prove helpfui;

for planning and , it may prow irdisponsible,

How Doe EIS011ock?

A : a r c h r e q u e s t i s i t o the :arch aralyst, a specially,
v i r a l Wens Marian in the OISE Library, who rewords the

content to conform to a Iiit of djat healir; designed for

caroler 2211110 of the data base. Via a computer terminal,

, the search andyst querieithe data base. When combinations of

Itject !slings ace altered (e.g. remedial ruling AND tacha

ekes), !he rota of Mart Citations ad ample citations are

. .

follows a talkoa's with the siiiianalyst

podia. The arrives 'an working

. dais of *of a siinih

Hon MIA boa a Search Cist?

Theturrenicharge.for a cornplete literature search, including

consultation and aiited bibliography is 110.00.,

HoW Do I Obtain Ooanmants andhlides?

Docanents are amiable on microfiche from EISO at a charge of

1-35i per iche, whle par topic are available from the ERIC

Document Reproduction Soria, IEDRS) in the linited States.

P eg copies ofjourpl artides reavailable from EISO eta.

.:ifiarr of 1Cti Rot Orderlomsforboth dauments and

artidesrnll besenttoclie nts with the. E193 bibliography. .

Do I Ripest, Serth?

',..Complete the EISO krch Request Form on the oppoite page

:and mail it to the address bolo; phone the search analyit at

(416) 9236641 ext. 487; a make an appointment' with the

...search analyst at the EISO Sad Service Office located in the

OISE illoray on the saond %or of the OISE building,

Cdawit hams: Sofa
if you need replar *ides on your searchtopic, aecfthe search .

analyst about EISO's new watt awareness service, Chaps will

vary with the complexity of your search profile.

How Can Croats hist EISO?

Besides Rotifung a whit service, EISO is also a research proiect

looking into Ow infarnation rieds of Ontsio's educators, It will

be Fatly ipaeciatid if dients complete evaluition questionraires.

gee to be interviewed, if asked to do so.

Proofwdat acre ad to °nark linictry of Eduction:

Ethel Wird Saphal UAW, InatitItOrt.

,:."

'"Phone I I

. .

, knoiri(ifilwque Alyable to EISO is not enclosed):
'.

%

Search Topic

Grade,level(s)'

Detailed descripicaof topic
.

1 pry

4;

Reasonsia requesting searchillease be speciii,

giviN exarnpla of haw you hope to use the information):

'

Citatiors for relevant materials knconto,yoti, if any:

Pas mad atnpleted sarchappliation to:

EISO Search Analyst

OISE Library, S218

252 Woof Street West

Toronto, Ontario M5S 1V6

I
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APPENDIX F: EISO Order- Form for ptocopies of Jpurnal Articles. Instructions

. .

Edational Information
System for Ontario -
OISE Library, S218
252 Moor Strati-West

" Tororito- M5S 1VB
(416).823-6641 ext:487-

Order Form for,
Photocopies' of
Journal Articles

Instructions

1
For each article desired, enter journal information on the' grid on-the
following page. Samples below show where information required is listed
on the printout of your bibliography and'how it should be listed on the
order form.

Simple Printout item;

EA ST100 TM502226
Creativity and Body Image Boundaries .
Loshak. Lee J.Niliznikoff,, Marvin - Journal-of Personality

Assessment; 40; 1; 81-90 Feb 76
Descriptors: 'Creativity/. 'Body Image/ *Individual -

Characteristics/ Creativity Tests/ Higher Education/ Males/
College Student,/ .

,1 Studies creativity as it relates to body image, and examines
the communality of several creativity measures. (RC) ff

I-
Sample Order Form line:

Journal Name
Vol lasts*
No. -No. Noels) Data

V

Journal of Persona litir
Assessment 40 1 81 -90 Feb 76

c D.
...." . . .

Complete address section of form on';the following page (search number
if given at mop right corner of pink copy of Search Request Fdrrn and
also on thCt first page of the printout of your bibliography).

.

3
Retain 3rd (pink) copy of Form for your 'records.

4
Mail remaining copies to EISO.

When we, reply stating cost of order, send cheque or money order payable
to ELSO. The photocopies will then be,sent to yoii.
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APPhNDIX G: EISO Order Form for Photocopies of Journal Articlee-
,

X;

ar V
/

.

,
..).

.

.

.:,
4....---:

....

Journal NWT,' -..L.

- .

W. iSSIIII .

No. No. Page Es)

1.11111.1.14ak. Jilt `
imIl Arm4k.

-,
. .

. ..
_

...

..
. .

.
.,_

...
. .

____
-,...

.
4

.,

Educational informatier .
""....r

.Syttarn for Ontarjo
0 ISEILibraryyS 218
252 Blobr Street Wet.

,.%

Toronto M55 1V6 N'.,
(416) 923-6641 ext.487- d

Order Form. for
photocopies of
Journal Articles

yr

. .

7-'''
. .

./SkIP TO:

Name

,. -

-,..
9

a

..
.- 4

.

.

.

. ..

. f.

.
. . .

r

4 '
..

.
- .

. . ... A

.

. _

a
Address

. .

-
l

c..

.

. - / ..f.
.

. ,

Phone ( I -
.

Date - . .. -'

Search No
: ,.. ' .

- 1) EISO.

4.
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Ifa)PEIsIDIX I-1: EISO Order Form for Microfiche Copies Of Doeumentgl

=11=1:=

Educational Information
System for Ontario
OISE Library, S218
252 8.1bor Street West
Toronto M5S 1V6
(416) 923-6641 ext. 487

4

Order Form for
Microfiche Copies
of Documents

\ts rj-
SHIP TO:

Nam.

Address

Phone (

Date

Search No

Itructons
t Enter ED numbers in columns below
2. Complete address section at bottom left (search number is given at LOP right corner
of pink-copy of Search Request Form and also on first putt of ttrePrintout of 'Your
biblicifiraphy)

3. Retain 3rd {pink} copy of Order Form foryour records
4. Mail remaining copies to EISO s` - .
5. When we reply stating cost of order, send cheque or money order payable to EISO.
The microfiche copieswiUghen be sent to you. ;

ED NumbersED Numbers ED Numbers

J

.

. e

1) EISO

z

4
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APPENDIX I: EISO Order Form for Paper Copy of ERIC.Documents *10

MINIM NOW lq.1111111firair
Educational Information.
System for'Ontario
OISE Library. S218
252 Bloor Street West
Toronto M55 1V6
(416) 923.6641 ext. 487

Order Form-_
Paper Copy of
ERIC Documents
ERIC Document Reproduction Service
-P.O. Box 190. Arlington. VA .22210

a. Phone (703) 841-1212

SHIP TO:

Name .

Address

, ED Numbe;-
t_

...No.'of Pages Coit

O

Phone ( )
Prlas .

_ t. No. of Pawn bPrica Pm-tea:
01040.1) Or money order in U.S.-funds 1-25 5158 Fim 60 Pages 61.00.
payable to EDRS mart be enclosed. 26-50 51.95 Each additional

A _
. 51-75 S3.32 SO Pecos 60.50SO

- . 76-100
Dati Each additional 25 pages $1.27

S Postage

S Total' .

1.) EDRS

I

r



.APPENDIX Jj EI O Search Authorization -Form
,

''A . i :-
r-

,- -,
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION.SYSTEM FOR ONTARIO (EISO)

Search Authorization Form .
, (Cost-Recovery for OISE-Staff and Students)

i ._
.

...z.
Requ`estor --.:-

.,- 1;4
, ..-

0

Search No, !.

...... ....-.,

Unit or Dept.

4. . ,-.
4. - - 'I

. .

Authorization by Administrative
Officer or Unit Head

Account to be Charged.
(Line Item) (Project No.) (Dept. No.)

REQUESTOR COPY

I



APPElbfX : Journal Advertisemeni for EISO

40.

1 The-Educatignal
Information System for
Ontario (E1S0)
provides computer
generated bibliographies
to satisfy the information
needs of teachers,
administrators, and
researchers in education.
The EISO Search Analyst
can locate materials for
you in Dissertation
Abstracts, Educational

Resources Information eti
Center (ERIC) publications,
Exceptional Child
Education Abstracts,
Psychological Abstracts,
Social Stith Citation
Index and So logic 1
Abstracts, and p vide
microfiche or pa copies
of original material

To get fast, friendly,lexpert
help for your inform
problems, just write,
telephone or visit:

EISO Search Analyst
OISE Library, S218
252 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1 V6
(416) 923-6641. Ext. 487,

This research project is fundedTh
under contract by the

-eMinistry of Education, Ontario
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APPENDIX L: Poster for EISO

irne is
oney,

he saying
oeS.

ti

id0r,, for instance, the time it
s to search through indexeS
Resources in Education or _

sychological Abstracts for all the
ferences- about the topic you

We working on.

IrComputer can do that searching
less_ than one-tenth.of the time

!Would take you to do it manually.

I the 90% time saving worth
po to you or to the organization
tonsoring your work? If it is,
::ontact:

gSO Search Analyst
ISE Library S218
2 Bloor Street West
ronto, Ontario M5S lye
one: (41e) 923-6641 Ext.487 b.
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A GUIDE FOR USING THE
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR ONTARIO

Every Day In Every Way

Information comes in all shapes and formssorne desirable and some undesirable.
An alarm dock wakes us and a police siren stops us. Colors also give us informa-
tion. Red is said to send Mills on a rampage, but it brings traffic to a halt. Numbers
inform us as well, depending whether they're in the red or the black.

If we lived on a deserted island we would probably miss the varieties of inforrna-
tiortwe're accustomed to. Though with the difficulty most of us have keeping up
with the information that comes at us from all directioris, the prospect of a deserted
island has its own appeal. Nonetheless, most of us depend on information to make
sense of our work as well as our private lives. Arid part of our skill as persons and
professionals is learning to get the right information from the right places at the right
times.

'A doctor, for instance, knows how to identify and measure your vital signs in
order to diagnose a malady. The ability to diagnose and to treat requires a good deal
of information. The effective doctor considers the obvious signs of illness: 'appear-
ance? appetite? elimination? body temperature? reflexes? Internal information is ob-
-tallied by testing blood, urine or taking x-rays. If the elementary questions don't
produce' enough information, or it's contradictory, the search goes on for more
specific answers. All this is done to search out the kind of information by which a
diagnosis can be made. When the answers are available to the right questions, the
doctor uses the information to plan a course of treatment that corrects or-controls
the malady.

1
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Educators, Like Doctors
Effective educators, like doctors, ask for information'

_in order to find out and hopefully apply appropri- .

ate solutions. As an eduCator. your question maybe as
straight-forward as how many ways there are to teach,
new math, to more complicated questions about pro-grams for parents of. emotionally disturbed pre-schoolers.

For answers to questions like these, you should know
ERIC.
ERIC Isn't a Dotor

. .

ERIC stands for Educational Resources Information
Center. It's a library of computerized information deal-
ing with all aspects of education.

Now if this is old-hat to -you, and all you want to
know is how to get istprmation from ERIC. skipover to
page-9 for directions. If ERIC. is nal to you, don't skip,.
but continue reading.

So ERIC (the Educational Resources Information
Center)- is a computerized library. It includes. over .
200.000 reports and articles on education. Among that
inform. atron, material on these broad areas is available.

...Career Education .

Urban Education
Early Childhood Education -

Education Management
Handicapped & Gifted Children
Higher Education
Information Resources
Junior Colleges
Languages & Linguistics
Reading & Communication Skills
Rural Education & Small Schools
Science, Mathematics & Environmental Education
Social Studies/Social Science Education

°Teacher Education
Tests. Measurement & Evaluation

2

Over 2,500 new items are. added each rnorith tokeep
ERIC up to date. These additions are published monthly

173
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in Resources in Education (1966 on) and in Current In-
dex to Journals in Education (1969 on).

ERIC is operated by the National Institute of Educa-
tion in the United States. But ERIC isn't entirely Ameri-
can: Its computers also include Canadian, educational L-

a terature and infonnation from abroa'cl.
ERIC lkEISCi Go Together

Along with ERIC is EISO. EISO stands for Education-
al Infoitnation System for Ontario. EISO, pronounced
eye-so by its friends, makei it possible for you in Om-tr-
io-to use this huge ERIC library. EISO was begun in
1975 by the Ontario Ministry of Education as a service

sand research project. The computer terminal is in Tor-.", onto in the library of The Ontario institute for Studies
in Education. -
Who-Uses EISO?

EISO, or Educational Information System for Ontar-
io, has been used .by teachers, principals, students.
superintendents, librarians, Educational Information
Consultants and civil servants_ They0e used it to obtain
in/ran:nation for reports, for theses, for public addresses
and for planning and decision making.:

You can use it too.
If you're still -not sure EISO can get the answers toyour questions or mare likely you don't know

how to ask questions of a computer. read on.
How Do You Ask A Computer Questions?

So you think EISO can provide the kind of help you
could use. But how do you send questions to a compu-
ter?

There's a special librarian at EISO to help you get the-
information you need. Because the library is computer-_
ized, that person is called a Search Analyst. But don't let
that scare you. You can write or phone or drop in to see
the Search Analyst at EISO for a.nistance even if this is
the first time you've used the service. There are also
Educational Information Consultants in parts of Ontar-
io who know hoiV the service works and are happy to
help you. But if you're on your own, this is your best -
guidelo EISO.

sr

You're probably familiar with the way card files in
the library help you kind printed material. You know
abou0ooking up information by author, title. and sub-
ject. The equivalent of the card file for using ERIC is a

'special dictionary called the Thesaurus of ERIC Descrip-
tors. Now if pronouncing Thesaurus .makes you lisP,
call it the BOok of ERIC Descriptors.elt lists key words-
related to all the educational liter,ature found in ERIC.
The descriptors are in alphabetical order, and each des-
criptor is followed by a cluster of other terms to help
you see if the computer's ,interpretation of the word
matches your own. The clusters include. Broader Terms
(BT). Narrower Terms (NT), Related Terms (RT) and
what- the main word is used for (UF). The date the term
was firsi -added to ERIC is also indicated. Here are two
examples: .

REMEDIAL READING
NT Corrective Reacting
BT. Reacting

Remedial Courses
RT Reading Centers

Remedial Instruction
Remedial Reading Clinic;
Remedial Reading Programs
Retarded Readers

Jul. 1966

TEACHER AIDES Jul. 1966
UF Teacher Assistants
NT Bilingual Teacher Aides
Br Paraprofessional School Personnel
RT Differentiated Staffs

Programed Tutoring
School Aides
Science Teachers
Teachers --
Volunteers

There are other sections in the Thesaurus to-help you
pick out, appropriate descriptors. The Rotated Descrip-
tor Display splits multi-word descriptors such as Stu-
dent-Teacher Ratio into single words and arranges them
alphabetically.

tir
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The Search Analyst at Ei50 uses the Thesaurus of
ERIC Descriptors. EISO's -Educational Information
Consultants ha them too. You can ask the EISO
Search Analyst where you can purchase one for your
professional library.

EISO Search Analyst
OISELibrary, Room S218 .
252 Bloor Street West
Tor(416)

923-6641 ext. 457 k-Onto, Ontario M5S 1

Impertinent questions get impertinent answers. That's
why it's important to write down your question and re-
lated personal or geographical names, test names, spec-.
ial terms, sponsOsaing bodies and any other details that
can be used by the-computer.

Then get in touch with the Search Analyst. Together,
you can put your question in a form ERIC will under-
stand.
A Search Warrant

Having thought about your question, and having
chosen some key words. you're ready to, request -a
search. The Request Forms are similar to the following
sample. You may obtain them from the EISO office,
from the Educational Information ConSultants, or this
sample may be copied. Even a letter will do.

The Search Analyst
The title, Search Analyst, refers to the person who

conducts the actual search on the computer terminal,
and isn't to be confused with the noted- doctor from
Vienna. Adept search analysts are worth their weight in
silver, and the one at EISO is of the sterling kind-
. Ideally, you'd-sit down withher todiscuss your ques-
tion and be present as the computer responds. The next
best thing is for you and the Search Analyst to have a
phone conversation before the search begins, especially
if this is the first time you've used the service. This can
be important because putting your question to the com-
puter is a skill of its own and the Search Analyst per-
forms a sort of bilingual feat enabling you aittaqh,t. e com-
puter to communicate. if she has a clear urtJ tanding
-af the kind of information you do need, and of what
you do not need, and of howyou plan teruse it, then she

1
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-if
EISO SEARCH REQUEST FORM

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR ONTARIO
1) -Name:

Address-
2) invoice (if payment is not enclosed):

Phone-

3) Search Topic:. Grade level(s) Year(s) to be searched
Detailed description of topic

o

4) Reasons for requesting search (PlepSe be specific, giving examples of how you hope to use theinformation),

5) Citations for relevant materials known to you, if any

Please mail completed search application to
EISO Search Analyst
OISE Library, Room S 218
252 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1V6
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can use her ingenuity, on your behalf, to get exactly
what you ...sant:

WhatELd tif Aifnwer.WIII I Get?--
T h e - a r i s w e r w i l l in-the form of-a list of-Jour:I-afar-

tides and doctirn is with their abstracts. To a question
you could get a ist of 115 references which could well be
100 more than you want'. That's why the computer res-
ponds at first only with the number of references. When
the number of references looks manageable, the compu -.
ter is then asked forlactual titles and details.
How Long Does It Take?. -

If you've given sornt thought to your question before
. you contact the Search Analyst, the actual search on the

computer will probably take leis than 15 minutes. The
computer gives its answers back on what's called a
printout. The priatoutkvill be sent to you as quickly as
the mails allow. You slinuld allow a week.

The cost of a search, in the 530 -$40 range, pays for
'your conversatian;With the Search Analyst, the actual
computer time and the final bibliography. This rate may
change, so confirm it with the Search Analyst. If you
asked three distinct questions, that would constitute
three separate searches and you would be charged ac-

, cordingly. You may be invoiced.
Again, What's Your Question?

How Much Does It Cost?

It's easy to restrict your question in certain ways so
you don't get swamped with a bibliography as long as
your arIrt.

Let's say you want EISO to obtain for you informa-
tion on The Use of Teacher Aides in Remedial Reading.
Teacher aides is an obvious descriptor. That's typed-
into the terminal by the Sea?Ch Analyst and the compu-
ter responds with the number of references to that. Say
there are 851 refeiences to it. Then youchodse remedial
reading programs as a descriptor and,that's given to-the

0

computer. The reply comes back that there are 509 ref-erences. You can tell immediately that, for your purpos.-
es: both these lists are too long: And besides, you wantthem connected. By asking the computer to link teacheraides AND rernedial_reading 'programs, the computer-
would indicate there are 11 references to the combined
topic. You could then request the eleven references withtheir abstracts.

The kind of reasoning you've just performed is called
Boolean logic. We use it every day, but we rarely give it
such a fancy2label. The 'mind' of the computer works byBooleln logic, and it means the computer is able to linkinformation in.three ways:

' 1) AND

3) NOT
2) OR

Reconsider your hypothetical question abotit The Use ofTeacher Aides in Remedial Reading. First you asked forail the references to teacher aides. There were 851 of
them. Then you asked for references to remedial reading
programs and were told there were 509 of them. Because
it was important that you get the relation of teacheraides to remedial reading programs. the Boolean link
AND was added. You -were told there were 11 referencesto the combined topics.

But suppose you had hoped for more than 11 referen-
ces. Then the Boolean link OR can be used to make thelist longer by adding a qualifying deieriptor such as
paraprofessional school personnel in order to includere-
levant references not indexed under teacheraides.

Or supposing your interest -is only in the elementary
school level, the computer can. be -asked to exclude all .
references to secondary schools.'*The Boolean link NOTcan be used to exclude irrelevant rLicaces.

This ability of the computer to link and exclude Ertfor-
mation, at the press of a button, surpasses the versatility
and alacrity-of the most dazzling librarian you're everlikely to meet.

Here's a graphic explanation of the Boolean way, oflinking information:



Teacher Aides
n = 851 \
Remedial ReadinV
n = 509

Teacher Aides AtklD Remedial 'Reading
n_ =11

- Notice the 851 references,to teacher aides include 11
references that also deal with remedial reading, and 840
that do not. Conversely, the 509 citations for remedial
reading include the same 11 references that have bigh

.
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terms as descriplors, and 498 that are indexed only
under the orir term. remedial reading.

The Computer's Reply
The computer's search-for material to your question

takes only -a few minutes. The replies come first in the
number of references. When you or the Search-Ana-
lyst on your behalf are satisfied that the number of
references looks manageable, the computer is .asked to .

give titles. Those references with their abstracts form a
bibliography printed out by the computer. The printout
plus an explanation is mailed to you. A partial printout
is shown on the next page.

So I Have A Bibliography
.

So you have a bibliography printed out by the com-
puter. You still need to get hold of the.actual articles and
documents you want from among that list. The titles
you choose may be articles frorh educational journals..
monographs or papers read at Conferences. The printout
indicates which form the material is in. If the title is pre-

. ceded by EJ and a number.. for instance El 090 471. you
knoW it's a Journal article. if the title begins with ED and
a number. that signifies a report or document. The ED is
derived from educational document whereas EJ refers to
educational journal. But an explanation accompanying
your printout will explain all that to you. Your nearest
university or public library may have the material you
want. If not, it may be ordered in the following for-
mats:

1) microfiche of documents
2) photo copies of journal articles
3) papercopies of-documents made from microfiche

Before ordering, ask yourself these questions:
1) Do I have access to a microfiche reader?
241-low quickly do I need the material?
3) How do I plan to use it7
4) How much does it cost?

-

-k
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The Use of Teacher Aides in Remedial Reading
Partial Printout

Journal Reference
ERIC ACCESSION NUMBER
CLEARINGHOUSE ACC. NO.

TITLE

PUSUCATION DATE
SOURCE
DESCRIPTORS.
DESCRIPTORS
I3E.SCEUPTOFIS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS

. -

ERIC ACCESSION NUMBER
CLEARINGHOUSE ACC. NO.
TITLE

_

PIJSUCATION DATE
ISSUE
INSTITUTIONAL NAME

- ED'RS PRICE
DESCRIPTIVE NOTE
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
DESCRIPTORS
ABSTRACT.

71
17272
MONS. JUDITH

USING PARAPROFESSIONALS arytig ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL FIEADING PROGRAM
DEC 73

. KAPPA DELTA P1 RECORD: 10: 2: 57
4. 'ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

'PARAPROFESSIONAL SCHOOL PERSONNEL
TEACHEFT AIDES
:READING PROGRAMS
'PERSONNEL SELECTION
JNDIVIOUALIZED PROGRAMS .

.REMEDIAL READING PROGRAMS

'Document Reference'
1..,..4E0037157.9

ECOOSAII
ItOJECT FOR PREPARING TEACHER AIDES TO
FACILITATE A TUTORIAL READING PROGRAM WITH
EMPHASIS ON PERCEPTUAL TRAINING FOR PRIMARY
SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN OF LOW SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS. FINAL REPORT.

EB 70
RIETOAUG.
VIGO COUNTY SCHOOL CORP.. TERRE HAUTE. IND.

.EDRS PRICE MF-S13 HC-S329
-23P.
'DISADVANTAGED YOUTH
"EXCEPTIONAL CHILD EDUCATION
PERCEPTUAL MOTOR LEARNING
PRIMARY EDUCATION
PROGRAM GUIDES
"REMEDIAL READING PRQGRAMS
'TFACHER AIDES
'TUTORIAL PROGRAMS
DESCRIBED IS A TRAINING PROGRAM TO PREPARE TEACHER AIDES TO TUTOR IN -A REMEDIAL RElIC47.0.PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN OF LOW SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS. INSTRUCTION EMPHASIZED EARLYCHILDHOOD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. VISUAL MOTOR PERCEPTION TRAINING. LANGUAGE ANDAUDITORY DEVELOPMENT. AND EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT. TRAINEE SELECTION. THETRAINING PROGRAM. ITS USE IN THE REGULAR SCHOOL PROGRAM. AN EVALUATION OF. THE PROJECT.AND RECOMMENDATIONS ARE DISCUSSED. THE COURSE CURRICULUM. WITH SUGGESTED TEACHINGTECHNIQUES. MATERIALS. AND APPROACHES TO CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT. IS INCLUDED, (JM)

8
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Ordering Microfiches
The word microfiche is pronounced 'micro-feesh'. Incase you've never used a microfiche. its a celluloid cardabout 4 by 6 inches in size on which a great deal of

printed copy appears in miniature. When placed in amachine called a microfiche reader, the condensed copy_is. enlarged-on-a screen foreasyr eadin An" a v e ragereL
. port can be condensed on 1 to 3 of these eards since onecard includes up to 96 pages of text. Ordering micro-

fiches, of course,' assumes you have access to a micro-fiche reader. Your library may have one. Each micro-
fiche from EISO costs 35c. Based on the information in
your printout, order microfiches froin:

EISO Search Service
OISE Library. Room S 218
252 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1V6
(416) 923-6641 ext. 487

The mic rofiches will come to you promptly in the mail.
Ordering Photocopies

5'

Photoc-oples of journal articles may be orcfe-red at a
price of 20c per page from EISO.
Ordering Paper Copies of Documents

Paper copies, sometimes called hard copies, are dis-
tinct from ordinary photocopies in that they're made
from microfiche originals. This service takes more timeand costs more than ordering microfiches from EISO.It's offered by ERRS in the United States. Their address

ERIC Document Reproduction Service
P.O. Box 190
Arlington, Virginia 22210
(703) 841-1212

The cost must be pre-paid in American fund.
It's In Your Hands

The =aerial comes to you in the iorrrt you requested.EISO and ERIC have done their part in obtaining the

9

educational information you asked.for. It's now in yourhands.
Complaint Department

EISO (that's Educational Information System forOntario) can do remarkable things for you. It can ob-tain for youvaluable anti hard-to-find information'inesi-pensively and at impresSive speeds. It cannot, however,
answer all your educational questions. Elut then youdidn't really expect it would. Vague questias inevitablyget vague ahswers. If your question isn't the sort" ERICcan answer, you'll be told so.:There may be other ways
of answering your question and the people at EISO arecommitted to-helping you.

If you have a complaint. don't grumble about it toyourself, get in touch with the Search Analyst about it.The buCk stops there.
EISO Search Analyst -OISE Library. Roonl S 218
2:5,2 Bloor Street West
Toronto; Ontario M5S 1V6
(416) 923-6641 ext. 487

i he's IN CONDUCTING A SEARCH

.1. WRITE OUT YOUR QUESTION.
2. GET HOLD OF A ThiESA EMUSOF ERIC DESCRIP-

TORS. IF POSSIBLE_
3. CHOOSE DESCRIPTORS AND KEY WORDS.
4. SEND IN YOUR SEARCH REQUEST TO THE EISO

SEARCH SERVICE.
5. RECEIVE PRINTOUT WITH REFERENCES ANDABSTRACTS.. -
6. ORDER THE ARTICLES AND DOCUMENTS YOUWANT.
7. MAKE USE OF THE INFORM/1.. TION. GOOD



A list of explanations of abstruse, arcane, dialectal and technical terms known as a

GLOSSARY

Abstract
' - an informative. short summary of the subject and contents of a reference.

---- -Yu -.
the key word; And phrases that set the computer 'thinking'. They include subject terms, test names, authors and

descriptors.
Boolean logic
- two ideas may occur individually (OR)' or must occur together (AND), or must not occur together (NOT).
Organizing relationships between datain this Fashion is Boolean logic. Computerized searching of ERIC operates in
this way.
Broader Term (BT)

part of the notes of each descriptor in the Thesaurus referring to a subject heading that's more general than another
heading. For example. reading is a broader term than remedial reading.
CUE
- initials fort Current Index to Journals in 'Education, an index to current educational journal articles; published
monthly by ERIC.
Citations

the references that may be retrieved on a particular topic.
Clearinghouse
- centres where current educational
published monthly iri CIJE and RIE
Childhood Education.
Client
- you, as user of E1SO services.
Data base. .

- alt the information- stored in a
bibliographicardata.
Descriptor
- a term that-Upon being sent to the computer will elicit all the references to it. The approved terms for ERIC& data
base are found in the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors.
ED number
- the accession number for ERIC documents. It identifies a doCument in the computer. These numbers appear in the
Resources in Education index and on the computer printout.

material is indexed and abstracted on its way to the ERIC data base.-Additions are
Of over a dozen clearinghouses, one example is the ERIC Clearinghouse on Early

compther. It's also called a data bank arid can refer to either numerical. or

10



ERRS -
- the ERIC Document Reproduction Service where paper copies of material on microficbes can' be ordered.

-
. _ .

- resource persons in various parts. of Ontario acting as Ed`.., on4al Information Consultants. They have special
,

knowledge of how EISO works. 1 , - - - -

- 3.. ....

- the Educational Information System for On'tario.-provi
education.

suteriied information about all aspects of

El number , - .

- the accciis' ion number identifying a journal reference
L

th
Education and on the computer printout.
ERIC /

e It a to.fou rnaLsin
f'

- the Educational Resources Information Center in the USA: It oroduces.rhe known as RIE and CIJEas well as
the magnetic tapes that make up the ERIC data base. -,
Hard copy . .

- also known as paper copies. Thelgarls,rnade from microfiche originals.
Hits
- the number of useful references retrieve-CI by the computer.search.
Identifiers
- subject terms, proper nouns.
approved list in the Thesaurus of ERIC DescriOcors.

c

6

including personal, geographical or test names used like descriptors, but not yet on the

Microfiches
- celluloid cards on which up to 96 pages of ordinary type can be miniaturized. A microfiche reader is required to
make isSe of them.
Microfiche reader
- a machine that enlarges a microfiche aid projects it on a ground glass screen for easy reading.
Misses
- the number of potentially useful references in the computer nor retrieved.
Narrower Term (NT)
- part of the notes for each descriptor foimd in the Thesaurus referring to a subject heading that's more specific than
another heading. For example. remedial .readiniis a narrower term than reading. -

,r
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Off -Ibis
- the printing of references retrieved by a search at the location of the computer rather than on the Search Analyst's-terminal.
OISE
- The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education in Toronto. Ontario, where EISO is located.
_On-line _ _ _ .
- the direct communication between the Search Analyst's terminal and the main computer.
Printout
- the cgrnputer's reply. It's a list or bibliography-76f references with derails about each title.
Reference
- a unit of information on any particular Ionic. Also called a citation.
RIE
- F4sources in Education, an index published monthly by ERIC on current educational documents and reports.

'Related Term (RT)
- part of the notes for each descriptor found in the Thesaurus indicating one term is similar to another, thoUgh neitherbroader nor narrower.
Relevance
- the appropriateness of a computer reference compared to what you requested.
Rotated Descriptor Display
- a section in the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors in which each descriptor is listed in alphabetical order according toeach,of the words in the term. For example, remedial reading would appear under both r edial and reading.
Scope notes
- explanations of the way ambiguous terms are used in ERIC.
Search
- the process of requesting information from the computer.
Search Analyst
- the person who's experienced in using the computCr search system, answering questions about education, andobtaining for you the information you want.
Terminal
-a specialized 'typewriter' that uses the telephone to link the search analyst with thecomputer.
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors

a special dictionary of words and terms, specially compiled to be used with ERICs data base.
Used For (UP)
- the Thesaurus abbreviation for sync,nyrniisInClicating what term is used for indexingmaterials on a given' topic.

12
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APPENDIX N:

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR ONTARIO

a.

1. Institution:

Interview Schedule for ERIC Surz3ey-

2. Phone number:

3. Person contacted:

4. Position:

5. ERIC, c4Ilection complete?

tat

If not, many fiche?

what topics?

What level of demand is'there?.-
.

6. Do you supply on-line bibliographic searches?

To whom?
h.

What price?

What is your volume ?,



APPENDIX N (Cont'd.)

7. If not, do you refer others to search services in your area?

8. Do you supply fiche copies of ERIC fiche?

What is your volume?

9. Do you supply paper copies

If no, are reader-printer s

10. Comments:

of fiche?

available?

185



APPENDIX 0:

ti

institutions and Individuals Contacted in
'Survey of Search Services Searching -ERIC

4

Alberta Dept. of Education

"Alberta Education Library,
705 Executive Building,
10105 -7 109 Street,
Edmonton, Alberta. T5J 2V2

-(403) 427-2985

Ms. Catharine Perry, Librarian

Brandon University

Education Library,
Brandon, Manitoka, R7A 6A9

(204) 728-9520

Mr. Terry Mitchell, Education Librarian

Calgary Board of Education

Professional Library,
307 - 55th Ave. S.W.,
Calgary, Alberta,

(403) -253-7271

Ms. Jane Webb

T2H OAl

alhousie University

Killam Memorial Library,
Halifax, Nova Scotia.

(902) 424-3601

Me. Janet McNeil, Reference. Librarian:,

Dalhousie University

Mc Donald Science Library,_
Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Mr. Frederick Kennedy, Librarian.k
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APPENDIX 0 (Cont'd.)

2 -

McGill-University

Education Library,
Montreal,,Qu'ebec.

(514) 392-8849

' Miss Elizabeth Minnie, Reference Librarian

McGill University

Medical Library,
3655 Drummond,
Montreal, Quebec.

(514) 392-4339

Maureen Wong, Computer Librarian-Reference

Memorial University

Library,
St. John's, Newfoundland.

(709) - 753-1226

Mr- Marshall Clinton, Head Information Services

Mount. Allison University-

si ruin Library,
Sackville, New Brunswick.

(500_ 536-2046

Miss)Eleapor Magee, Head Librarian

lova Scotia 'Teachers' College.

f

Library,
Truro,. Nova Scotia

(902) 895-5347

Mr. Pala Tiwana Acquisition Librarian
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The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

252 Bloor Street, W.,
Toronto, Ontario, m5s44.v6..N

(416) 923-6641 sa7--

/.91;-

Miss Jan Schmidt-, Public Services Librarian

Ms. Ruth von Fuchs, EISO Search Analyst

St. Mary.'s University

Library, - ;

Halifax, Nova Scotia.

(902) 422-7361

Mr. Murray'Baillid, Refereri6e Librarian

UniverSite Laval

_Bibliottlque Ggngral;
Quebec, P. Q.

.(418) 656-2888

M. Claude Bonnelly, Direct.eur Service_de ReTerende

Upiversitg de Montreal

Bibliotheque de la FaculeZ dIgducation,
Montreal, Quebec.

(514) dma43-2742

:Liniversite de Sherbrooke'

Biblidtheque Ggngrale,
Sherbrooke, Qii-ebec,,

(819) 565 -5457

M.,Roger Bernier, Directeur, Service de:Reference
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APPENDIX 0 (Cant d. )

University. of Alberta

Education Library,
Edmonton, Alberta.

(403) 4323770

Ms. Lynn-Parker

_University, of British Columbia

.Faculty 'of Education,
Nal-woUver, British Columbia:-

(600 228-6229

Prof.-E.- G. Summers

University of British Columbia

Main Library,
Vancouver, British Columbia.

(604) 228-2725.

Miss Marilyn Dutton
Social Sciences Division, Librarian

University" of Calgary

Main Library,
Calgary, Alberta.

(403)-7 284L.6221

Mr. ..aldrich Standera
.-

University of ManitOba

-Zducation:LibrarY,._
.Winnipeg; Manitoba,'

1

Head Librarian

R3T 2N2

(204) 474-8725

Mr.-Patrik Shanks, Head. of Reference



APPENDIX 0 Cont d,. )

. .

_University of New BrunA.l.ck'

Harriet Irving 'Library,
P. 0. Box 7500.,
Fredericton,- New Brunewick, E3B .5H5

(506): 453-4742

Miss Gertrude Gunn

-M Ja.net Phillips

University of Saskatchewan

.Main Library,
SaSkatoon.; "Saskatchewan

(306) 343-4293

Ms. Lydia Friesen, Reference

Universit5; Torcinto

RobartsLlbrary,
Toronto , Onta.rio

(416)...978 -6215
.

York University

Sheppard SearP11. Editor.-

Steacie Science Library,-
_.. 4700 Keele -Street,

Toronto; Ontario

(416) 667-3927

Mr. Brian Wilks, 5cience Librarian
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SM ERC

SAN mAtgo.COVNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION
,

RESOURCE GUIDE
floes the world of EDUCATION

415 364-5600

EDUCATION RESOURCES CENTER

. :333 MAIN.STREET
REDWOODCITY, CALIFORNIA 9406'3

Mo.
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Curriculum Guides;



The collection and dissemdnation of curriculUm-guides has been a concern of

California educators for many years. It has always.been difficult to'obtain
copies of-the guides, and; after collection, the physical task of providing

copies to interested partieshas been virtually impossible. Because-of these
problems, .the guides have not always teen available.

The San Mateo'CoUnty Educational ResoUrces Center -(SMERC)7offeed-lts.:serOlOeS.

to the County Superintendents ofSchools as:a-Collection and-disSemination,.

agency. It was the.intent to provide:a Yearly catalogue listing all of:those-.

guideSsubmitted by county and local educational agencies. This is-the second

volume of the Curriculum Guide series. The first volume, the 1974 edition...
published in 'January, 1975, is still- available from our office at a, cost of

$3.50.. ,.--7 '-- , .

'..Tpe Curriculum Guide Catalogue is not intended as an evaluation, aid. Its

purpose ,7_,F,t9 provide:a state-wide awareness of cUrricvlam-guides.prOduced..

during the year. The Catalogue has three sections: .A Subject Index, an

Institution Index, and.a Summary Section. All guides are originally listed
'in the Catalogue by a "CM" identification number. This "call" number is the

one to be used in, requesting a-specific:guide._ All .documents cited in this

Catalogue.are hoUsed by SMERC in MICROFICHE FORMAT.
(---

The Subject Index lists all docuMents"by subject areas. The Subject. IndeX \_
- . .

.

will enable you to locate. the. documents that are of interest.to you. If you

want to know what guides have beenHcZeVeloped by a certain district orschool,

check under its name in the.Institution Index.' If you are uncertain as to the

document content, check under its title in the Summary Section. .A brief

description of-the docuMent'follows.
.

F. Curtis May,
.

Director of Library Services

rank W. Mcittas,
Administrative Director

'SAN MATEO COUNTY BOARD OF.- EDUCATION

Mrs, F,Jorence M: Cadigan, President.'
Jose E. Bernal
J. Paul Bradley .

Granville DeMerritt
Ella A. FOntana
tqamOld E. .Puipus

Mrs. CarOl'A.. Slavick.
J..RUssell Kent, Executive-.

Officer and. Secretary
I

at? Volume II
1975
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SAN MATED 'COUNTY

as

.EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 'CENTER'

SKERC provides ineormation service to all educators in San. Mateo County and to its
participating,member groups. Its resources include ERIC .(Educational Resources
mation.Center), FIDO- (Fugitive Information Data Organizer), the ProfeSsional Curriculum
Library, and many specialized collections.

All collections emphasize new publications in emerging fields of.educaticia in uding
new books concerning various disciplinds in a broad range Of subjects; Wit

guides, policy handbooks, and other national, state and local publications; more than
700 periodicals and newsletters regularly published by educational organizations and
related ageacies; and, directories and pamphlets published by the Office of Education.

r _

,Access to the_storehouae of educational research and resources is prOvided to All
:San MateO.dounty teachers *nd.als0:,:tf.lrough.coritiaCtto.-teachers and administrators
outside of San Mateo--County.._Expert researchers probe the .computerized files of. ERIC`
aad:FIDO'upon request-ofits:subscribers.,,InfOrMationpackets:ok,microfiched documents,..:
photocopies Of journal articles, and bibliographies of abstracted-documents are Supplied
to clients.

CURRICULUM MATERIALS DEPOSITORY

School.Districts and County Offices in California are encouraged to -.

participate in the. Curriculum Materials Depository. In, order that materials
prepared by all districts may be madeiaailable to all interested persons;
you are encouraged-to send any curriculum materials produced since June,
1974 to-the address below.

'When sending materials,. we.ask:thejollowingt.

1. Send original-copies or gOod printed-copies. We annot
photograpti from poorly printed script., ditto copies, etc.

Please'send two copies of each document if at all possible.
1,-t One copy should be bound in the usual "fashion and one copy

unbound. ,

. Pleas
---,-,

e note on the-title page the availability of the
.

original document from you, i.e., the price if for sale,
the address to which a person should write, or the fact--
that printed copies are not available.

4.. -Send thedOcuments.as-soon as produced,dn a Yearround
basis to:.

EDUCATIONAL "RESOURCES CENTER
Curriculum-Materts Depository
San Mateo County ffice of Education
33.3 slain Street
Redwood City,CA 9406.3

1 0A



ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

\

Any educator may request microfiche reproduction
:-

of the curriculum
guides. A. charge of 50c per microfiche card will be made, and all
microfiche materials are the permanent possession of the client.
To determine the number of cards-for any'jspecifftc document: notali

the-number of-pages in each document, estimating 46 pages. on the
first microfiche card, and up to 60 pages on each additional card.

Standing orders are offered to any institution at a cost of 350
per microfiche card. Institutionewi-, .- the complete. collection
may order. at the following prices:

4 4.

4i; 8 titles S.1974_ voluMe .

-1975 volume,. 296 titles $450 .

Please .note thatcomplete Callectic:61..orders are subject to a delay
of -60 clays..711rxent microfiche will be sent quarterly for standing
orders withthe appropriate billti/ag. The Cidrriculdm Guide Catalogues;
.including this second volume, are avallabld at a charge of $3.50 each.
The Catalogues are-furnished free as a regular regOurceguideto.

"subscribing...agencies.:
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APPENDIX R: San Mateo County Education Resources Center

(SMERC) . Handbook for Linking-Agents_
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AN INTRODUCTION TO SMERC

This handbook is a compilation of-miscellaneous information about SMERC--its
its - policies and resources, its. pub .cations and jargon. It is

designed as a reference which will help you idealing.with your clients---and
In dealing with SMERC.

V

Contents- 4 Page

I.-:- SMERC Organization Chart (abbievihted). . . . .. 0 ; o 1
dr

II. Subscribing Members . . . ........ .. . 2

III. COSMOS .
tr.

3

IV. SMERC Data Files' (Chart) . a, 0 0 . 4 .

V. SMERC Resourcei- .. . . ... . . . . . 5.

VI: Types of Searches. . . . . . . . 8

VII. Policies & Charges

A. For Subscribing Agencies . . . 9

"B. For Non - Subscribers.

-VIII. SMERC,Publications

. . . 10

AO Regular Publications- 2 . . . 11

-B. Distribution. of Publications. . . . . . . . 13,

IX. Submitting Documents to SliERC for FIDO; . . . . . . . . 14
- ,

X.: ERIC-Clearinghouses . .

4k.

XI. Glossary. .

XII. Microfiche Readers and Reader/Printers.

XIII. Thesaurus of. ERIC Descriptors (Ordering Information

XIV. ERRS (Ordering Documents from ERIC) . .
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;
XV. SMERC ForMs

26

. . 27

A. Document orderiPgfrom a computer printout . .

B. Sample.CoMputerPrintout Page- . ; . . .,

C. Sample ERIC -Abstracts . . .
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SMERC oRGAIFTION CHART (ABBREVIATED

(Phone,, (415)364:5600)

=1.

Bany Galvin, NialMOSenger
o. 4

.1

Re:tench Team A ,(Phon4 ext. 4405)

Linda Sence, Research Analyst

Jane Hennig, Research Assistant

Anna Joe, Research'AsSistant

Holly 'darnke, Research

Lee McYieil, Clerical Su?port

Frank Matas, Director,

Pat
Bruhn °, Secretary

(Phone, ext? 4404)

7,ornar, Office Supervisor

Sue long,

Field Consultant

Katherine Clay,

Information Snacialist

Lillian Reisland, Secs
' (Phone ext.'4403)

Research Team B'(Phone ext. 4407)

Karen Cole, Research Analyst

:o D'Anna, Research Assistant

Kathryn ilesSler, Research:Assistant_

,," 14A- Research Assistant

:Take Sonoda,,Clerical Support

Research Team C (Phone ext. 4408),

Sara Lake, Research Analyst

Elissa Shafer, Research Assistant::

Jean" Holbrook, Research'Asisiant,,

Judith Ehret, Research Assi slant.

Iortaine Wilkinson, CleriCal Support:



ALAMEDA COUNTY
Loretta Chin
(415) 881-072

ALASKA, STATE OF
Dr. Robert Lehman.

. (907) 465-2812
ARIZONA, STATE OF-

Dr. Jackson Drake
(602) 965-3538

Audrey Ohlson
- :'(415) 6971400 ,
EL DORADO COUNTY.:

Robert Haynes
(916)'622-7130 x 52

INDUSTRY/EDUCATION COUNCIL
Henry Weiss
(415) 697-4311

INSTITUTE FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Dr. John Sperling
(408) 262-8500'

INTO COUNTY
Lloyd Wilson
(714) 878-2411 x345

KERN COUNTY
Jack Keene/Sandy Larson
(805) 834-3700 x 364

LASSEN Cowry
Lois Weston"Mak
(916) 257-5144

LA VERNE COLLEGE
Dr. Marlin Heckman
(714) 593 -3511- x 211

MARIN COUNTY
. Gerald Foley/Susan Van eulen'
(415) 924-950.-

MASSACHUSETTS (IEs/-14EC)
. Holly Stengel

(617) 256-3985
MENDOCINO COUNTY -- .

.

Alford Wright/Elsie Snider
(707) 462-4731 x 371.

MERCED COUNTY
Vince Campi - Library
(209) 723-2031

. MINNESOTA, STATE OF
. Donna Ford

(507) 537-7141 I.

_Helen Dell
(612) 96-5079

----140NTANAT-STATE701---7-
MArianne.Whitmore
.(406) 449-2082

MONTEREY COUNTY
Lois Casey
(408) 424 -0654-

. ORANGE COUNTY
Don Wilson/Jean Hayes
(714) 834-3981

OREGON (PORTLAND)
. Jean Seay

(503) 234-3392 x 267
OREGON (JACKSON/JOSEPHINE COUNTIES)

- Ralph Humphrey
(503) 779-5510'

. .

SUBSCRIBING MEMBERS

PLACER COUNTY
Dr. Martin Bauman
(916) 823-4611

RIVERSIDE COUNTY Y
Dr. Adrian Gentry/8. Fairchild
(714) 787-6550

SACRAMENTO (FOLSOM-CORDOVA DISTRICT)
Floyd Andrus
(916)- 985-4483

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIFIED -je
_ Ted Porter

.

(916) 454-8561
SACRAMENTO (SAN JUAN UNIFIED)

Ray Dimond
(916) 484=2541

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY
Mrs. 'Kettle Day
(805) 964-4711 x 247

SANTA CLARA COUNTY OFFICE
Susan Choi
(408) 299-4096

SANTA.CLARA (MORGAN* HILT:. UNIFIED)
Gordon Logan
(408) 779-5272

SANTA CLARA C/T. VIEW/LOS ALTOS DISTRICT)
Milton L. Schmidt -

(415) 968-6571 x 40
SANTA CLARA (OAK GROVE DISTRICT)

D. James Hastings
(408) 227-8300 x 156

SANTA CLARA (LOS GATOS JT. UHSD)
Paul Collins
(408) 354-2520

SANTA CLARA (EVERGREEN DISTRICT)
'Margaret Ceresa
(408) 274-2520

SANTA CLARA (G-ILROY DISTRICT)
Mra. Frances Trettin
(408) 842-8285

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY
Dr. Kenneth Larson/M. Segarini

. (408) 425,2306
SAN MATEO COUNTY.

Linda Spence
(415) 364-5600 x 4405

SOLANO COUNTY
. Peter Kalamaras

(707) 429-6531
SONOMik COUNTY

Ctesylla Blackwill
_4
(707) 527-2143

TULARE COUNTY
Sabin Gray
-(209) 733 -6434

TUOLUMNE COUNTY
Kathy Anderson
(209) 532-1419

YOLO COUNTY
jj

Mrs. Ship Walter's
-016) 666-8421



COSMOSvs.

COSMOS has nothing to.do-with metaphysids; it. Is just,another acronym
standing for CoUnty of San Mate; Online. System, .a .computerized information
retrieval system-.designed specifidal* for SMERC,by -DigitilEquipment

Corporation.

The computer teminal, whether it be attached directly to a communi--

cations port or via dia-in telephone lines, will be communicating with

a Digital Equipment-Corporation.DECsystem-1080 Computer System. It is

-the largest computer-that DEC produces,and is located at the County'

-Office of Education in' Redwood City, California...

The ERICportion of the data base was 'purchased by San Mateo County.

from ERIC headquarters in the form of magnetic tapes. Upon-receipt of

theetaPes, programs were ,devisid to foad,their cOntents onto disk in

--ELretrievable and logical format.

SMERC./e. fugitfve, or. non -ERIC, files whi h havenot lireviously been

computerized,' were loaded into thesame dat base as their-_big brbther

ERIC..and are now searchable by computer. Included in the non -ERIC

portion.,:Ofthe COSMOS database are stic_of SpeCial.document

" collections, each of which, has its own unique "call" letters:.

ID = FIDO - All Topics
a.

CM = Curriculum Matertals

UN = UNIPACS = Individualized PrograMsi
.

SC = Learning Centers. -IndividualiZed Topics

PR = PERI Documents - Administrative Topics .

CE = Career Education Documents..

In addition to COSMOS, processing, the4DECsystem--1080Twilliwhile.awaY .

its idle momentsTmonitoring students, pafr011-repordS' a3pi.d.performing

.other County tasks.
.

I/
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0

NIKE

MSC Data Files

EZO CATALOGS AVAILABLE =Ea IIDE
ORIGINATOR SCOPE AND/OR CONTENTS MINTER/ZED? MST? SIRE ,FROM SYIRCt FOR DO= 4 70:MAT

ERIC III Nat'l Instit. Research, Reports, Curric.,iyes/DIALOG and yes

(Resources in of Education etc. mall aspects of, COSMOS

Education) education .

ERIC CIJE " - Indexes over 700

(Curtest Index educational journals,

to ournals in mainly USA

Ed tion)!

about 120,000 no/Gos't Printing ED of

documests Office '1

yes/DIALOG an

CO2405

yes about 130,000 no/Macmillan

Information, Inc.

FIDO ugitive SNERC

Inf tion Data

Organizer)

All ed. issues of interest., yes/COSMOS yes about, 5,000

to our clients.' Also selectively

locally developed materials

yes ID mf if over

5pp. PC

if less

. CURRICULUM

MATERIALS

SMERC, as Currie. Guides, lesson yes /COSMOS

state curric. plans, syllabi, handbooks,

:depository ;, etc., developed by CA schools

Kettering Individualized student yes/COSMOS.

Foundation lessons, all subjects K-12 selectively

UNIPACS

yes about 1,000

about 4

about 600
LEARNING

CENTERS

Santa Clara

County

Instructions for setting yes/COSMOS

up classroom learning selectively

centers on specific topics.

All subjects, mainly K-8

WEER ED

MICROFICHE

COLLECTION

SKERC, for Career education lessons, yes/COSMOS

Calif. State mainly student awareness selectively

Dept. of Ed. K-Jr. College

no/individual

DRIPACs indexed in

CONS

no individuallearning SC

center indexed is

COSMOS

about 500 ye /ID, 004 715

1DUCATION

INDEX

H. W. Wilson Index to over 200 no

educational journals

yes 'unknown no/H.W. Wilson none pc

SAN MATEO COUNTY Current library collection no

CURRICULUM S.H. Cgunty, on education and teaching.

LIBRARY , t/, Sample curriculum and texts

COW

yes about 25,000

volumes;

about 1,000

journal

subscriptions

none on loan to

County

.scbool

personiel.'



MI:ERG RESOURCES -

ERIC - Educational ResourCes Information Center

ERIC,'a nationwide educational information network, acquires,
selects, abstracts, indexes, stores., retrieves, and disseminates
significant and timely educational materials. ERIC's central
facility is in Washington, D.C..;_ the sixteen clearinghouses, each
specializing in a specific subject area, are located. throughout the
United States. The abstracts of educational materials selected
for the ERIC collection-appear monthly in two ERIC catalogs,
RIEand-tIJE.

-

RIE - Resources in-Education.("ED")

RIE is prepared.monthlyby ERIC'And-is pubiiShed by the U.S.
Governmentrinting Office. -,The catalogs contain subject, author,
and institution'indexes.as well as document resumes which describe
the contents of the docuMent. -The subject index is based on the
educational terminology accepted1)3i-ERIC and listed in the
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors.

SCIJE - Current Index. to Journals in Education("EJ")

C/JE, also prepared monthly by ERIC but published by McMillan
_Information, is designed to provide coverage of the vast amount
of literature published in educational journals. ERIC has
identified approximately 700 publications representing the core
periodical literature for the field of education.- ,The journal
article citations contain bibliogfaphic data but; unike RIE
citations, containTlittle,more than a one-line annoption. Like
docume s in RIE, the Thesaurus is-used for assigning descriptive
to to each article.

FIDO - Fugitne-InformatiOn Data-Organizer, ("ID")
t

FIDO is SMERC's own collection of documents which'have been
determined to be of interest to educators, but which are not
found in any other known collection of educational materials.

___- --- ---- --Identikied -as "fugitive'T-materlals; the microfiche-documents
4re

indexed_ and abstracted,in the same manner as those found in IC
publications; the Thesaurus provides the educational terminol gy
for abstracting; indexing and searching.FIDO. FIDO enables,
SMERC to have on hand locally sigdificant educational_literat

.which'mayJnot appear in the ERICcollection. The FIDO catalo
consistsof subject, author, and institution indexes along with
a summary section describing each document.

LEARNING CENTER PACKAGES ("SC")

t*,

A Learning Center Is a program designed by the teacher to provide
for-th&differeht:learning patterhSof students, to leacrthem to
_assume the respOhsibility,of solving problems through exploratiOn,
'.andtp offer-the opportunity for success at the learner's level of



achievement.' The Learning Centers .or Stations are designated
areas within the classrooM where children may go to.explore an
activity related to some new Concept or reinforce aparti6larly:
difficult class-related skill.

EaCh learning center has a suggested grade ,level inAlarenthesis
*;following the title. _General grade levels are indicated by
PR.(primari), EL (elemeritary), IN (intermediate), or HS (high

. school) The majority of the packages are.for,K-8-. They do.not-
-contaim-objectivesi-

UNIPACS ( UN")-

Unipacs are individualized program packages which include a sin
concept, instructional objectives, pre- and post-tests and
diversified learning strategies. Unipacs include:

1. A major goal and its component ideas, skills, or
attitudes `.

,

2. Learning objectives stated in behavioral terms which
contain expected performance, conditions, limitations
and expected proficiency levels

. StiggeSted instruction strategy

4.. Identification of _learners

5. Materials and equipment needed to. reach the goal-(often
a specific textbook)

. SuggeSted.follow-up instructional opportunities

'Example tests (both pre and post) withandwer keys

8..'.Evalu.ation forms

Unipacs are indoxedunder general grade levels -: Primary,.elementary,
junior: high, secondary.

CURRICULUM MATERIALS ( CM ")

The California Cur riculum Guidecollection.is designed to provide
a state-wide awareness,of-curriculum guides.producecrby the various
school districts in the State of-California only. These guides-are.
abstracted and indexed by the SMERC staff, using the Thesaurus of
ERIC Descriptors, are available in microfiche format,.and are computer
retrievable through COSMOS.

CAREER EDUCATION/CAREER AWARENESS MATERIALSCCE")

Career education/career awareness materials were collected by the
California State. Department of Education. A catalog of these
materials was prepared by SMERC; it includes titles of curriculum,

206 a
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instruction, guidance, and management materials for caieer
education. The documents are available in microfiche format,
as is, the catalog itself: order //ID 004'715.

PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY

The San Mateo County. Office of Education library houses a solid
colleCtion of professional books-and abasic reference collection,
plus most of-the journals cited in Education.IndexandCISE,
Though circulated only to San,14,ateo-County edUcators,)tilese_._
materials are often,used by the-SMERCresearch staff asxeference
mater,ials for other subscribing agencies.

207
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TYPES OF-SEARCHES

442

QUICK IDENTIFICATION SEARCH
. . -

.

If yOU have access to SMERC newsletters, SMERC resource guides,. F/DO and/or
,

ERIC catalOgs,you may want to locate your-.Own:Material,, and simfily phone
.. _,.

.yourainking'agent to give him the identification numbers of the document
.,..

Tyou want. The turn around time is 24 hours from the time we receive the

request., There is:no charge.for:Ithis service:Unless the _request exceeds:.
,,

the maximum a1Iol4ed. (See-,CHARGES) -.
-

COMPUTER 'PRINTOUTS

We can,also provide you with.a computer print° of ERIC document-citations

in a given subject area, When you receive the printout, ydu.can then

analyze the results yourself and request needed documets-by identification.

nuMbers. The turnaround' time 10 dAys,,,fraM7the:tiMe we rOdeive:the.

.request. ,ThersisilO.charge for a negotiated computer printoutl,the-bnly

'Charge:wouldlbe:if,the reqUesil for rePioduction exceeded the maximum
. .:

, .

:,allowedper Seardh.- :(See CHARGES)

IN -DEPTH SEARCHES

If you requ research on a given topic, and want the search prepared,

conducted, analyzed, and reproduced by our staff, the in-depth search is

perhaps best. The turn-around time is 14 days from elle time we receive

the request: 'There is no charge for this service.

208



POLICIES AND CHARGES

Fog SUBSCRIBING AGENCIES

\l. 10-free'microfiche cards with eaCJIclient-initiated request. e5 Each
additional mdcrofithe card is 35c, or 3 for $1.00.

2. 20 free pages of photocopy with-each client-initiated request. Eath
additional page is 15c.

. -

3. 20 free pag?t-of hardtopy .(prin of- midrofiche) with each client-
initiated request. Eadh additio age is 25c with a limit of 50
pages (including the 2o free) perrch. 'Larger orders must be
approved by the Research Supervisor and wait- have special handling
charges.;; These are a $2.50 per hour charge for reproduction time
Sand35c.per page over the Initial 50. All orders -may be subject -to
a 4-7weekdelivery period. (To aid clients in minimizing. cots,.
SMERC Can Supply th'e order form to (secure hardcopy materials froni

--the'ERIC Document PAproduction Service, which is able to provide
hardcopy at lamer costs.)

4. Computer S6tches:

a. A maximum of 50 free abstracted citaorls
15c for each additional abstract.

per Search request--

b. A. maximum of 50 free citations without abstracts per search
request4-10c for (4och .:4-1ditinnal citation.

c. Identificatinu numb(_riritle citations limited to 150
approved, by Ltve Iarch Supervisor.

5. $2.00 per coy-- (v.hile rho s.ipply lasts) for extra FIDO catalogs
Resource Gur7dels.

RESOURCEB'KS ANTATIABLE F-,T^CHASE

Entire $200
-17f Colic;L:Vn: 4

1974 T:."'i?17.ct

1979 Vcil'Irief!

1976 VG1,1777r $300

209
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'POLICIES AND CHARGES

FOR NON-MEMBERS

50c for -each microfiche,. card reproduction (Note: One document may
contain more than one Microfiche card.)

,',20c per page for- phOtocopl of periodicals a=id` books.

2 '
3. 35C per:page for hardcopy (printout of*crofiche) with a limit of

50 pages.' pet request. "Larger orders must be approvied by-the Reseirah
Supervisor and will have special handling charges. These-Are'a $2.50
per hour:Charge-for, reproduction time- and-50C per page over the initial
50 Pages._ All drders may-be .subject to a 4-week delivery period. (If
requested,SMERb will make available the,-order -form.,for hardcopy-
materials fromtheERIC Document Reproduction Service,-which-ie
to' provide hardcotlY at-lower costs.)

4. A, minimum charge of $3.06 when billing is necessary.

5. Computer Searches

a. ,$35 per hour for a "batch" search, i.e. client, furnishes
descriptors and SMERC does not negOtiate, expand or- limit
the search.

$50 pet hour for .a-negotiated search plus $15.per hourd.for
researcher" (personnel) time;°

c. .15c per .ibstny.td citation; 10c,-per citation without abetradt.-

A

6. $5 per copy for a FIDO catalog; $3 per copy, fora ResourceGuide.
(While the supply lasts.)

7. Search services are_: provided for non - members -only from, June 1 to

. _

September 1.

C ""e- 5



SMERCPUBLICATIONS

Types of Regular Publications-
..

-SMERC pursUes an-active publications program -to provide. Ltd clienta with,
permanent references on new tOpids in edUcation. It is our hope that ,our'
publications will be regularly readby-,our. clients and that, while-they will'
answir_some'questions, they will stimulate othersin'the.forM Of new.searCh
requests.,

We-Schedule one publication to appear each month-from Septemb'er,thraugh:May. -
.A11 publications_are originated, writteR, and designed by the SMERC research
staff, althodgh'we encourage your inputs-to topics you wish to have covered.
Our publications fall.into.three-inajor categories.: -Collections. Catalogs,.
Resource Guides,,and News Notes. (Additional types of publications will be
discussed, below.) The general publication schedule calls for a News Notes
to come out'one month, a tollections Catalog or Resource Guide the next
month, follol4dcrby a News Notes, etc:

COLLECTIONS CATALOGS

Fib° Catalogs (Fugitive Inform4tion bat'a FIDO is a colrection-
,..4eveloped,by SMERC to-answer itzsown and ,its clients' needs. It.emphasizes"',

.

topics-of current concern (suchas'metric education, teaching0/ietnamese.-
-childrei), locally prOduced reseirch'and curriculum materialsAincluding
individualized instruction packets)',and topics of special interest to
StiERC's contract areas (California education legislation, accountability);

..,

.FIDO catalogs are published at irregular-intervals and do not.cummulate,
so each edition should be examined. FIDO documents are identified. by order'
numbers prefaced with the letters "ID", and are available in microfiche format.

Curriculum Materials Catalog: SMERC has been-designated as the State
Curricu/um 'Depository for-all curriculum materials developed by school
districts ad county-school systeths in California. SMERC receives these
materiald from-the producing agencies, microfilms them and creates an annual
-subject- indexed catalog. While it contains little or "no research information,.
Alf(2411 catalog is an excellent.source,of practical school'iriformation:
course descriptions, subject area continuums, and. administrative handtooks
and models. Document numbers are 'prefaced -with "CM", and are available in
microfiche format



RESOURCE. GUIDES

... 1 ..
. ' Spveral resource guides...are published each. year by

.

SMERC; each on a- tOpic -
Q* of current concern.: Each guide contaids a thorough overview. of SMERCts

. s'-,resources *op `that. topic- First published and distribUted to cli: efts in
;paper cbpy, _resource guides are then microfiched to be.permanently available.
The following is a -list of resource guides current available; ;with .pubrIca-,
-tion date and:microfiche order number (all with 'an .1'1D" 'preface).

...

TOPIC DATE --ID °NUMBEat .,

Environmental Education --

Migrant Education
Drug Abtise `-=

Year Round achools -
Revolution in Education -

Decentralization
Teacher Evaluation
.Equality in Education

c Administrator Evaluation
Open. Classroom
Teachera Resources Material

Learnini Centers
EmotionaIly DistUrbed -Children
PerfOrmance_ContraCts-:..

Educatio 1foucliers::

Dedentralization of"
.Decision Making

Early- Childhood Education
Career Education
Negotiations- (Meeting and
.Conferring),'

Assessment _Strategies
IthoVation._and Change
Comparison of- Guidc.-.-s.to

Non-Print Media,
Individualised Instruction
Alternative Schop.1s --

Mainstreaming.
Curriculum' Guides.
Career Education .Catalog.

(California State Dept. .,

of Eduition)*
Bilingual .Education,and- ESL
Learning Centers

NEWS NOTES

SMERC publishes bi-monthly newsletters .containing short articles and lists
of new or interesting documents on .a .wide variety of topics. -NewS)aotes:-
also alert you to St RC's new p3.blications..a resources.

September 1970
January 1971
January 1971
Sep 'ember 1972
Januay 1972
January 1972
February 1972
_April 1972
*August 1972. -

June 1972
s .

December 1971
November 1972

4144`.

.4145

4146
4148'
4149
4150
4151
4152
4153

.4154

4155

December 1972 4156

January 1973
February' -19 p
March 1973-

4157
4158
4159

April 1973 .4182

4195. -

June 1973 4214.

;

November 1973
December 1973
January 1974
February 1975
1974 -

tg,

4373
4401
4439
4775
4793 also ED 103 026)-

January 1975 4715
November 1975 4899.
-January 1976 -5032



"

TilTRIBUTION OF REGULAR PUBLICATIONS

.

. .a

At the time of publication, SMERIC-will send a. prearratiged quantity'appiper-.
Copies to the main-office'of each:'; agency--enough.so that :each, School
in that area will receive two copies of the publicatioa. (Be mire to notify
_SD= if there,is a change in the number -of your contract schools.) Actual
distribuiion to the schools is the responsibility of the lidkinge.agent in
that contract.

Since the nuMberof.COpies printed.each time is predicated on current.(and
some. future) contradtneedS,.:once the origfaal printing-is dittributed-,.. we
cannOtguarantee.that additional paper copies .will be aVailable-to

.

Other SMXRC Publications

.SPECIAL CATALOGS AND/OR .RESOURCE GUIDES'.

If.you would like to haVe'd resourc ;wide on.a topic of special concern to
your agency,-please letus know. If it' is a topic of broad-interest, we/5321.y

publish it as a'regularrdsource guide. We. will also compile. Special colIec7:
tions and catalogs for your-COntra4X alone, if you wish.;.This
long-range-service which should be negotiated:Well::-In advance=as.
part of the yearly: contract)With SMERC's Director', Dr:.- Frank Mattas.,

BROCHURE

The SMERC brochure iS.speCiaYly deSigned.to.introduce new users to-our services.
.Tele_willbehappy,to send--a.guantitTof.theie broChUres-to you for distribution

to your schoOls,7 or at- seminars and conferences.

, .

'LINKING LOGS
o . .

,
,

A new publication, this is an infbi-mal, irregular newsletter designed to keep

our linking agents aqpreast. of things going .on- at- tbe.SMERC-office: .petsonnel'
.

changes,'publications dates, etc.--a general Supplement to regular linking
agent/research analyst communications. We also hope that itwillsefve as an
idea exchange between linking-agents in the various contracts,- a place where
.problems-and successful _practices in SMERC field work may be shared and :

discUssd-; We en age linking alents to submit ideas to Linking Logs.'



SMERC wants and needs locally developed matez&als-far its data banks--it is

one way. for.. us. to know more about the needs and concerns of our. clients and

it gives us new ideas to share with others. (Someone-in southern California,

for example, may be tearing his hair put next month trying te"solve a problem

that one of your districts tackled years ago. He would appreciate your help,

and through SMERC, you can give it very easily.)

Sometimes; indour News Notes or in,our transmittal letters. with seafOesi-

we will request information on a certain topic.- Also, by examining our

catalogs (FIDO, Unipacs,,Curriculum Materials, etc.).you will see-the types.

of information we gather; But don't let:this limit you._ Plea_se be active

in soliciting materials fromyourlocal schools and feel free to:send us any

material that 'you feel is worth. sharing with other edimators: .documentation,

on a successful local project, *a research study done by the district: office,

an unusual elective course, a master's thesis--whatever. We will carefully

evaluate all'that-is-Sent in, f you will please follow the guidelines set

out

(NOTE: You do not have to separately submitfor FIDO anthing that will come

to us through othei channels as part of our State Curriculum DepOsitory .

Program. .The latter materials become CM documen,ts. On COSMOS, CM and FIDO

documents will be merged as-a single file to sear.:-h, we we no longer need to,

have duplications in the two collections.) .

G7IDELINES:

FORMAT: Please send in a c?Jean sharp original copy.. Mimeo, pale xerox

copy,_ dark paper, newspaper pylnt, pencil drawing, and handwriting are not

legible-in microfiche. 81/2-g'11 paper is gieferred, because "pages larger

than that require microfiche fraMes to film- -and _are difficult to read.

AUTHOR RELEASE: If posiible,,have,the author of the document sign a release

foi the material to come to.SMERC. If there is no individual autfiar,you

might - request, a signature from someone-who "controls" it, such aethe head.

of the curriculum committee or the district superintendent. You maY`use:

copies of the samp'e release on the following page, or you may make:up-your

own if you choose. Please have the release stapled to the front cover'of

-the document when you send itto SRC. eME

SEND A "DISPOSABLE" COPY: We would prefer: to keep, the copy you sendfor ,our

files (in,case the microfiche is lost), but we will- return :the =copy if .--

necessary. Please be sure to tell us, when yon. submit a document, if and to

whom the copy should be reairned.

SUBMISSION TO SMERC: Mail the document to the attention of your research

analyst or to Mrs. Katherine Clay.

SMERC's RESPONSE: Once we have received' "the document, we will evaluate it

A



^

for inclusion- in FIDO.* If wedeeid to accession it, witliin aefew days
yoti will receive a note for the author, thanking hem for the contribution
and giving the document's order number. If the document itself is to be
returned to the author, this will be done latgr, when the raicrofihe filraing
and indexing is compete (See timelines)

TIMELINES: ,TAzrakes about one month from 'the _time_ a document pis _submitted_
until it is.available -for ordering'eas an "ID" microfiche. We can do a
"rush" job for one -or..two special documents, but the time will never be 1/ess

than a week and a half. TftWinter is the busy .time-at SMERC, so things wil4.
go smoother and faster if you submit documents in late sp 1ng: or during thee
summer, especially if you are sending a large batch.

.

*Our other spedial -collections, Unipacs,. Learning--Cienters, etc. are "closed"
so evety".new'document we reCeive, regardless.:of ,orrila.; will become a FIDO
unless designated for' the 'Curriculum Materials Catalog or"kor a special
catalog you negotiate with sragc.

.;

'AUTHOR RELEASE'FOR FIDO DOCUMENTS

I am- sending this document -to SMERC with the -understanding

that it.will become -part f., MER.C's data files..- I give my

ptet4diSsion.:for this article to be pieced on microfiche and,

in the futUre copied and distributed at SMERC's discretion.,

SIGNED:

513



AP fNprx .S: Rese4ych Information Service for Education RISE)_

\k: Name:

RESEARCH INFORMATION SERVICE. FOR 'EDUCATION

Library
The Onta0oinstitute for Studies In Education

:22 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario MSS IV6

". (416)923-6641, Ext. 202)

Reouest for Literature Search

Date material required.:

Position:

Address:""

Telephone-(day):

;_

2. Subject of abIcrch .(Please be as specific as bossiae):

Jse'To'be.madelOf =toile

LesTel (e.g., elementary, secondary):

a
.,.

3.-7Form desired:

Bibliography C:=7: Yes L177 '.No

Annotated bibliography '. Yes-.- Q No
Review of the literature -.-'. L:=7 'Yes L:=7 No

7,...7 Photocopies 1-7 Yes - L:11 No
,:....,-,-

7

:4. Cost:

.faXimumi,cost acceptable (excluding photocopies):

. Maximum cost acceptabie:for photoiopies:

Bill to: Above 0 Other CZT, .Please specify:.

Date: Signature:

-v



what Is RISE?

,Through its'Researd Information Service for
Education, the Library of the'Ontario Instituie

.

?for Studies in Education offers an extended

reference service to the larger. educational
comm.mi-ti oda reitiersable basis, In-depth
;literature searches are designed and executed by

_ I i brari ens-, to meet n format ion: rteedsof

individual admirristrators,'sr.hool board.personnel,
'teachers, researchers,,parents, 'cozenunity gtoups,
andothers interested in securing, the latest and
best information that is available on a specific
education-related subject.

What Is a RISE literature search?

Literature searches are based on theOISE

Library's extensive collection of kaki,
. . journals, research lreprti, thees,'and ERIC

Aocutrels:" Out:a RISE search,goes beyond the
Library' to exploit e informal, human,

eduoatiohalfrtforma ion network inOntirioal I
in an effort-to retrieve. information on practices,.
theerieS; and research bearing wit the issue. or
problem that a RI SE cI i,ent. is currently tackling,

,this service .is especial ty:usefu I for locating, ,'
less easily accessible Canadian 'ancklocal.'

materials. The prOdtki of 'the'Search as 'veil
the search itself is custom- tailored to each
client's specifications, butRISEtypicatly...
produces an . .

*Information Package

'Annotated Bibliography

,

Annotatians,'orebstrads, sunmarizing the
:contents:of every item listed-In the bibllo-.'
.graphy can be supplied on request. Further-,
Dore, to' obtain most efficiently an'aecurate,Y

se\nse of, the trends in the I iterature on a

particular topic, clients 'may *request not .

on an annotated bibliography, but a

"Review of the' Liierature .

RISE wi II, if 'requested, provide 'a summar
description of the literature as a whale --a

"reviet of 1-ne literature "in additton to,
or instead of an annotated bibliography

"intormaiion paCkage."

Costs of.RISE:'

:The cost of a RISE iiterature
search depends on the

time...required,in each ease. The rats is $12,00 per.
hour. Ihecharge for photocoPying.i's 20t per page,"
with .4i S2.00 minimum per order, , h; the time when

t* the search is arranged, a -.client m'ay, of course,.

specify-a. maximum amount of time tobbe consulted,
and'a maximum number, Of pages to be, photocopied.

'Ai;the seme'time, 'the librarian may be able to
.estitniite the, number of hours that will be4 required
to pravide.the: information needed. !Ouplic.ktei of
bibliographies onf will be supp I
reduced rate. .

tThe,results of.the:1-iterature search are.e.,.:.'.
usually forwarded the el iint In the oro"..'"

of in "information package",-atibl iography

' and photocoples,of'' relevant 'itenis',.as well

..a.S.,directiOns for procuring bo6ks:ind other,
materiels ,not Suitable for photoopYing.

Such a "package" may be-as comprehensive

or as streamlined as the Particularol lent °

desires. Sometimes a few' good:articles

or a summary of the needed fact s, without,

a bibliography, will'suff Ice. Clients in
other situations, however,, may prefernot

only a list of, references; but an..

Service byAnnua Contract

.. .

School ;boards' and :other arganizatiOmurr find'

Topics', for' RISE Searches.

The I ist of potential topics,for RISE I iterature
searches Js liniited,enly by a liberal definition .

of.:the field of "education. "' For example:

The Role of the Teacher in School

DeCiSiOfl-liaki5;

TfwV0PtiourSin of Secondary Schools

sCurriculin,Y.aterials fon,Values.E on t

ivaluation:df faculty in Universit;yis

and Ccntuntty Gal leges

:Death and Children

Alternative Kindergarten Entry Patterns

4 yethode tar Teachln Adults

it convenient tntalie RISE available to their
personnel, on 'demand °Ver in extended iricd of
time: This service can be arranged contractually

it through RiSE. ,

e.

Io to Arrange a RISE Literature Search

A search may be, arrangtid,by =plating the form,'
on the reverse side of this brochure, by writing
a letter describing the subject in detail, or by
telephoning RISE directly,

For further Information, em to arrange a search;
please contact:

6ndi Crxtreri, Librarian

Research Information Service for Education
'OISE Elbrary

252 Bloc Street West

Toronto, Ontario MS 'fit

(416r 923-6641, Ext. 202






